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A. W. WILLIS CALLS FOR NEW METHOD
IN DEALING WITH ELECTED OFFICERS
Voter Registration
Workers To Meet At
Mt Olive Thurs. 7:59
The Citizens Non - Partisanhas been scheduled for 7:59
Registration Committee is urg-
ing all volunteer workers in the
current voter registration cam-




.39 Years WorkS A luncheon, honoring the re-
tirement of Eugene R. Rhodes.
was held at the Memphis
Branch of the Atlanta Life In-
surance Company, last Satur-
day. Keynote speaker at the
affair was Rev. J. W. Williams
of Lane Avenue Baptist church.
Rhodes' retirement became ef-
fective July 29 after working
with insurance companies 39
years.
At the time of his retirement
he was debit manager for At-
lanta Life Insurance company
where he had been employed
the last 28 years.
Rhodes, whose wife, Mrs.
Annie Rhodes, has been a field
agent for the same company for
the last 19 years, said he has
not decided on any retirement
mplans. They live at 989 Speed
Wir at. They are the parents of a
seven-year-old adopted daugh-
ter.
It was on May 9, 1922
Rhodes began his career as a
life underwriter with the Mis-
sissippi Life Insurance Com-
pany. He worked there until
•1024 before becoming employ-
ed at the National Benefit In-
surance Company as a debit
manager until 1928. His work
was so outstanding until he
was promoted to an assistant
managership a job he held
nt i I the company dis-
continued business in Tennes- school, burst into a big beauti- csee. 
ful smile when she was inform-On April 1933, Rhodes be-
ed that a photograph of her had fcame debit manager at Atlan-
been selected to be featured in tta Life. From then until he
the August issue of Jack andretired, he never closed any





MANY MILES IN THE
FREEDOM MARCH, a 76-
year-old woman has walked.
Mrs. Patsy Keys, (left) has
not missed a lime in the
current series of picketing
downtown stores. She said
"I m preparing to participate
in the All-Day picket which
is being planned." When she
was asked how long she has
been perbeipating in the
Freedom Fight, she replied,
"every since it started." She
hastened to add "and I plan
to continue." Despite her age,
Mrs. Keys is very active in
many organizations. She is
a member of the Lincoln
Republican League, NAACP.
lit-Inners' Obtained
Food 'At Kress' Counter
unng Demonstration
Two young Negro men "ob-
tained food" during a sit-in at
Kress' basement eating counter
n Main Street last Thursday
fternoon. The men, David
Moore, 19, president of the
Youth Council, a local NAACP
ffiliate, and David Wrushen,
6, a member of the Council,
old the Tri State Defender
hat the food was ordered for
them by Daniel R. Thompson,
26-year-old white "Freedom
Rider" en route to Nashville
from Parchman, Mississippi
state penitentiary.
Moore explained it like this:
He said he and Thompson
walked into Kress together and
debit. "He served with hon-
esty and sincerity."—as well
as with great efficiency." There
'was ne ver any deficiencyfound in his work by auditors





Xavier university will con
ter the honorary degree of
Doctor of Laws upon His EX
eellency, the Most Rev. John
1Nodwo Amissah, Archbishop;
of Cape Coast, Ghana, West'
Africa, while he is visitingl
this country next month.
This was announced today
by Si ster Mary Josephine,
&WS., Xavier's president.
The degree will be con-
ferred during A solemn convo-
y. cation at the university on
Sept. 18. The Most Rev. Arch-
bishop Joseph F. Rummel is
echeduled to preside at the
Convocation.
MITCHELLEASE ANDERSON
p. m., Thursday, at Mt. Olive
CME church, 538 Linden ave.
Frank Kilpatrick, coordinator
of the campaign, said, "this is
a very important meeting.
Every ward and precinct lead-
er are urged to notify their
workers." He added, "workers
are asked to make available a
progress-report for the last two
weeks work."
Featured speaker at the
meeting is expected to be Rev..
J. L. Netters, pastor of Mt. Ver-
non Baptist church.
Prizes will be awarded var-
ious workers.
Winner of the door prize at
the last meeting was Miss Ethel
Reams, 747 Hilton at.. Ward
29-2; Mrs. Lillie Wheeler, pre-
cinct leader of Ward 14-2 won




1 A chapter of Congress ofjRacial Equality (CORE) wasl
established here last Sunday
afternoon during a meeting at
an office at 1936 Chelsea ave.,
according to a report released
to the Tri State Defender.
Elected chairman of the
Memphis Chapter of CORE veze
Carl Bush, 19-year-old sopho-
more of Tennessee State Alta
university, who is a native of
Memphis. Other officers elect-
ed include: Leon D. Horne,
vice chairman; Dr. John E. Jor-
dan, executi ye secretary;
Chester Visor, a 19-year-old
sophomore at Lane college,
treasurer; T. M. George, parlia-
mentarian and Carroll Ghlos-
ton, public relations director.
Dr. Jordan said "the first
major project we plan to work
on is to assist the local chapter 0
of the NAACP to obtain sit-in a
demonstrators.
HE said "a workshop in non-
violence, will be conducted a
soon. He added, "we are in I
need of finance. We plan to t
sponsor several fund-raising t
drives w hich will include'
dances, coke parties, rallies and a
baseball games."
Plans are also being made
for a membership drive.
Featured In Aug.
waitress. He said he told her
to take out for his hamburgere
but she said, "I cannot accept,
that dollar because it belongs,
to him" (meaning Moore),I
Thompson said he picked up
the dollar and handed to her,
but she still refused to accept
it.
The two men walked out
without paying. Later Thomp-I
son returned to ask a man who'
identified himself as the mana-
ger of the lunch counter to ac-
cept pay, but he "told me thatI
he didn't want my money--i
and never come back." Thomp-,
'Not Angry' Says
-11 Willis But 'Pity'
4 Commissioners
President of 51 Ward Civic
club: Knights and Daughters
ot Taber Lodge; Daughters
of Calanthe a n d Emanuel I
Baptist church. A widow,
she lives with a son. The
other two pickets are, Miss





Atty. W. W. Willis released
the following statement after
he was notified that the four
City Commseoners had res-
cinded his appointment to the
Memphis Transit Authority.
He was rep'aced by A. Ma-
ce° Walker, presdent of Ure-
versal Life Insurance Company
ane Tri State Bank. He is
also president of the Shelby
County elemocratic club. He re-
signed from Traffic Advisory
Comm s sten to which he had
been appo;nted li-st April.
Following is the full text of
Willis' statement:
At se,'en o'clock this morn-
ing, my phone .ang and as the
reporter began to talk, I fee
as I imagine Charles Evans
Hughes did v hen he went tc
hod President of the United
States and was awakened by a
reporter to find out that he
was ex-president. Similarly, I
went to bed as a member of the
Memphis Trans it Authority
and was awakened by a re-
porter telling me that I was
simply "a mere extremist."
' I feel compelled to make
a statement in regard to the
• recent vote by the City Corn-
mi!iskners rescinting my ap-
pointment to the Memphis
Transit Authority.
Our Great American Heri-
tage has been founded upon
man having slaved for free-
dom, battled for peace, and
studied for knowledge. am
overcame the shackles of
the grandson of a slave who
bonded servitude, sponsored
a college education for his
twelve children, and made
a monumental contribution to
his County in the State of
Mississippi.
My father. A. W. Willis. .
it., along with others. or-
A. MACEO WALKER ATTY. A. W. WILLIS. Ift.
4 City Commissioners
'Dumping' Atty. Willis
ing considered for the posi-
tion on MTA.
Mentbers of the Volunteer
;indicated that Walker's ap-
pointment in place of Willis
was not a gain rather a lose,
numerically and politically,
however a spokesman told
ithe Tri-State Defender that
"The Volunteer Committee did
not endorse Walker's appoint-
ment — simply because we did
not know he was going to fur
cept it."
A formal statement is ex-
pected to be issued by the or•
ganiza io is week. e lo-
cal chapter of the N eACP it
also expected to issue a state-
ment on the appointment.
(See an additional story o*
Page 2).
$512000 Raised
VCganizecl Universal Life Incur- yer,. which was used as a po-
ance Company, the fourth
largest Negro business in the
nation, where he served at
Executive Vice President until
his death in 1954.
The sterling qualities of hon-
esty, courage, and ferthright
representation served as the
guidepost .in my family and this
guidepost, along with the be-
lief in the principles of the
United States Constitution and
other documents, and the Doc-
trines of Christianity, instilled
in me by family, school, and
church, serve as tee American
i way cf vie, the envious goal re
divers peoples.
BAR OF JUSTICE
Imbued with these beliefs, I
son said the manager added, set out in the world to make
"this is not your fight—stay out ••• • a place of my own and it be- 
sires and hopes of Negroes The Society's 1961 Crusade be-
Issue—Magazine took seats at the lunch counter, of it." Thompson said he re- In Recital Sunday came evident that racial hate who want equality now—not gan April 1 with a fund-rais-
A waitress refused to serve plied, "this is every American's and discrimination had no place 
tomorrow. It is to he remem- ing goal of $500,000.
Eight-year. 01,1 mitchelleasel Moore. However, she took fight who believe in freedom— A 10-year-old lad from Kan- in a Democratic, 
Christian;bered that white elected of- Free   m a n had a special
come to Memphis to appear in, to remove these mores, laws, 
appointment 
hold when eking n thanks for contributions fromLorraine Anderson, a fourth) Thompson's order, which was who believes in democracy." sas City,Mo.,is scheduled to world. I felt compelled to strive 
ppalatmeernst,
of Negmrnes to of- 1 people throughout the stateIn the meantime, an unidenti-  • .
a recital at C a II i n s Chapel, manly by the desire and be- 
,and for the efforts of some 40,-
grade 
they are motivated pri-fied white man at the lunch and folkways that, if not de-
Christian Methodist Episcopal lief that Negro voters will I
1000 volunteer workers. "Wecounter discovered that David stroyed, will ultimately destroy
church at 7 p.m., Sunday, Aug. a— reciprocate when they come 
are also grateful for the fineWrushen was also a sit-inner. n ear.hine.
As a .ewyer, tdestined up for re-election. 
;publicity given our CrusadeHe ordered a coke and passed 6, announces the pastor of the i wa  it to him. Wrushen consumed church, Rev. D. S. Cunningham. that clients, believing as I, "White office-holders will 
by newspapers. radio and tele-
saying, "that is my pie, I or- the coke without incident.
. The lad, Logan Vinson Cole, attempt to dilute the Negro of us w h 0 a e family has not
vision," he said.
would ark assistance in remcv- . "I doubt if there is anyonedered it." They ate without in- ing the ugly monsters of race
vote by attempting to split
been touched by cancer," thecident. 
I who has been singing since he. and religious prejudi.e and I
hiNOT YOUR FIGHT Little Rock Nine, was three years old, is cur- foene myself defending people ' ranks or using an i- e-
Thompson said the dollar1 ., rently studying under Harding before the Bar of Justice in the 
gro campaigns to cancel out funds raised in our 1961 Cru-th 
voteCrusade chairman said. "The
Some fast-moving political
manuevers last week left the
man-in-the-street awed by the
actions of the four City Com-
missioners who voted Atty.
A. W. Willis, jr. into office—
for Memphis Transit Authori-
ty — then voted him out to
effect a compromise w i th
Mayor If en r y Loeb, who
fought Willis' appointment
from the beginning.
As a compromise between
Mayor Loeb and Commission-
er Claude Armour, William
"Bill" Farris, John "Buddy"
Dwyer and James W. Moore,
the president of Universal
Life Insurance Company, A.
Maceo Walker, was named to
the Transit Authority.
Many citizens have ex-
pressed disappointment over I
the f our commissioner
"dumping Willis for Walker,-
particularly over the issue that
Willis was an NAACP law- In Cancer Dri
By Tennesseans
hamburger, cherry pie and
offee. He gave the pie to
Moore, who attempted to pay
or the pie. The waitress at-
empted to take the pie from
Moore. But Thompson objected,
told the news while she was
vacationing with her mother,
Mrs. Lillian M. Anderson, in
Shreveport. La.
Mrs. Anderson is a secretary/
at Caldwell elementary school,
The Andersons live at Mal
Doris ave.
Moore had placed on the count-, Elizabeth Eckford
er in an effort to pay for the
food was still refused by the To Receive Award
RedCross 'Stands will
nu ebeof the "Little Rock Nine"
presented a $500
, Scholarship Award, announced'Ready' For Events the president of Supreme Life
Announce Heads Insurance of America, Earl B.Dickerson, of Chicago. He said
Leaders of the American Red that the award will be present-
Cross, both locally and nation-led to Elizabeth Eckford during
ally, announced today that the his company's 40th anniversary
Van Deuyson, an instructor at
the Music Conservatory of the
University of Kansas City. He
has appeared in a recital at
the Annual Conference of the
CME church. Recently he sang
during the opening session of
the Missouri Annual Confer-
ence of the AME Zion church,
at which time the key to Kan-
sas City. was presented to him
by the vice-mayor for his
"studiousness and talent. Thus,
organization stands ready in the banquet scheduled for Aug. 16 ,one or is dreams came true.
event of a national emergency. Miss Eckford, a native of1The lad had said to his mother,
E. Roland Harriman, Nation- Little Rock, Ark., received in- that among his three wishes,
al Red Cross Chairman, in a ternational publicity in 1957 was "having a key to the city
message to President Kennedy, when she braved an angry mob 
presented to him. The other
said the Red Cross stands ready of white adults who hooted andl I" 
are, "become a minister,"
to proved its customary serv- threatened her as she par
and the second "become an
tici-
ices to members of the armed pa ted in breaking down racial 
opera ""
forms and their families.
In his message to the Presi-
segregation of Central high Logan, a sixth grade student.'
dere. Harriman said. 
„Red school. She is currently a stu-' is the son of Mr and Mrs. John
dent at Central State college in Cole of Kansas City.
Wilberforce, Ohio. The public is invited to at-1
Miss Eckford's parents, bro- tend the recital. Collins Chapel
them and sisters still live ill CME church is located at 678
Little Rock. Washington aw.
loss is prepared to play the
part entrusted to it by the
government to provide the tra-
(See RED CROSS. Page 2)
American tradition to the enu
that the barriers that grip the
minds and hearts of men in
the area of race and religious
prejudice were not given the
dignity and sanction of law and
Court.
A.; e individual, I have join-
ed hands with people, ooth
white and Negro, and actively
parb ipated in organizations
dedicated to the task of erect:-
eating racial and religious pr •
judice that plague our city. It
is our belief that it is man ia-
tory that the Negro people
whe ;ever qualified, acteally
serve sod take an active pert
in the councils of government.
The Memptns Transit Au-
tiority was one area where
partioilmly a Negro could be
effective in fl e area of racy
relations end governmental
participation. When a vac-
ancy occurred, the men of
good will of City Govern.
(See 'NOT ANGRY', Page 2)
Utica] whip by Mayor Loeb.
Atty. Willis told the T r
State Defender earlier this
week "I am not angry with
enybody about the double-
dealing. I feel sorry for all
those who participated in the
sordid affair." He went on to
say "their actions indicate a
serious weakness in political
organizational philosophy of
negotiating with elected of-
fice - holders f o r political
jobs."
RE-ELECTION
He continued: "It seems that
Negro political philosophy
must be designed to not just
put a Negro into office—but a
Negro who represents the de.
Atty. Willis added "in deal-
ing with elected officials for
job opportunities for Negroes,
one should deal for himself—
but it should not be a dealing
on the basis of appeasement
--but rather—with a philoso-
phy
end with no room for co
 of firm and positive de-
promisinstre—like, in this case.
When Willis was asked
"what is the next move for
the Volunteer Citizens Com-
mittee of which Walker is co-
chairman and Willis is a
Member, he said "the next
moete is up to the leaders to
decide what is going to be
the philosophy of the organi-
zation in dealing with white
elected officials for job oppor-
tunities and positions in coun-
cil government."
NO GAIN
Willis had the endorsement
of the Volunteer Citizens
Committee when he was be-
"Tennesseans have contrib-
uted 8512.000 so far this year
to be used in the fight against
cancer," Roy Freeman, cru-
sade chairman for the Ten-
nessee division of the Ameri-
can Cancer Society, told the
Tennessee division board of
directors recently.
Freeman made the an-
nouncement at the a nnual
mid-summer meeting of the
board, in Memphis, on July
28.
"We set out to do better
than our best previous year,
which was 1960, when we
raised $466.600," Freeman said,
sade will be used by the So-
ciety to continue its program
f education, research and
service aimed at controlling
this dreaded disease."
George Webb is chairman
for Shelby County, which had
a goal of $100,296. and raised
$106,250.
U.S. Musical Scores
BERLIN — (UPI) —. The
American musical "West Side
Story" won critical approval
in West Berlin after its Sat-
urday night opening.
The newspaper Morgenpost
called the show "the h i gh
spot of the summer theatrical




Agul contains the most con-
sonants with 78. The Brazilian
tongue Caxinana contains the
most vowels with l5.--(UED
•
•
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Nellsesiry's Pedielegka.
Dr. Memos M. Franey, righl.
kagileaseeekas Ms needy
SIMMS Trainseshie Pro-
AP- mans Grad. given hien by
the Illatireeid lesektate of
Heideip lemedeellem
verb Dr. Feasim is Ds. Ikiti
la P. abileheil. et tee aallio-




Conduct 5 Year Study
NASHVILLE — Neetlrgrarn ef research. tosching
$400,000 has been awarded to service can be closely own-
Wherry Pathologist Dr. Hor- feted because of fileherry's
ace M. Frazier, by the National teaching adjunct Hubbard
bistituts of Health as a five Hoopoe
Yon bolneellinti feeterem Dr. Frazier is presently en-
amel. gaged in research on "Tr.* EU
The L L a greed will ratio ferts of Endocrine Organ He-
in a proposed trainseshra pro- newel on Breast Carcinoma in
gram geared to encourage andirernale Rare" This project is
develop mature emirate ore intended te, determine why
dente into becoming (ensiles- there are beneficial results in
tent pathologists, well ground-lbreast carcinoma after ado-
ed in techniques of teaching, trine removal. This is done by
and other potherlegical sere- using a transplantable breast
hear. from the female rat
Pathologist Frazier stated. TRAINING PROGRAM
"This program will offer grade The prepesed traineeship
tastes of Meharry arid otherlprogram coven a five y
medical schools an opportune:peried and consists of the fol-
ly to have training in patholelowing activities. Fine year:
ogy, and it is hoped that the Duties are limited to !shore-
program will eventually sup- tory instruction of the student.
ply rarthologists for the south- 'miring in gross, kodachrome.
***tern area of the United micrescorne demonstration and
Sta tes " helping grading papers. The
He stated also that the first resident will attend all weekly
Pet of trainees will be recruited dew/mental conferences and
mainly from Meharry gradu- research teaching seminars.
ates who are currently doing






Neve is • teasers whr mimes
hies to is besmear with es.
YOU, ttrli, .11I lik• oer soier•
titere rve•ten•nt •nd Ievot• to
1,110 row.
"'Open Thursday and Pride,'
PHstrts Until 1.4.10 P M.
Seturiarys 11:00 to 1'00
°ISM frlactraCP
Hews Owned Home Operated
DIXIE
FINANCE COMPANY
''w• 4,1. ts say yea to moo'
leen epeeist"
Issetimid mid Supervised bv
the State D•parttnent et
Insuranc• see II•nip
2 LOCATIONS
161 S. Main, JA. 5-1351
152 Madison, IA. 5-7611
peke designed and teekulat- Expects 5,000 silents obtained over the past, already being sent in fromad to ma.ke mein abandca ' strained shortly after Tunisia andthe Arab League nations
'bat rialan " la f°11°Ir At Convennon few months there is still noiCalto. 'won independence f r o mehat followed the Bizerte,i•
him blindly down the road i waiting list T h e announcement waslFrance in 1958. The cause of fighting.
eg moat bale This rya"ge I An esteratei 5.000 delegates' In tact, noted the Sergeant. made by Foreign Minister Sa-
race hate aroused our two I are eaPected te ccene te Man- mutt moves by the nu- pewee' dok on his return here from, 6
Romantic Pinch Sparksdaring editoriais that mem. ^mit Grand Lodge, Fla A le process have actually resulted 'dent Gamal Abdel Nasser. i 9peat daily newspapers end• phis ween the Prince Hall Ma-Ito streamline the enlistmentICairo talks with U.A.R. Presi-IMe only those appearing in olds its win Tennessee June- in a speed-up. An example of, It came as the French step-
ere papers during do Tee-eel ection tonvention jointly with this is the recent eliminatio;escitf ipediansupfr:nletxhode usBiez:IfrItheerasecivi. -,
1
•
aril. in Little Rock. New Lee Excelsior Grand Chapter of the Air Force Screening
Orleans, and Montgomery tie Order of the Eastern Star's for :ugh sehicol graduates. 'They, The liner President De Ca-
)' )W UflieTgO actual apti Izalet left Bizerte with 1,300 m-have characterized our news- 
79th Grand Communication,
papers tor the past few day*. MI meeting of the Lodge will
be held at Olivet Baptist church,I have no bitterness or ran-
ere towards Mayor Loeb in
Seeeml year Sir months spite of what he has said andwill he spent in surgical path- accomplished, bat only haveelegy during which the pity eee prayers I hope the
'in will have a limited the Mayor will realize that the
sedule in the morgue and fight for freedom must and will
be won for not only the Ne-
gro, but also white persons
who are trapped in the vice
of race prejudice and hate.
ONLY PITY
.-Ae to Cornrnissioners Arm-
wer teaching responsibili-
ss During this time he may
inn his survey for the more
:-e-cialized branches of path-
ogy, utilizing facilities and
ailable teachers.
Third year: The third year
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v- regain
The Mayo, of me eseg, toss of the ILI I Cense m tree body.
Mempitis. i. seriritine and the ser -  control of the *Was W Meenie Shaw. iss Sarah
hem 5leo the Jeweils harsh ehe event at a Oral Delman It was reporeed here that ccdinee. gesa llad Ire! is llarirra 
Whit
gld are..
and esrpseed to Magian in- '"uvrIPme7- ,Ketaelem henna, and 'en- Miss Seale • senior student
lagragasce wad pespagese be. Turner shoo reported that! aloes were ready is leave ewe, see a femme reeve
ipme las poetical wear on inn Ptomain" gelarledrs their capital 14 ZbanbcillY:Le ens of wherarships from the
awe Neese eis be cam_ Tuesday night node and Wesel for Pathan:wad an now le Aaxiliary. 'which paid all ofleiseee he eemeere eft ie.. colon message. the kcal Recl Tehnelbe Mee The wort herr •xpenees from her fourth
gro pawls Moss kw ooderstood ;Crow allaptat has roomed a' quartee through completion
SW siellues. :bin babas t "mbar at Minn am lust aid. of her training, who will
• to his, and that be and brace aarsing framing and
gated trait adebtional classes!
are being sebeduted to t.:.1.fin'
these requere.
laterephd persons by cereect-
Both classes are avaslesie to By Airforce
...In Battle With France Over Bizerte •County Red Cress at BAosidway Air yarce manpower
in pathological anatomy,
.rel research.
In addition to servicing the
rge and developing hospitals
this area, announcements
eel also be sent to such hos-
pitals as: Homer G. Phillips,
Freedmans Harlem. Detroit
Receiving, Philadelphia Gen-
eral, and Los Angeles County
Hospital.
Other professors in the de-
partment of Pathology who
are assisting Dr. Frazier are,
Dr. Michael Davis, and Dr
'Suer K. Sen.
rogram depends primarily our, Dwyer. Farris. and Moore,
.pon the interest of the resi-
dent. Ordinarily, it might con-
sist of increasing activities in
'.',t-met-ten pathology, teach-
:rig and research.
Fourth and Fifth years: The
resident will rotate through
various clinical labors-
familarizing himself
ith the standard procedure ageou_s men now reduced to
.seei in analysis. He Is ex. boys, soaked in the soup of race
:- eeted to continue his train- hatred, prepared by the hands
of Henry Loeb (strong Mayor).
FARM FOR SALE!
CAIRO, ILL. 120 ACRES
PULL SIT OF TOOLS $14,000 TERMS
CONTACT
PARKER HOUSE SAUSAGE CO.
4605 S. State St., Chicago 9, III., KE 8-1112
Pay Your Defender Boy Promrtly
If you buy your Defenders from a saissboy. please I
PSI him Prompt-11
He Is a young merchant who owns and operates Ms
own business As such he has his obligatlos o meet 11 1
you don't have your money rosily - If you ask him to Signed
wait for les cash - rou place a groat hardship on him. A. W. Willis. jr.
was dalicenn; ths isalaace
al his We and political M-
ils * • onedication of ugly
assmases al social wad MI*
pregolke plaguing IN
eseeldL a world whey, LBW-
SNP SI his own people were
aidemelesnied at the hash
et sada bigslasirs. appows
the he Ms boss working in
the mem Ammo fashion in
neighhediaticia. sheets. and
allays of whits corninunities
irame en a race terror cam-
medimes in September. Kiss
aeon. a freshmen, was
rheum so receive • on. year
all - expense scholarship of
tan Mrs. Ira- seen making
the awards. is the chairman
M the Aiexitiary's Scholar-
ship Committee; and Miss
Whitney, • junior. received
a one-year all-expense schol-
arship toe COL Mrs_ Leland
Atkins is the president of
the Women's Auxiliary.
Other officers and member'
of the organisation include
Mrs. N. 14. Watson. rice
president: Xis. R. L. Adams,
recording secretare; Mrs.
W. A. Brawn. corresponding
secretary; Mrs. J. Brawner,
•
treasurer; Mrs. J. H. Sew.
ard, parliamentarian; Mrs. Ak
A. Ross. chaplain; Mrs.
James S. Byes, Mrs. R. L.
Flagg, Mrs. A. R. flowers.
Mrs. A. E. Horns. Mrs. C.
M. Roulhac, Mrs W. 0
Speight, Sr.. Mrs. W. 0.
Speight, jr., Mrs. T. H. W•t-
kins and Mrs. D. H. West
brook. Each year the Aux-
iliary sponsors an annual
bridge tournament to help
benefit the scholarship pro-
gram for nurses in training
at the City of Memphis'
School of Nursing at the
E. H. Crump Mensorial Hot.
pine
ing the Mernpeus - Seelley
2-9631, between the noun of are continuing to ctim
8-30 and 5 p.m Monday through TUNIS, Tunisia — (UPI) —
Friday- , reports Sergeant SoYto Tmu.sia announced that t h erungs. Local Air Force Advertise
'Tunisia Reports OAR Pledges Aid
Masonic Lodge
Nasser were very encourag- the rift is generally believed
ing. The U A.R. will give usito be Cairo's support of Tu-
total support and unreservedlnisian political elements hot-
aid- Military aid is already: tile to President Habib Hour-
being sent in." • guiba.
Diplomatic relations be-, The new drive to improve
I have no bitterness, but only
sympathy and pity. They have
been victimized and intoxicat-
ed with fear in a so-called
"moonlight commission meet-
ing" where they were swallow-
ed up and driven to change
their convictions. Out of the
darkness came once four cola-
tude testing --fne wthatmenl.vilians returning to France. It
with-out preliminary testing of,wes the largest single repeire
270 Callmtm at, All meetings of any iateen since the battle of Bizerte
the Excelsior Grand Chapter Sergeant Jennings anticathroke out between French and
of Eastern Stars will be helcllpates that the simplifying ofiTenelen troop, July 19




st - - will re-i Two other French civilian547 Mississippi blvd.
pronounced— Inensasetcontingents, one numbering .One of tee main item on the, an Air Force enlistments. But.
.500 and she other 400, had left]agenda is the annual election celat present there 1.5 no prolonged
officers. The Most Worshipful waiting list for those who quale
leather
•
Grand Master, Rev. C. F. Wil-
liams, is expected to be re-ek-
ted without operation.
This will be the first time
the cor.vention has been held
in Memphis since 1953. Sergeant Jennings. said thatithzette trims'
Presiding at the Lodge meet- epOtude testing is conducted at Mokakadem said an ex-
ings will be Res,. Williams. 2:56 Malison ave., each day at:change of ambassadors be-
Presiding at the Eastern Star 12 noon. Inter-sted personnelltween Tunis and Cairo was
meeting will be Most Worthy should cal) thco kcal Air"imininent."
Grand Matron. Mrs. Rosa B. Fr.rce Reeruiter at :ackson 6-, Mohammed Masmoudi, min-
Whitson of Memphis. 31te, for more rates mation lister of state for Information
I would like to say to Com-
missioners Armour, Dwyer,
Farris, end Moore that no man
is free until he can stand up
and vote his convictions. It is
my hope that these once cour-
ageous commissioners will re-
coup their strength and wash
their hands of the porridge of
race hate and once more be-
come men as in the editorial!
"Suggested Policy for a City
Commissioner" that appeared
in the Press-Scimitar on July
28. WI. to-ws
, "Stand with anybody who
! stands right, insofar as he
stands right."
"Always do right. It wia
please some people and
astonish the rest."
As to the Negro community,
I say that the Mayor has won
the round but not the fight. In-
stead, he hat given us a shot of
courage that will lead us down
the road to Democracy and
I freedom and this wave of free-
dom will triumph in the end
and will never die. We would
rather be dead than to kneel
and humble ourselves to a rac-
ist dictator. Do not be weary.
Stand by your convictions and
principles and let us unite with
new determination for the pur-
pose of bringing Democracy
and freedom to Memphis, Ten-
Unless tie pays promptly for his papers. roe will lose e
his opportunity to *are liberal profits, Valuable Prizes I
and a real Buenas. reining And the Olden/lees %sealer
visits to your home would be interrupted.
el.F.A8E PAY HIM PROMPTLY
THE TRI-STATE DEFENDER
nessee.
In the 1958 U. S general
elections, only six of every
ten citizens of voting age cast
a ballot.
There were 5,100,000 tele-
,. vision sets manufactured in
the U. S. in Mill.
use NCO. 251 Madison Amason' -
United Arab Republic has
and as a result* degree the unja
greed 
ns struggb3leglerv7thitfranceaoids:ein
.i.suany large number of enest-iBizerite arid that "military aidr
ify for Air Force training fort Foreign Minister Mokaka-
joined other Tunisian of-which they are best suited. Andidem
they still may be tested andlficials in predicting that Tu.
qualify prior to enlistment' nisia would draw closer to
without obligation. the U.A.R. as a result of the
GEORGE
VON









ME  P-4 tirsy
McCAMBIGE Btal•
— PLUS SECOND HIT I —
ROBERT RYAN in
CiNEtvt&SCCIO€ COLOR by DE LUXE 
.—
and Tourism, said that plans
already were under way.
Communications now pass
'through Paris or Rome and it
'relations is part of a general
'takes three days for a cable
t between the two cities to
reach its destination.
Masmoudi said that a meet-
l ing between President Boweguiba and President Nasser
was to be desired and h a d
now become "possible."
On his return from Cairo,,
Mokakadem said:
-My meetings with President:
RABAUL, New Guinea --lot New Guinea.
(UPI) — A romantic pinch; Thousands of Tolai natives
was the spark that touched
off two days of tribal warfare
in which two persons were
killed and hundreds injured,,
eye-witnesses have reported.
Rabaul police were forced!
to open fire on thousands of
rioting natives Sunday afters
they were caught between two
feuding tribes.
Two natives were killed.,
Eight policemen and six na-
tives were hospitalized.
The trouble started Satur-
day when a Sepik Native
pinched a Tolai woman. Hun,
dreds of Tolai natives clash-
ed with members of the Sepik
Tribe who work in Rebel on
the island of New Britain,
which is part of the territory
marched on Rabaul Saturday.
The Sepik tribe moved oils'
to meet their enemies, an
police were caught in between
Police were forced to open
fire to save their lives when
the war-painted natives, arm-
ed with axes, knives, bows
and arrows, threatened to ov-
erwhelm them.
More than 150 white police
and native constables petrel--
led the town during the night..
Seventy-five armed Port
Moresby policemen trained in
handling riots were flown into
Rabaul yesterday. They re-
cently underwent six months
of special training to fight
riots.
Miss Alfrieda Thomas. 5029!
Melville ave., has as her week-
end guest her former classmate
at St. Elizabeth's School of ,




Dominic Coda & Son
Market
"In The Heart Of Orange Mound"
2625 CARNES AVENUE
• SseAltis riii PMTS. P.• Sur so "OOP
BACARDI Highball :7--
Bacardi make. door, drink.. That's one reS11061th•t amnns the ehnosande of liquor brands inth• world—v.411.4'es, gine vodkas and the rest—Racer& owl/Hy brand hut Aro! Hive •Bacardi Hight:ea. You'll enjoy itl
hie.true neter. ee
Uni &wank herb Irani BACARD












































































































































































FIVE PACKAGES OF Store's basement eating coun-
COO:, AIDE wasn't too much ter last Thursday afternoon.
for one quart of water said David Wrushen, 16, also a
Eunice Glenn, 14, when she
was making cool-aide for a
party. When her cousin, Larry
Turner, questioned her about
using five packages of cool
aide in one quart of water, she
said "it isn't too much cool-
aide, but the pitcher is too
small."
HAVE THEY HEARD about
desegregation in Memphis? A
white man and a woman got
on a city bus and noticed that
Negroes were seated on front
seats. They kept eyeing the
empty seats in the rear of the
bus. Eventually the white man
Staid to a Negro man, take a
seat in the back so me and my
woman can sit here. Where
have they been—South Africa?
PLANS TO END ALL RA-
CIAL PROBLEMS were re-
vealed by a white man as he
rode a bus, seated beside a
Negro passenger, while a white
women stood near them. He
looked the woman in the eye
and said "I'm afraid for little
white boys coming up. If I
had my way I'd drag all Ne-
groes down to the ocean and
drown every last one of them."
He must have been kidding
because he was afraid to start
with the Negro man seated
only inches from him.
A SHAKE-UP AT GEETER
SCHOOL — Three teachers
who have been there for near-
ly 30 years were ousted and
ent to other schools in the
retirement from the school
system. Meanwhile — back in
Memphis—a few city school
teachers were chorusing
"transfers is breaking up that
old gang of ours."
DON'T BE SURPRISED if
a Negro man is appointed to a
position in the Memphis and
Shelby County Tax Assessor's7 asked how old a woman hadi
office. He would be the first to be to stop thinking about]
Negro tax assessor in Memphis the "boys," replied, "You'll
since Reconstruction Days. have to ask someone older
County Tax Assessor George
LaManna's popularity would
go up with a greatly number
of 'voters.
GETTING DOWN TO THE
"CORE" of things. A repre-
sentative from CORE came to
town last week to get down
to the "core" of the freedom
move i n Memphis . . . the
results of his visit—a chapter




Many registered nurses in
the Memphis area may be los-
ing money through lack of in-
formatioa, reports Sergeant
Jennings, Advertis rig & Pub-
betty NCO of the local Air
member of the Council had a Force Recruiting office. Thecoke . . but he likes cokes, money they're missing is the
Both of them were sitting-in difference between their pres-
et the time. A white man or ent salaries and what they
dered the food for them, would receive as a member of
here.
THE WEATHER IS SO HOT
until a lot of shoppers are
not going to the department
stores on Main which is being
picketed, they are calling the
stores and having an assort-
bars of the USAF Nurse Corps.
Besides their pay as commis-
sioned officers, they also re-
ceive all the prestige and bene-
fits due any Air Force officer
—such as allowances for food
and housing, thirty-day paid
ment of items sent to thei
vacation, plus free medical and
homes to make selections': 
'dental care."
Among this group is a promi- 
"Also," said the Sergeant,
nent minister's wife and the "many nurses I've talked to
owner of a motel, had been under the iiwpression
A POLITICAL WHIP was that application procedures are
long and complicated, and thatcracked by Mayor Henry Loeb
it was necessary to pass stiffand four city commissioners
entrance requirements. Neitherfelt the impact of the lashes.
Hail! Loeb, thou art powerful. 
of these ideas could be further
You banished those who 
from the truth."
would dare oppose your anti- For registered nurses, there
A. W. Willis plan Where are is no Air Force entrance exami-.
the four commissioners who nation. In addition, Sgt. Jen-
once stood up so manfully nings stated that his office will
brave and voted for Willis? assist in the preparation of all
Alas! They are relegated to a neesaTY documeats needed
political dungeon. for a commission application,
BUZZ-BUZZ-BUSS the ma- relieving the applicant of any
cumbersome "Red Tape."tron and the maid; the saint
and the sinner; the protestant
and the catholic; the rich and
the poor; the black and white;ount y. All along, th ey
the young and the old; thethought they would have re-
Republican and the Demo-
crat: 
at Geeter until their
the butcher and the
baker; the tall and the short;
the learned and the unlearned;
the moderate and the rabid ...
all about Atty. A. W. Willis
being rejected and A. Maceo
Walker being accepted.
NEVER TOO OLD?—Every-
one has heard the tale about
the elderly lady, who, when
MR. X . . . IS THE NAME
of the men who are establish-
ing a Muslim temple here in
Memphis. Mr. Henry X acted
Anis a teacher for the followers
1111Pntil the arrival of Mr. Bolden
X who is the minister.
DAVID MOORE, president
of the local Youth Council, an
affiliate of the NAACP, hates
cherry pie. However, he ate
cherry pie last week when he
ate at Kress Five & Dimes
than me." Well, one of our
senior citizens, aged 98, going
on 99, struck up a conversa-
tion with a "young woman"
in her sixties the other day.
He got around to asking her if
she had a boy friend, and
when she replied that she did
not, asked, "Why can't we be
friends?" Blushing, no doubt,
the woman said, "Mister, you
know we are both too old to
be thinking about anything
like that." Mister, Age 98
quickly replied, "Well I am
not too old to be thinking
about something like that."
'04- .41- ',5."-<=1,'"' -0
By CARLOTTA WATSON wants to tell you to stop refer-
ring to him as "Daddy." Or he
MUSING1
When man has done his level may know nothing of your
best ... I fancy God is sails- feelings and want to talk to
fied. Though night shall find you about doing a special re-
him sore distressed . . . beset
by cares by men oppressed
. . . his victory denied . . .
God knows how cruel was
the test . . . and just how
hard he tried!
Dear Carlotta: I like my
teacher who is 23 and I have
a nickname for him. I call him
"Daddy." I think he is cute.
He is tall, dark, quite hand- matter. He lives 500 miles
some and single. I think he away and I doubt if I will ever
knows that I like him, but I see him again. B. A.
can't tell for sure. Last week, Dear B. A. Go ahead and
he said he wanted to talk to, answer his letter. You can at
me about something. W h a tl leas t be courteous. He has
should I do? Shall I tell him I thought enough of you to write
like him or what? Del. first, so give him a reason to
Dear Del: He probably come visiting again.
port. I think I would keep my
personal feelings to my self.
Dear Carlotta: A few days
ago I received a letter from a
boy I met only once. He had
been staying next door on his
vacation and my mother and
I spoke to him. Do you think
I should correspond with him
or should I forget the whole
di NATIONALIST Chine's Vice
Wir President-Premier Chen
Chong confers with Presi-
dent Kennedy at the White
House. They were schedul-
ed to discuss th• U.S. posi
lion on recognition and ad-
mission to the United Na-
tions of Red China and Out'
Cr Mongolia. — UPI Tele-
photo.
the Ileited States Air Force
Nurse Corpc. the Sergeant said.
"The heart of the problen,
Sergeant Jennings stated, "is
that too many qualif'ed nurses
are not aware of the opport-
Mrs. Audrey McGhee, the
bride's sister, introduced guests
to the receiving line which
formed in the living room be-
fore the fireplace. The bride's
table was arranged in the din-
ing room, where the table was
overlaid with a cloth of draped
white satin, centered with the
ATTENDANTS 
bridal cake which was dec-
Miss Yvonne Mitchell, a flowers which were seen also
orated with pink and blue
student at Lane College, was on iced candy flowers which
the maid of honor; and Miss surrounded the table. Atop
Parker's bridesmaids were
Miss Earline Purdy and Miss couple, the groom wearing an
the tierred cake was a bridal
Alma Etta Tunstall. Their army uniform, under a halo
dresses were of powder blue
polished cotton fashioned 
of white carnations.
scooped neckline bodices that
extended into short sleeves sorted canape:, and a bridal
and skirts with complementing supper.
blue silk organza over polished ASSISTANTS
cotton with small bows at the
front of the waistlines. 
Assisting at the reception




the ages of 20 and 34 inclusive, heads were white illusion ha- GUESTS
los highlighted with tiny blue, Guests at the reception in-
flowers to complement their eluded Mr. and Mrs. Lewis
lovely dresses. They carried
bouquets of white carnations 
Martin. Mr. and Mrs. AllanAir Force cen contact one of
in cascade arrangement. The
maid of honor's dress was of
pink, made identical to the
bridesmaids, and her acces-
sot/es were also of pink.
Little Miss Carolyn Wil-
liams, daughter of Mr and
Mrs. Bryant Williams. was the
flower girl, wearing a short
who are unmarried, witItcut de-
pendents, and interested in ob-
taining information about the
the local Air Ferce Recruiters,
at the local Air Fore? Recruit-
ing Office, 25(3 Madison ave. or
by telephoning Jackson 6-3186.
Miss Raye L. Parker Is
Wed To LaSaIlle Dudley
In a lovely setting of white biege lace with a short fac,
summer flowers, Corporal La-
Salle Dudley claimed as his
bride Miss Raye Louise Park-
er, at St. Augustine R. C.
church on Saturday, July 22
at 10:30 a.m.
Miss Parker is the daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin
Parker, Sr., of 897 Stafford
ave., and Mr. Dudley is the son
veil.
The groom's mother, Mrs.
Judge Dudley, sr., choose a
dress of light tan linen which
featured a large bow at tte
bodice.
Both mothers wore shoulder
corsages of yellow carnations
NUPTIAL PROGRAM
A program of nuptial muse.
of Mr. and Mrs. Judge Dud- was played by Harry Winfield
at the organ.
RECEPTION
The bride's parents, Mr. ale
Mrs. Parker, were hosts at a
wedding reception honoring
the young couple the same af-




St. James Baptist church ob-
served Annual Woman's Day
Sunday, July 23. Mrs. Flem
Thomas was general chairman.
Mrs. W. H. Burrell served as
program chairman.
The morning service hour was
filled with inspiration. Mrs. J
B. Ellison served as mistress of
ceremonies. Mrs. Lucile Robin-
son led the devotion. Mrs. Elli-
son and Mrs. Robinson are
members of Morning Star Bap-
tist church. Words of Welcome
were extended the visitors by
Mrs. Ti B. Barnett. Mrs. Ray-
ley, Sr., of Crenshaw, Miss,
Father Theodore Weiss of-
fleeted at the double ring cer-
emony.
BRIDE
The bride, given in marriage
by Allen Brown, her cousin,
wore a gown of silk organza
with long sleeves and a
neckline edged in sequins. The
full skirt extended into a
chapel train. Her veil of misty
illusion fell halo crown of lace
and sequins. Her bouquet was
fashioned of a single white
orchid with cascading lillies of
the valley and white satin
ribbons.
Brown, Mrs. Florence Wil-
liams, Mrs. Sadie Albert, Law-
rence Wade, Miss Olivia Ball,
Miss Virginia Grinner, Miss
Earline Purdy, Miss Alma Tun-
stall, Henry Mitchell, Mrs. Sit-InsGeorgia Harvey;
—Rev. and Mrs. Johnson, Rev]
T. C. Clay, Mr. and Mrs. 
George Jones, Mrs. Bobbiel
dress of white ore; edy with iJohnson, Miss Irene Johnson, 
Rights
layers of lace. Her veil was' Mr. and Mrs. Timothy Taylord
white and her flowers were a Mr. and Mrs. James Self, Mn.I MADISON, WIS. — (UPI) Assemblyman Sherman So-
miniature arrangement of the and Mrs. Jake Alexander, — A sit-in demonstration by bocinski, D-Milwaukee, h a
bridesmaids. Mrs. Martha Mitchell, Mr members of the state NAACP
Mr. Dudley's best man was Floyd Newson, Mrs. Jo Terrell began Monday at the State
Arthur Self, and the grooms. Coger, Mrs. Herman Coleman; Capitol to protest the legisla-
men were Timothy Brown, the Mrs. Dorothy McCoy, Mrs. ture's failure so far to pass
bride's cousin; Clifford Mar- Bernice Bridgeforth, Ramie' bills dealing with civil rights
tin and Edward Driver. Brooks, Mr. and Mrs. Judge in housing.
Master Joseph Brown, son of Dudley, groom's
Mr. and Mrs. Allen Brown 
the  parents, Spokesmen tor the demon-
Mrs. Bernice Taylor, Mrs. W. strators — both white and Ne-
was the little ring bearer.
MOTHERS 
P. Porter, Miss Jessie Rank- gro — vowed to continue the
ins, James Williams, Mrs. Hat-- vigil "around the clock" until
Seated just before the cere- tie Brown, the bride's grand-
mony, Mrs. Benjamin Parker, mother; Mrs. Fred Mitchell,
Sr., the bride's mother wore a Johnny London, Mr. and Mrs.
dress of beige lace combined Edward Driver, Ted Brown,
with matching silk linen. Her Mrs. Bessie Siggers, Mrs. Wil-
halo hat was of matching lie Lee Lewis, Mrs. Joe Wil-
liams and daughter, Mr. and
Mrs. Cecil Neely, Mr. and Mrs.
Roosevelt Boyd, sr.
Others included Mrs. Doro-
mond Ridley spoke words of ac- To FionorLate 
thy Buckin, Miss Janet Lewis.
Miss Fannie Stegall, Missceptance for visiting friends.
Marion Smith, Mr. and Mrs.Mrs. Ridley is a member of
Lane Chap".1 CME church. Rube Foster IPeugh and her sister Mrs.'Tom McGhee, Mrs. Jimmie
Dorothy Elion, both the
The National Baseball Con- groom's sisters; Mrs. Venita
gress held memorial services to Kerr, George Walker, Mr. and
honor the late Rube Foster, Mrs. W. 0. Ward, Miss Yvonne
one of the great pitching stars Mitchell and Mr. and Mrs.
in the Negro ranks, in Atlan- Arthur Self.
ta on July 30 during the 13th
annual Georgia state tourna-
ment for all-Negro clubs. The
event opened in Atlanta, July
MR. AND MRS. LaSALLE
DUDLEY . . . seen before




champagne punch and as-
Mrs. J. A. Marsh presented
the speaker for the morning
service, Mrs. William C. Don-
als, Sr. Both of these ladies
are long-time members of the
St. James Baptist church.
The message contained some
very timely thoughts on the
theme: "Women Applying
Christian Principles in a Mod-
ern Society." Rev. W. H. Bur- 28.
rell is pastor of St. James.
CLUB MEET
The Book Lovers Club met
in the home of Mrs. Mattie
Davis, Friday night. Mrs. Nel-
da Williams was hostess. De-
licious refreshments were serv-
ed . . . baked ham tomato
salad topped with cottage
cheese, Angel Food cake top-
ped with ice cream and straw-
berries, punch and assorted
nuts. July 28.
The annual picnic was held 
The champions of this event
will compete further for a berth
Service Held
July 29.
The Rainbow Girls Art and
Garden Club met with Barbie
Butler, Tuesday night. Business
was presided over by Pres.
Mary Lois Newhouse.
The hostess served Ham sand-
wiches, punch and cookies. The
purpose of the club was ex-
plained to the new members by
the President and Mrs. Cottrell
Thomas. New members are:
Florine and Irma House, Sylvia
Wynne, Emma Holloman, Jan-
ette Landers, Peggy Donald-
son, Echildress Warren, Shirley
Summers and Rithye Cooch,
Mesdames Jewel Ridley and
Cottrell Thomas are advisors.
The U.S. gross national
product in 1958 was $441,702,-
000,000.
MANAGERS
Supervisors - Representatives (Men and
women) One ot the largest A & H, Hes.
pitalital ion Insurance Cornoanies opening
in Memphis. Unlimited opportunities —
All positions to he filled from personnel
hired in Memphis. Security, future. Pro.
1110t iOnt open, Fresh leads daily. If you
tiAve intd, or think you can sell. Like
meeting the Public, neat, pleasing. Per -






II a.m. to 12:00 Noon Dail!
Foster played in the Negro
American league and one of
the strongest semi-pro All-Ne-
gro leagues organized in
Georgia bears the Rube Fos-
ter name, being a member of
the NBC National Assn. of
Leagues.
Congress president, Ray Du-
mont, announced the Atlanta
Giants and East Point Red Sox
opened tournament play on
in the 27th annual National
championship tournament for
non-pro clubs with players of
unlimited age in Wic.lelta, start-
ing August 18, Dumont said.
Seek Housing
In Wisconsin
the legislature acts on the bills
or adjourns for the summer.
Bills to give the Governor's
Commission on Human Rights
broad powers to curb discrim-
ination in housing are still to
be acted on by the Senate.
The assembly has a Irea d y
killed two such measures.
SET BLAMED
The demonstrators criticize..
Sen. Leo O'Brien, R-G r een,
Bay, for what they called "hot-'
tling up" two bills in the
Senate gover',.nental and .,et-
erans' affairs committee, of
which he is chairman.
They said minority groups
still are discriminated against
in Wisconsin "in housing, em-
ployment and public accom-
The bride is a graduate of Fa- modations." They emphasized
ther Bertrand High school and that their protest is non-vio-,
is now a senior at Henderson '-en'"
Business college. Mr. Dudley is
enlisted in the U. S. Army,
stationed at Gary, Ind.
After a wedding trip to
Cherokee Park at Kentucky













DO-NUT SHOP,e "" . •''' '' •
265 E. McLemore WH 2-9251










"The Only Thing We Make Is Donuts,








PURCHASE OF I DOZEN RAY'S DONUTS
omme• adilan
Special Rates to Clubs, Churches
challenged Gov. Gaylord Nel-
son to take a public stand on
the controversial bills. Sobo-
cinski and three other Mil-
waukee co u n ty Democrats
have been criticized for vot-
ing against the bill.
Nelson was out of town Illy
his press secretary, Willian
Fairfield, called Sobocinske,
challenge "absolute nonsense.'
Fairfield said Nelson spon-
sored the bills killed in the as-
sembly and still be f or e the
S, nate. He said the governor
appeared before Democratic







team, gloating over its sweep-
ing victories in the Mall Tour-
nament in Washington, D. C.,
will spread out this week into
three sections. First section, of
Arthur Ashe and Robert Davis,
New York City, will play in the
Western Championships at
Springfield, Ohio, and will go
from there to play in the U. S.-
L. T. A. National Junior and
Boys' Championships at Kala-
mazoo, Michigan.
The second section. composed
of Carolyn Williams and Judith
Prince, will go to Philadelphia.
to play in the Pennsylvania
Open Championships this week
end.
The third section, composed
of Luis Glass and Lenwood
Simpson, now playing in Forest
Hills Eastern Boys' and Junior
Championships — both boys
now in semi-finals in opposite
brackets—will travel to Chat-
tanooga. Tenn., to play in the
U.S.L.T.A. Boys under 13
Championship, will go from
there to Kalamazoo, Mich.. to
Om, in the National U.S.L.T.A.




Adolph Moline, jr., a June
graduate of Xavier university's
Business Administration de-
partment, has been employed
as a tax examiner to work in
the Internal Revenue Service in
New Orleans.
Moline is the first Negro to
he hired straight from college
to work in the New Orleans
office. At present he is attend-
ing the IRS Office Auditor
Treinine School at Houston.
The son of Mr. and Mrs.
Adolph Moline, or., of New
Orleans, he will return to his
Post in New Orleans in about
three weeks. His job will be
determining tax liabilities and
to resolve nuesnons about ad-
ieetments and mistakes in tax
returns.
Nn tomkirY WAN
10 Ft. G.E. Refrioerator $219.95
14 F. G.E. Refrigerator 279 95
17 lb. Automatic G.E. Wagerer. 221 95
19 Inch G.E. Tv  179.95
&day a Florida Vacation
at
Warn, Beach, Florida
with a 5450 Purchase of
Furniture or Appliances.
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HANDS OFF
"And the Lord said unto
Cain, "Where is Abel, they bro-
ther—what has thou done"
Genesis 4:9-10
One thing brings out much
concern on the part of think-
ing people today — the rising
tide of indifference. The con-
cern people had for each
other years ago is a thing of
the past. Sociologists say it is
a matter of urbanization that
has taken over on this earth.
The more urban a community
becomes the less cordial is the
relationship between the peo-
ple. The fact of sickness, death,
disaster, confusion, or distress
makes no reason for concern
on the part of most of the peo-
ple today. The idea, 'as long as
Pm getting along alright no-
thing else matters' is the atti-
tude of far too many people.
The status of your brother
doesn't concern many of us
too much.
In the above scripture we
see the attitude of far too
many people—am I my bro-
ther's keeper? Am I responsi-
ble for my brother? Of course
this answer was given as a
rationalization on the part of
Cain but there are countless
Cains living today. Even many
of our churches have assumed
the "hands off' attitude. The
sufferers among us are hard
pushed to find a harbor of
comfort.
In every area of human ac-
tivity the unfortunates are a
charge of each of us. Today
we must look as never before.
Those among us who are weak
and lost must be recognized as
our responsibilities. Every ef-
fort must be exerted on behalf
no comment. There must be
action on the part of all of us
to rethink our position in the
world order of things. Our
children and people with
child-like minds must be ex-
posed to those things of real
meaning that they may become
a part of them. Not until this is
done will our world ever be a
better place in which to live.
Our brothers who are listed
among the countless alcoholics,
sex-deviates, thieves, and the
like are all a part of our
stewardship. Only to the ex-
tent that we use our strength
to strengthen those about us
will we deserve our place
here on earth. Each one of us
should use our strength to
make this sojourn through this
life better for all of those with
whom we come in contact. No-
thing short of this will ever
matter.
Our hospitals, asylums, and
many homes are filled with
people who have lost a sense
of direction and value. Those
of us who have strength in
these areas and other areas of
this life must use every effort
to fortify ourselves and those
with whom we come in con-
tact. Not until such fortifica-
tion is realized will our world
ever be better.
RISING TIDE
Somewhere in each of out
lives today a voice cries out,
"Where is Cain, thy brother?"
Not only is God expecting a
reasonable answer but society
is too. We roust in this day be
able to know where our bro-
thers are and feel within our-
selves that he is where he is
because we have allowed him
to be there. Wherever he is we
of each of us that their status are in part responsible. It is
in life must be changed. Wel no accident that he is there
can not lull ourselves into an
area of indifference as we look
at our suffering or dead brot-
thers. We can not and we must
not assume the attitude that
we have nothing to do with
our brothers. Each one is a
concern of us. The moral and
spiritual attitudes of them will
sooner or later affect all of us.
In this token of thinking we
must concern ourselves with
his total program of develop-
ment.
A BETTER PLACE
The indifference on the part
of the strong today is largely
responsible for the amount of
juvenile delinquency and other
social evils prevalent among
us. Young people are allowed
to do as they choose while
their adults stand around with
but because of strength or ne-
glect on the part of us. We
must be concerned and con-
cerned to the point that we are
going to do something worth-
while about it.
The rising tide of lost and
unconcerned among us forces
us to see that for some un-
known reason we must once
again be up and doing. World
conditions dictate to us that
as never before the strong
must show forth their strength.
They must stand as never be-
fore. They must realize their
accountability as never before.
When and only when this is
realized will our world be a
better place because each man
has awakened to the grave re-
sponsibilities for making this
world a better place.
By HERBERT L
MACEDONIA BAPTIST
Macedonia Baptist held its
yearly revival from July 11
through 16, with the dynamic
pastor, Rev. L. D. McGhee,
leading out in the soul saving
campaign.
As a result of the meeting
42 persons came forward for
baptism, and eight others
joined the church. Baptismal
services were held in the sanc-
tuary pool on Sunday, July 23.






tutions, have joined with a
private group in making plans
for a major new college.
The new school will be built
on Florida's West Coast just
west of Sarasota, and will be
called New College, just as its
namesake at Oxford.
Its articles of incorporation
call for the education of men
and women irrespective of ra-
cial origin or religious beliefs
in all its branches of learning.
e
ST. JAMES AME CHURCH', (seated in front). Absent Mesdames Connie M. fibers, Jennie M. Tyler, Aldonia
Senior Choir members and choir members include Mr. Ethel Flemings, B. I). Hayes, Wesson and Bernice Cannon.
the pasta, Rev. H. L. Starks. and Mrs. Alvin Winfrey,
OFF TO PARIS: — Mrs.
Janice Bonds Williams and
her four daughters, Erma
Theresa, Shelia, Pamela and
Patricia left Humboldt, Tenn..
Tuesday morning August 4.
for Paris, France. They mo-
tored to Jackson where they
boarded a plane for McGuire
Air Force Base, New Jer-
sey. After spending a night
ai the Base they boarded
DKA-3I for Paris, France.
Mrs. Williams and children
will join her husband, Sgt.
Chestez A. Williams, who is
stationed at Dreux Air Force
Base in France. Mrs. Wil-
hams is the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. L. G. Bonds. Sgt.
Williams is the scn of Mrs.
Flossie McCurrie all of Hum-
boldt.
Painting By 31 Young
Memphis Artists To
Be Shown Overseas
Thirty - one paintings by
young Memphis and Shelby
County artists will be shown
throughout the world, it was
learned today by the Memphis-
Shelby County chapter of the
American Junior Red Cross.
The paintings, part of the
American Junior Red Cross In-
ternational School Art Program,
will be exhibited in 37 foreign
countries. Each of the paintings
depicts a phase of life in the
Memphis and Mid-South area.
Mrs. Fred Goodman, chair-
Powell Demands Ouster
Of Biased Guard Officer
WASHINGTON — (UPI) —
Rep. Adam Clayton Powell,
D-N.Y., has demanded the Na-
tional Guard headquarters re-
move an officer who Congres-
sional investigators said ad-
mitted comparing a Negro
employe to an orangutan.
The Congressman said at a
news conference he would
write Defense Secretary Rob-
ert S. McNamara calling for
action against Maj. Herman
R. Haygood, personnel head
of the Administrative Serv-
ices Bureau of the National
Guard bureau at the Penta-
gon.
James Brannigan, counsel
for an "investigative task
force" of Powell's House Edu-
cation and Labor committee,
said Haygood admitted mak-
ing the comparison between
a photograph of an orangutan
and a Negro employe, in 1958.
Brannigan said Defense de-
partment officials have pledged
to rectify what Powell called
a "disgraceful" employment
situation at the guard head-
quarters.
Annual 'Choir Day' At
St. James AME Church
One of the outstanding pro-
bcghr aura tl 
ms James
thisoaft  "AnnualySeta.r   jw aaCmsheotshi re cDA
cwi thyi c,sh 
moat
ttutareledn tedsomve hsoicesof 
and
personalities. The program was
sponsored by the church's
Senior Choir, which said, "this
was one of the best 'Choir
Days' ever held here."
Among those participatins
on the program were:
Mr. and Mrs. L. D. Ewell
Mesdames Toney, Tate a n d
Lewis, Edward Cole, Mesdames
Myrtle Crawford, Mildred
Hodges, Vorine Dixon, Elnora
Rathers, Ruth Brown and the
talented young grandchildren of
Mr. and Mrs. Spencer Brooks.
Mrs. Fred Waterford gave
the acceptance speech in re-
sponse to the welcome address
by Mrs. Ethel T. Nelson, choir
director. The mistress of cere-
mony, Mrs. Ruthie C. Strong,
was presented by Mrs. Alma
Starks. wife of the church's
pastor.
Choral music for the occasion
was supplied by the Marie
Johnson Choir of Collins Cha-
pel CME church: the White
Rose Choir of Bethelhem Bap-
tist Church and Choir No. 2 of
St. James AME church.
Tyotmotlelchf 
ere0ansl et. choirsrhei . Ns eoence  nlficsi howotasonrhnaieadrs schdofrthi mdhgdoi eheori trnsl 
donations 
honoring




Nelson and Mrs. Tyler, climax-
ed the evening's entertainrnen
with remarks from the paste
Rev. H. L. Starks.
The committee, which work
ed untiringly to spring thi
"surprise" on the choir directo
and president, along with th,
choir members themselves
were Mesdames Alice Jackson
Willie Davis, Henrietta Hughes
Annie Jackson and Omni.
Rivers.
Thanks were expressed to
the friends and members o.
the church for a "grand time.
PINEROLO, Italy — arpr.
—Mario Cedarin, 36, won
reverse beauty contest.
Cedarin was elected "Mr
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SOO 5 Mein St JA 5-0888
Memphis Tenn
Southside: Patricia Lundy
and John Bailey; Treadwell:
Marlar Buford; Whitehaven:
Joe McConnico, John Robinett,
La Rue Mills and Carol Spears;
White Station: Douglass Good-
man, Billy Abrams, Jack Ja-
goditsch and Franklin Sanders.
The U. S. exhibit will be ex-
changed with 37 foreign coun-
tries and top paintings from the
other countries will be shown
in the United States.
Goodwill Club To
Give Tea Aug. 20
for the international showing by Plans for an annual Tea were
a screening committee at the discussed during a recent meet-
Southeastern Area Red Cross ing of the Goodwill Social club
many of the na- headquarters in Atlanta. at the home of Mrs. Elnora Hill
educational insti- The paintings were made by of 1558 Cone rd. Date of the
local junior and senior high Tea was set for Aug. 20, at the
home of Mrs. Moody Hill ofschool students in art classes
during the past school year and 1452 Roberts rd.
according to the screening During the social part of the
committee's report, the local meeting games were played,,
artists did exceptionally well music was heard and refresh-
this year. ments were served.
HIGH SCHOOLS The next meeting has been
T h e committee especially scheduled for Friday, Aug. 4, at
commended Shirley Gates, a the home of Mrs. Willie Mae
student at Bellevue junior high Horne, of 1556 Cone rd. All
for her painting entitled "Roos- members are urged to attend.
i ter Talk," a water color show- Mrs. Maryella Crawford is
, ing five brilliantly colored president of the club and Mrs.
roosters scratching grain. Elnora Hill is reporter.
Two paintings by Larry'
Thomas, a Whitehaven student,!
were selected for the interna-1
tional showing. They were en-
titled, "Man Ploughing the
Field" and "The Fountain."
CHURCH OF CHRIST (Vancir), Other local artists whose
Special services are held The regular meeting of the/paintings were accepted for :
every Wednesday night at the Annie Picket Circle of the
church located at 585 Vance,
with the pastor, Elder Nathan
Yeldell in charge. The public
is invited to be present for theiBurke of Davis st.
meetings.
man of the local Red Cross
• chapter's Junior Red Cross ac-
t- - •s ivities, reported that 31 of the
39 local paintings were selected
A Lawn Party sponsored by ,
Morning Grove Baptist church
will be held at the home of
Mrs. Lola Mae Boyd of 1898
Farrington on Saturday even-
ing, August 19, starting at
five, and the public is invited.
GOLDEN LEAF
Rev. L. A. Hamblin, the pas-
tor, will have it known that
the order of service each
week at Golden Leaf is Sun-
day school, 9:30; morning wor-
ship, 11:00; Baptist Training
Union, 6:00 p.m.; and evening
worship at 7:30. The doors of
the church are open to all.
PILGRIM REST
Mrs. Inez Brooks will be the
principal speaker when annual
Women's Day is observed at
Pilgrim Rest on Sunday, Aug-
ust 27. Mrs. R. M. William is
in charge of the program. Dr.
C. M. Lee is pastor of the
church.
PROGRESSIVE BAPTIST
Annual Women's Day will
be observed on Sunday, Aug-
ust 27, at the Progressive Bap-
tist church, 394 Vance, in a
Program to start at 3:00 p.m. Ch;raen. Ills where she was
Mrs. Hattie Bush, a member eneet of two sisters. Mrs. Al-
of Mt. Vernon Baptist church, berta Cain and Mrs Annie Mae
will be guest speaker. Rev. 0. Walton. She alsovisited a
C. Collin is pastor of the brother, Homer Cunningham
church. Mrs. Hines is the wife of El-
Congregationalists, t h eider 0. T. Hines.
lc et Circle Of
Coleman Church
Holds Meeting
Coleman Chapel CME church,
was held recently at the home
of Mr. and Mrs. McDolah
Participating in the devotion
was Mrs. May Sherrod. Teacher
for the meeting was Mrs. E.
E. Dunnigan. Various com-
mittees were appointed.
Among members attending
were Mesdames Fannie Tools,
Teresea Watson, Annie Gordan.
Magnolia O'Neal, Lovie
Holmes, A. Tatum, Goldie Bur-
nett, Mary Sherrod, Priscilla
Burke, E. E. Gunnigan, Lucile
Stones.
The next regular meeting
has been scheduled for Mrs. A.
L. Gordon's home on Rice at..




Central: Joni Falkner; Woman NearlyCarver: William Tate; Doug-,
lass: Larry J. Hursey; Father Itches To DeathBertrand: David Green; Fray-
ser: Barbara Atkins, Barbara "I nearly itched to death
Colbert and James Hindman. arbrilf""Nnio:
Humes: A. D. Keeley; Kings- 7,7happ;r:Ltzese'im,
bury: Carl Knowlton, Richard r.gairroayofLA.C.dif.
Parks and Howard Vance; Here's blessed relief from
Lincoln: Ronald Butcher; Ma-
tortures of 
evgr:gr;Lhjs
and eczema with an amazing neer scientificnassas: Chester Taylor; Mem- forrn I a ca I led LAN ACANE. Th is fast-acting
medicated creme kills harmful bacteria germs
while it soothes raw, irritated and inflamed
tissue. Stops scratching—so speeds /waling.
Don't order I Get LANACANE at druggists.
BURK-HALL
The House of Fine Paint
Phone RE 5-6161
ABC Paint Store
410 E. Broadway West Memphis
Returned From Visit 1-14 B
Mrs. Ida Mae Hines of 1718
S. Barksdale at.. has just re-
turned home from a trip to:
phis State Training: Sara Kal-
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)16,416. r nuncio and $5.00 additional purchate.
L HUMKO QuartPRICES GOOD THRU TUESDAY, AUGUST 5th.
Pillsbury Flour
5 lb. Bag .. 29c
W1th cMitiOn I. $5.00
tional outichate One to a




WIth coupon Si $5.00 aditi
t ional porrhase. One to a
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Three Boys Will Win An-All Expense Paid Trip To
St. Louis To See Major League Baseball In Action









6th—BOW AND ARROW SET
7th—BASEBALL BAT & FIELDERS GLOVE
8th—CATCHER'S MITT & BALL
• 9th—ROLLFAST ROLLER SKATES
10th -16th—MONEY CHANGERS
AND FLASHLIGHTS
CONTEST BEGINS WITH THIS ISSUE! READ RULES ON THIS PAGE: ONE OF THE TRIPS
TO ST. LOUIS WILL GO TO A NEW CARRIER!
RULES:
1—The contest will be based on the number of your average increase over
your base.
2—Your base will be the number of papers you sold for May 27.
3—The base for any new boy will be 0.
4—Your complete report must be made every week.
5—You must sell papers each week of the contest.





Base Number of Papers for Old Boys Will Be That Of May 27 — For New Boys, the
Week they Start. Contest will Close the Week Of August 27 - September 2.
FILL IN THIS COUPON NOW!!
MAIL OR BRING TO THE TRI-STATE DEFENDER
r- — — -CLIP AND MAIL- —TRI-STATE DEFENDER
236 South Wellington Memphis, Tennesse
I would like to become a Tri-State Defender Carrier. 1
understand that I will be eligible to earn extra spending
money and win valuable prizes.
I have 10 or more customers 0 I would like a route 0
FIRST NAME MIDDLE LAST NAME AGE
ADDRESS CITY ZONE STATE
TELEPHONE ROY GIRL
I would like my son/daughter to make some spend-
ing money and get early business training like most of
America's great men.




The NewA.B.C. Tr; c4.noie Defender
"Th. South's Independont Weekly"
A.B.C. I








Subscription raw One year, $6; sis months $3.50. (2-yeer special Subscription rote $10)The Tri-State Defender Does Not Take Responsibility for unsolicited Manuscripts Of Photos.
Published Every Thursday by the New Tri-St ate Publishing Co. Second Class Postage Paidat Memphis, Tenn ..... . under Act of March 2, 1879.
SERVING 1,000,000 NEGROES IN THE TRI-STATE AREA
NATIONAL ADVERTISING — SUBSCRIPTION DEPARTMENT
2400 So. Michigan Avenue Chicago 16, Illinois
Phone — CAlumet 5-2400
Willis And The Web
From the time Atty. A. W. — however — when the end
Willis was suggested by the got bitter they abandoned him
Volunteer Citizens Commit- just as rats will do on a sink-
tee around mid-June as a ing ship. ...
qualified person to fill a po- From every indication, po-sition on the Memphis Trans- litical strength was lost by theit Authority, he had a sinis- four commissioners M a y o rter web entwined around him. Loeb manuevered himself in-Who were the spinners of to a position to woo Negrothe web? votes — after all A. MaceoMayor Henry Loeb, former Walker is the president of the
M a y o r Edmond Orgill, the S h e 1 b y County DemocraticMemphis and Shelby County, club. However, by doing so,
Council of Civic Clubs, sev- he pitted one man against an-
, eral Negroes and other per- other. Atty. Willis is also an
s o n s, representing powerful executive m e m b e r of thatorganizations which aspire to same Democratic club.
control city government in a
We are also lead to believeCrump-like fashion.
that Mayor Loeb was not theWe are very surprised at 
instigator of the whole sordidCity Commissioners J a me s
scheme but he was only theMoore, William Farris, John
P
s okesman for that s m a IIDwyer and Claude Armour
group of men who aspire tofor succumbing to the ex-
be the power-behind the scenet rem e political lashings of
and conduct city governmentMayor Loeb.
as they see fit.Until now, we thought the
without first consulting his
bra i n-t r u s t, who are men
stiped in "double talk" about
the good r a ce relations of
Memphis. The truth of the
matter is — they are power-
hungry opportunists.
The Citizens Volunteer
Committee has indicated that
it is "very disturbed" by the
ac t ion — both within and
without its ranks, concerning
"double-dealing — doubl e-
talk," and the sinister pow-
wows in the "night season."
The NAACP is concerned
about being dragged into the
fight by the tacitless state-
ments of the Mayor. However,
if the NAACP becomes "con-
cerned" each time our Mayor
makes a tacitless statement,
then it will remain in a state
of "concern."
The action of these political
manuevers will not be forgot-
f our C ity Commissioners The Mayor has not shown — ten by the registered voters
would have voted their hon- even until this day — enough soon.
est convictions concerning the leadership ability to concoct The sinister web spun by
appointment of Atty. Willis and execute his whole anti- these political manuevers
— only after deciding to stick Negro campaign — alone. He could be the web in which
with him until the bitter end would not dare make a move
DARK
Sinawelhowirs
f: by NAT D. WILLIAMS
WE'RE "PEOPLE" NOW Negroid or Causasoid presence
"We're people now", was . . . what one's qualifications
the meaningful manner in for first class citizenship arewhich Miss Harry Mae Simon, . . over and beyond one's de-
one of the Memphis public sire to be classed as such.
school sy ste m's most able
WORLD WIDE PROBLEMprincipals, climaxed a conver-
sation on the subject of Ne- In short, the Negro is fight-
ing the stigma of alleged in-
The 
as school teachers.
feriority. Increasingly theimplication was obo-f 
burden of proof is on him.vious. That was her way
And that is as it should be.indicating the theme she will
He is challenged to measurefollow in a series of forth-
up in a rapidly changingcoming radio talks on the sub-
world . . . a world that isject "Learning Can Be Fun",
changing for the Negro fromThat was Miss Simon's very
Memphis to Mozambizue. Asuccinct way of saying that
world that is changing for
term "Negro teacher", will wevheirtyebomdaym.
the time has come when the
First..incellueedeingwhtihtee
have to give way to the more
men know it. For instance,professional word "teacher".
consider this statement fromMiss Simon's very apt,
short, and powerful sentence a world famous member of
. . . "We're people now" . . . the white race: . . . and I
has an easy carry-over into quote:
many other aspects of Negro ,'The issue of the rights andthought and attitudes. It has status of our colored citizens
is our small share 
primary reference to attitudes,
of a world-The time has come when wide problem. The four hun-Negroes, out of sheer con- 
years' dominance of mensistence in their much publi-
of white skin is ending. Thecized quest for first-class citi-
vast colored majority of man-
concessions 
must stop expecting
kind is seeking the opportuni-on the basis of
ty and the respect that whitetheir traditional racial handi-
people have been lucky enoughcaps. 
to enjoy for so long . . some-The time has arrived when
times at the colored people'sincompetence, stuupidity, lazi-
ness, immorality, and sloth expense.
may no longer be excused on "But, within this world-wide
basis of race and color. Too crisis, we in America, with
many Negroes have too long our colored minority, have a
"got by" with shabby work major role to play.,, for good
performance on the jive of or evil. 'The unfinishe d
being "just natcherly cullud work' that Lincoln left us, of
. . . so what could the 'man' creating a society in which
all men can hold up their headsexpect."
as espial and self-respectingTIME HAS COME
citizens, can never be ac-
complished unless there arelong expected Negro patronage
enough white men and womenbecause they were Negroes.
Negro business men have too
who resist in the core of they will he entrapped. Negro teachers have grown 
being the moral evil of theirt eat-f d h i classrooms
Tired Of Pleading On Our Knees
The days of waiting for public opinion
to catch up with imperative social action
are over. In the Negroes' present mood.
words, petitions and resolutions have no
real meaning save to prepare the masses
for action.
This stoic submission to unavoidable
necessity is the result of fruitless years
on our knees, praying, begging and hop-
ing for a change in our status and for a
place under the sun for us to share with
other citizens.
We've grown tired, impatient, and
have come to realize that we've waited in
vain for pies in the skies to fall in our
lap. We are no longer singing Sarnbos
with a banjo on our knees.
It is well that the NAACP, after more
than half a century of supplication and
legal intervention is now turning its ma-
chinery to massive action against the
foes of integration and human equality
and social justice.
From the Sit-ins, and from the Free-
dom Riders who fashioned into their own
hands the mighty and invincible weapon
of passive resistance, the National Asso-
ciation for the Advancement of Colored
People got its inspiration if not the knowl-
edge of the effective power of mass act-
ion.
What has held back the NAACP
leadership, was not lack of knowledge
or determination as the best means of
achieving its ends. It is the preponderance
of conservative opinion in its ranks, the
old fogies out of step with time and space
and the psychotic fear of being plastered
with the leftist label which have held
back the progressive element of the or-
ganization.
at an appy n  
a any of God's children asbecause nothing much more in--
essentiall y inferior".was expected of them. Negro
doctors were expected to leave The man who said that was a
needles and other surgical former U. S. presidential can-
instruments in their patients' didate, and now top-ranking
innards when trusted with official, Adlai Stevenson. And
serious operations. Negro me- he voiced the opinion ofAnd then there were those men on the chanics were expected to other white men who realizenational board, though aggressive in their leave parts of a car's motor what's happening.
habit of thought, were not ready to as- out of place . . . especially In short, it's being recog-sume the responsibility for aggressive when it was another Negro's nized all the way to the topaction lest they should be blamed for car. Negro preachers were e.x" Of the white world that "We'repushing the organization too far ahead of Pected to cover up their ig-
norance of the principles of essary now is for the majori-
people now". All that's nec-the crowd. 
theology and intelligent re- ty of Negroes to recognize that
This point has now been resolved.
iigitouseniguoifdarnncee nwinitlhesan eons; "We're people now" . . . and
There can be no doubt of the readiness of
accept all the challenges that
smooremnethe people to follow a dynamic leadership
and Bible g bseaytin ' go with that s t a t u s. Now,
all impeding obstacles and move forward 
that is not afraid to heave out of its way Most 'Negro girls were e g-,xuf whatchubet!pected to have babies outby the weight of its own momentum. , wedlock.
He who says "have patience, go slow,' Well, that day has passed. O.ignores the tempo of modern historical The Negro who steps up to be Oilers Probeevents, is a coward, a compromiser and counted now is finding him-
very likely a traitor to the sacred cause of self faced more and more with •
the Negro people. To ask us to be patient a different standard. People rice Warsexpect him to be what heafter 300 years of watchful awaiting. is
unthinkable, unreasonable. claims to be . . . and that in- TULSA, Okla. —(UPI)—Ma-There isn't much time left, eternity eludes being more than just jor oil companies are taking aa Negro. Being just a Negro is second look at their long-stand-seems to be closing in on us, and white not sufficient justification for ing policy of guaranteeing re-folk appear ready or even eager to commit
suicide over anything, Berlin, Congo, enjoying first class citizen- talers a profit margin duringBeing "just white" gasoline price wars.Laos or some speck on the outer space, 
ship. ,
doesn t work either. "Just At least two companies haveon the moon or Neptune. whites" are also called "peck- taken definite steps to let re-This is the time to press onward; not orwooda,„
and tailers a profit margin during
"red necks"
to beg but to demand what legitimately ,,po' white trash." ic price cutting that has plag-belongs to us. And this is the time for us - Being "just white" is no ued the industry for years.to endure whatever sacrifice of blood longer enough to get along in Others are reviewing pricingand soul necessary to achieve those the world today. His right to policies that have let manyrights—freedom and equality—that really rule is being more frequently tank loads of gasoline go tofree men enjoy in a truly free society. As and seriously questioned. market at a loss.
The world and all its corn- Continental Oil Co. is the
the unforgettable FDR was fond of say- 
has a right to know latest to eliminate sub-normaling: "We have nothing to fear, but fear
what one is, over and beyond wholesale prices on gasoline.itself."
being a Negro or being white A company official said the
... what one can do, over and anouncement means Continen-• •
AtAttA ZINS1 -WE cost 0'
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"You know, ever since last read as follows with, of course,
winter, when my wife, Joyce,
went to see HAMLET which
is a play by Shakespeare, she
has been reading that paper-
back book of the play she
bought in the drugstore, to see
what it is all about.
Hamlet, Joyce says, were a
prince in Denmark who did
not know which a way to go.
Seems like he was always
wondering whether to be or
not to be. Joyce says that is
one of the most beautifullest
speaches in any writing, that
speach in which Hamlet asks
if he should or shouldn't.
Anyhow, it were raining so
hard the other night I could
not even go out of my house
to get the papers—which is
one way of sneaking a cool
beer at the corner bar without
a family, argument — Joyce
read me this speech of Ham-
let's whilst I were resting on
the sofa. It had a kind of roll
somewhat like an old-time
sermon, and should really be
played by Sidney Poitier.
"I said, 'Joyce, baby, read
me them words of Hamlet's
once more again and let me
see what I would do with
them were I in his shoes.
First place, I would change
Denmark to Mississippi. In-
stead of., a young white prince
full of worriation, I would
make Hamlet a student-rider
on a Freedom Bus. You say
Hamlet were standing on the
ramparts of a castle? I would
put my young colored Ham on
the top wall of a Mississippi
jail. Gimme that book, Joyce,
and let me play Hamlet.'
Joyce's help with the hard
words:
TO BE OR NOT TO BE
JIM CROWED,
THAT IS THE QUESTION.
WHETHER 'TIS NOBLER
IN THE FLESH TO SUFFER
THE BRICKS AND BATS OF
DIXIECRATS OR TAKE UP
ARMS AGAINST A SEA OF
NUISANCES AND BY OUR
SIT-INS END THEM.
IN THE U. S. A. ENOUGH!
IN MISSISSIPPI, TO01
I SAY TO BE OR NOT TO
BE IN JAIL,
THAT IS THE QUESTION.
WHETHER 'TIS NOBLER, I
ASK, TO SUFFER JIM
CROW'S OUTRAGEOUS
FORTUNE
OR PROTEST AGAINST A
SEA OF AGGRAVATIONS
AND BY PROTESTING END
THEM?
TO JAIL — TO SIT — NO
BAIL:
BY PICKETING TO SEEK
AN END TO BACK-ACHES
AND UNNATURAL SHOCKS
THE SOUTH MAKES NE-
GROES HEIR TO:
TO BIND THEM UP IN
KNOTS OF CIVIL RIGHTS—
'TIS A CONSTIPATION DE-
VOUTLY TO BE WISHED.
TO SIT — ALTHOUGH IN
JAIL—
AY, THERE'S THE RUB!
FOR LOCKED IN JAIL AT
NIGHT C 0 M E DREAMS
WHEN WE HAVE THROWN
OFF OUR MORTAL FEAR.
DREAMS, OH, SO GREAT




BEAR THE WHIPS AND
'Ci
- — •
SOR'S WRONGS AND HATE-
FULNESS, PANGS OF DE-
SPISED SOULS, THE LAW'S
DELAY, THE IMPUDENCES
OF POLICIES AND THEIR
DOGS, OUR PATIENCE AND
OUR MEEKNESS HAD TO
TAKE?
WE CAN PUT QUIETUS
ON IT ALL — YES WE CAN!
WHO WILL JIM CROW'S
BURDENS BEAR THESE
DAYS, TO GRUNT AND
SWEAT UNDER THIS WEA-
RY LIFE?
WHO WOULD, LIKE COW-
ARDS, LIVE A LIVING
DEATH — AS IF ALREADY
LOST IN THAT DARK BARN
WHERE MANHOOD FEARS
TO RISE AND SPEAK ITS
MIND,
WHO WOULD MAKE US
BEAR THOSE ILLS WE
H A VE RATHER THAN
STAND UP TO ICLUXERS
WHO OPPOSE US?
CAN NICE WHITE FOLKS
MAKE COWARDS OF US
NEGROES, A N D OUR
BLACK HUE OF RESOLU-
TION WHITEN WITH THEIR
PALE CAST OF FEAR?
CAN THEY OUR PROTEST
WATER DOWN, OUR SIT-
INS BEG US OUT OF, TO
LOSE THE FORCE OF AC-
TION?
NAY! TWICE NAY! I SAY!
DIXIE, IF TO BE OR NOT
TO BE IN JAIL'S THE QUES-
TION — IN JAIL I'LL BE.
MISSISSIPPI WILL NOT
GET THE BEST OF ME!
TO BE OR NOT TO BE —
HELL!
HAMLET WILL BE FREE!
AND WHO IS HAMLET?
GUESS WHO?
ME — JESSE B. — OLDThe Byrd Machine In Virginia beyond the restricted range ing price wars. The official an-
whehyiotend. .beinwghata uNnegrkonuwocr dtaelaleisrsgwoiinthg to 
reduced 
psuripeepoerdtuinrg "I thereupon proceeded to SCORN OF OUR OPPRES- SIMPLE HAMLET ME.
Virginia to choose their candidates for
When Democrats went to the polls in have been deprived of public education,
while the white pupils have been pro- 7ribute over and beyond his mention price wars. xperts Insist Interest Rates On
f race . . . what one can con- nouncement, however, did not
vided with private schools with fundsGovernor, Lieutenant Governor and At-
• allocated by the County.torney General, Negro-hating, reaction-
This is the result of "massive resist-ary Senator Byrd and his 35-year old ance" to a Federal Court order to inte-political machine had already decided the 
grate the public schools in Prince Edwardissue. The machine triumphed all along County.the line.
It is against the existence of a danger-This was a bitter disappointment to ous precedent that Attorney Generalthe moderate progressives who had felt Robert F. Kennedy has filed a petitionstrong enough, for the first time, to put calling i for the reopening of the publicup a full slate. It is also a set-back for schools in Prince Edward County or thebetter race relations. 
closing of all public schools in the state ofThe Byrd victory will affect adversely Virginia.the expansion of government services But Virginians seem unmoved by thenecessary in the Twentieth Century, not threat to public education or by the needonly in Virginia but throughout the to foster economic growth, particularlySouth, 
in the depressed coal-mining areas, and
All three of the Byrd candidates went thus to rescue Virginia from its presentin office on a platform that stressed the stagnation.
utmost possible segregation of the races. It was Senator Byrd himself who putBut Virginia had already registered its into perspective the term "massive re-opposition to school integration in a man- sistance," and who used his political in-ner far more drastic than any yet con- fluence to silence all opposition to hisceived and expedited by the other South- anti-Negro scheme. His sway over theern states. "old dominion" has thus won a new four
With the abolition of the public school year lease of life for his machine. Thus
system in the state's Prince Edward keeping Virginia in the column of back-
County, some 1,700 Negro school children ward states.
America Must Lead The Way
Dr. Anna Arnold Hedgernan,
special consultant for the
American Association, said
that American Negroes have
a link with Africans through
their African heritage which is
especially important. She em-
phasized that through the ex-
periences of "giving spiritually
to this nation through their
eternal struggle for liberty and
democracy," American Negroes
"are able to tell the rest 'of
our nation some of the things
Africans are trying to say, for
they have been saying the
same things through the
years."
Commenting on the value
of Negro colleges in the South,
Mrs. Hedgeman said that these
schools are unique "in terms
of inter-racial, international
students who can find their
qualified Negro leadership
which fully comprehends the
revolution which calls for free-
dom here and now across the
world.
SO WHAT?
"L QUIT BOXIN I &CAUSE. OF BAD HANDS
REFEREE KEPT sTANDim' ON THLM!"
Home Loans Are Touching Bottom
By EDWARD COWAN
WASHINGTON — (UPI) —
If the experts are right, in-
terest rates on home loans
are touching bottom.
Most government and in-
dustry economists doubt that
home loan money is going to
get much cheaper. Depending
on how fast the business up-
turn moves along, and whether
the international situation
worsens, mortgage money
costs could start to rise.
These developments suggest
one thing for the prospective
home buyer: This may be the
best time to buy. To wait may
mean you'll have to pay more
when you borrow, either in
the interest rate or in dis-
count points on your loan.
ANOTHER REASON
Still another reason for buy-
ing now, especially a new
house, is advanced by E. J.
Burke, president of the Na-
tional Association of Home
Builders. In his view the cost
of building materials has
reached a turnaround point.
With industrial activity
picking up on a broad front,
he said, builders can no long-
er get price concessions from
material suppliers the way
they did last winter at the bot-
tom of the 1980-81 business
recission. In fact, Burke and
other builders feel that prices
may rise as the economic up-
turn continues.
Builders who are having a
fairly good year may pass on
the increases to the consumers.
Builders whose volume is lag-
ging may absorb the added
matreial costs.
FIRM TO RISING
There is little disagreement
among expert observers and
money market men that mort-
gage money costs have fallen
about as far as they are going
to. "Firm to Rising" is the as-
sessment of one respected in-
dustry economist.
Some experts forecast a
period of stability before any
rise. Others anticipate that
increases are coming fairly
soon. "It's as low as it's going
to get and going to get higher,"
one federal official comment-
ed. "Bigger discounts soon?"
speculated House & Home
magazine in its July issue.
Until a few weeks ago ad-
ministration economists were
talking up their belief — or
hope -- that a drop of at least
another quarter-point in lend-
ing rates was due. Now, talk
along that line is not to be
heard.
It was that hope of a further
drop in borrowing costs that
led to the May 28 reduction
in the FHA loan rate from
5 1-2 per cent to 5 1-4 per
cent. The cut was ordered by
the White House despite ex-
pressed doubts by FHA of-
ficials that money market con-
ditions would not justify it.
Limited experience with the
new rate so far confirms earli-
er doubts, FHA officials said.
Some borrowers will find
that any tightening of money
shows up first not in interest
rates but in discounts on gov-
ernment-backed loans. (Strict-
ly speaking, buyers are not
supposed to pay discounts on
FHA and VA loans, but one
way or another they often do.)
With the maximum interest
rates on these loans fixed at5 1-4 per cent, lenders try to
increase their return by dis-
counting their loans--advanc-
ing to the borrower less than
the face amount of the loan.This ,,puinte..is also known as charg-
ingA group of mutual savings
bank officials told the Treas-
ury earlier this month that if
the government continued ita
policy of "nudging" down
long-term borrowing costs the
result might be to fatten dis-
counts on FHA and VA loansand dry up the supply of




































































































































For my pamphlet on group
discussion, send two stamps
and a self-addressed envelope
to Dr. Marcus H. Boulware,
Florida A. & M. University,
Box 156, Tallahassee, Fla.
fer any age between 39 and 45.
He must be 5, 11 or 6' tall and
dark in complexion.
I would likes to have an early
reply. — Miss Evelyn Wallace,
1415 No. Clybourne Ave.
Dear Mme Chante: I am a
young man in pursuit of love,
happiness and the finer things
of life. I am very ambitious and
striving each day to achieve my
goal. I am considered nice look-
ing, most easy to get along
with and very understanding. I
There is one service station
desire meeting someone who
for every 327 motor vehicles 
s sincere, understanding ard 
IIregistered in the United States. affectionate. — Salvador Sierra,
Ten years ago there was one " .
General Delivery, Chicago. S. Churches Joining Their
• • •
Dear Mme Chante: I get lone-
some at times. I would like to
a4,-‘70i9 OiProf.Doecile
vou GALL -cols sequi-4 ?ICI DIDN'T CALL NOUR
A.-t Wft0t4 10 114kS CHILD'S FOOT...WOULD YOU 14felli
sEEt.I ? PERWziPS.. `401.1 14AD BEEN 08.1‘11146..•
YOU *10110,144T HAYE GEEN 
pousce
OFFIceRS••• LEI'S PUT A. STOP IL> IRLict.(c.




years of age who is interested
In marriage. He must be of
good character, sober, am-
bitious, have a sense of humor
and like home life. I have a
son 12 years of age. 1 am seek-
ing someone I can respect, love ference of Christiana and
and grow old with in companion- Jews for a new four-year pro-
in home of friends her mother ship. I shall answer all letters gram to develop greater un- retical problems involving po-
also knows as well as you say and exchange photos. — Ellalderstanding of social, economic litical action and religious
three you do. As for going out Smith, 73061/2 So. Broadway, and political isssues. freedom; to deepen inter-re-
times a week and stopping in 1Los Angeles 3, California. The aim is "to raise the gen- ligious relationships and pub-
lic policy, and to reduce "de-
structive conflict" created by
different religious approaches
cording to Dr. Lewis Webster to social problems.
between the ages of 30 - 35. She Jones, president of the Na- Among the issues will be
must be of brown skin in color tional Conference, public support for parochial
and weigh 110-140 lbs. She must Jones said the Religious schools, birth control policies
not drink or smoke. I desire Freedom and Public Affairs and Sunday closing laws, all
that the lady work in the church! .project would be supervised of which Jones described as
and be a good Christian. I am by a Council on Public Affairs matters that "divide American
40 years old and belong to the and Religious Freedom, with citizens of different faiths.
Baptist faith. I a mof brown ; 
complexion and weigh 170 lbs.
Please write to Charles Jones,
6443 Aberdeen Ave., Chicago,
Illinois.
• • •
Dear Mme Chante: I am a
middle aged single lady of the
Baptist faith. I am in very good
health. I would like to corres-
pond with a orld War II veter-
an or any working man between
the ages of 49 - 59. Please send
picture. —Mrs. A. M. McGee,
6312 So. Drexel Ave., Chicago
37, III.
• • •
Dear Mme Chante: I would
like to correspond with Chris-
taM young of Jehovah's Witness
Church, between the ages of 25
to 35. I am slim and 23 years
o fage and weigh 105 lbs. I am
interested in photography major
joring in retouching. As there
is no time for my hobby, I enjoy
reading and the companionship
of intelligent company. I will
be delighter to exchange photos.
—Rosalie Osborne, 15 Sunlight
Street, Kingston, Jamaica.
NEW YORK — (UPI)—The
Ford Foundation has given
$925,000, to the National Con-
eral level of public discussion
and understanding" on all
issues of public concern, ac-
DR. SAMUEL D. PROC-
TOR, president of A&T col-
lege, talks while Gov. Ter-
ry Sanford of North Caro-
lina listens and makes note.




The council will be asked
to analyze practical and theo-
lowing the appearance of
Gov. Sanford as main speak-
er at a program of the an-
nual Conference of Teachers
o f Vocational Agriculture
held last week at A&T.
terested in getting a Pen Pal
Dear Mme Chante: I am in- 
No. 1 Enemy, 'Leisure Time
•• •
to correspond with. I was told
that you are vtry helpful to
people in tha respect. I thank
you for an early rply.—Harold
Dove, 76 Maxfield Ave., Kings-
ton 13, Jamaica.
• • •
Dear Mme Chante: I hope you
can help me. I am in the Vet-
eran's hospital and wiuld like
to receive some letters from
some nice ladies. I was in World
War II and Korea. I like danc-
ing, music a n d attending
church. I don't drink. — William




Dear Mme Chante: I desire
to correspond with American
friends between 27 and 40 years
of age. I am interested in all
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'Civilizations Of Many Races Make
Trinidad A Tropical Melting Pot
By RALPH VILLERS
• PORT-OF-SPAIN, Trin
dad — (UPI) --Just where do
'cou go to get best the flavor
V tropical Trinidad — this
curious blend of Eastern,
Western and African civiliza-
tions?
'You might try:
—Busy Frederick St., with
its sidewalk peddlers, signs in
dhinese, Indian and English'
and shops crammed with goods'
from around the world.
*- native night club,. where
:the . frantic rhythm of the
Limbo makes even a casual
Tisitor want to try going liter-
ally under the bar.
—A monastery high on a
hill, not far from a Hindu
!temple or a Moslem mosque.
—Plantations choked with
cocoa trees and coconut palms.
—A hotel (the Queens Park)
that looks as if it could have
been a set for a movie about
le days when British colonial
rule was still the thing in
India.
—The native market, where,
in almost sprawling bedlam,
and a language reputed to be
English, the natives buy the
many fresh fruits and vege-
tables that their island yields.
In fact, you should try them,
all, because, as pointed out '';
Trinidad truly is a blend, and
each additive makes your vis-
it richer and more rewarding.
Probably nowhere in the !
the native market. Here
there's a chance to stop by a
little donkey cart in the street
to order up green coconut
water and hold your breath
as the vendor lops off the co-
conut's top with a machete
and misses his fingers at the
same time.
You could spend a day at
this and still not absorb all
the sights, and sounds, and
color. The nights are best re-
served for a different kind of





DEAR MME CHANTE: My write to me. — Gloria Rowe,
mother who sees everything 77 Rose Lane, Kingston, Ja•
wrong with my attending parties maid.
that she refers to as "those,
teenager messes" thinks at 16 I
am too young to be out until hear from intelligent people'
1 a.m. Says nice girls are at such as ministers, businessmen
home before eleven and even and all who are Christian and'
such trips out are no more than 'understanding. — Mrs. 1. MS
once a week after school is out Evans, 700W
. Chestnue St., Apt.
for the summer. Now, 
Mme14, Loulsville3, Ky.
Chante, the parties 1 go to per-
;haps twice or sometimes throe
'times a week are always given
by friends I know very well
• • •
Dear Mme. Chante: I am in-
terested in meeting a refined
young lady preferably between
and are chaperoned at least to the ages of 29 and 25. I am a
the extent that they are in pri- refined Christian man, 45 years
vete homes mostly. On a few 'of age. I am a man of means
occasions the Saturday and Sun- and interested in marriage.
day affairs are held in small Please send photo. — James
public halls, but the guests are Griffen, c-o General Delivery,
mostly fellows and girls I know Birmingham, Ala.
very well. On other occasions •
we attend a movie and stop off 
 • •
for a bite after the show, which Dear Mme Chante: Through
means we may not get home your column you have helped so
until past midnight. Do you see many lonely people find hap.
any harm in this practice? Do piness. I trust you can help me.
you think my mother is correct I am a widow, age 46. 1 have a
tinionstrLa demands 
II". 
l and conten- pleasant disposition, of the
Baptist faith, a good education,
and I am employed as a nurse.
ANSWER: Dear 1.aura H.— I would like to correspond with
Your mother may appear a blt a gentleman between 47 and 57
harsh but knowing the teen-
age .ituation as it exists to-
day, she makes a few pointers
that appear to be quite cor-
rect. No girl at 16, as you say
you are, should stay out past
I 1 a.m. unless she is attending
a perfectly chaperoned party
Trinidad is the home of the
steel bands and their oil drum
music and calypso. It's not
hard to find steel band enter-
tainment on any given night
at at least one of the several
good hotels and clubs, plus
the frantic Limbo dance, and
maybe even a sampling of
hectic voodoo dancing.
And for those who want to
go native there's the Miramar
Night Club. The guide books
recommends tourists take to
the balcony, but the more ad-
venturesome sometimes ignore
that conservative advice in
order to get up closer to the
continuous music and almost
continuous native floor show.
For seeing the sights out-
side the center of the city,
best take a taxi with a good
driver-guide. It assures seeing
the highlight sights that you
might not find otherwise. The
Trinidad and Tobago Tourist
Board or any of the hotels
Western Hemisphere willyou:can steer you to friendly in-
be able to sample so manY1 formative drivers.
cultures — Hindu, Chinese,' A short drive out of the city
Moslem, Spanish, British and can take you through planta-
a few others. ,tions, cane fields, to a Hindu fruit. station for every 226 vehicles.' laum's'
temple big enough for only
three or four people, where
an aged priest will explain the
significance of the images and
designs as you stand in your
stocking feet and then to the
800-foot-high Mount St. Bene- phagus; in breathing its func-
diet Abbey, from which there tion is to transmit the air from
is a view striking toward the the nasal passage to the
south of the lush island, larynx and finally to the lungs.
Another drive will take you In speceh, the pharynx or
.along narrow, mountanious throat serves as a re
sonator of
roads, over "The Saddle," a the voice, and should he kept
to the white sand and crystal which is rich and mellow. The
water of Maracas Bay beach. throat resonator is influenced
The people of Trinidad don't
by size, shape, texture of the
particularly brag about their 
lining, and coupling of the
beaches, and you'll wonder
why after seeing this palm-
lined crescent of sand more
QUESTION: What is the
function of the throat in
speech? — Mrs. L. P.
ANSWER: The pharynx is
called the throat, gullet, or
throttle. In eating, its function
is to transfer food to the eso-;
a restaurant for food at an • ••
hour past midnight, that just !
isn't the thing to do. If you Dear Mme Chante: 1 am in-
must see a movie with a young iterested in meeting a young lady
fellow or with a party, why not
make it in the afternoon?
Then if you wish to stop off
for refreshments and still be
home by 10 p.ni., we say yes.
An II o'clock curfew for a
daughter who is just 16 and as
often as three nights a week
does not make a mother ap-
pear "too bard" on her child
In our estimation,
tube w D
ear Mme Chante: You haveith mouth or nasal pas-
Frederick St. probably is .
the best place to start a tour-
on-your-own. You can poke
for hours into shops lined
with everything from carved
ivory from India to a machete
with a carved wooden handle
and a hand-tooled leather case
selling for about $3.50.
Along the street, too, you
can get out of the sun into a
plush bar for cooling refresh-
ments, or into a native bar,
where they take their rum
neat with the aid of a pitcher
of ice water.
Or you can find exotio Chi-
nese dishes never heard of in
stateside Chinese restaurants
Or, improbability of improba-
bilities, walk into a restaurant
with a Chinese name and fa-
cade and find yourself in an
American style soda fountain
featuring hamburgers and a
businessman's lunch.
Only a few blocks off Fred-'





helped many lonely people and
I do believe you can hip me.
The throat tube is partly; s Id liket et a nice
I
gael constrictor muscles.
than a mile long. Maracas Bay closed by three sets of pharyn-Christian man who has mood
is the starting point of a just- job and who wants to have
completed multi-million do1-1 If the throat was hard-sur- something out of love. I work,
'tar highway to Las Cuevas,faced in its inner lining, the have my own apartment and
Bay, that not only opens um voice would sound metallic, my own car. The gentlema
n
new beaches, but is a scenic strident, and tense in tone, must weigh 170 or 
180 lbs. I pre.
mixture of mountains, palms Improper use of pharynx can
and blue Caribbean water, result in fatigue of voice, such
For those who like to ape_ as is true of many ministers
cialize on vacation, there's who preach (holler) to get
fishing, deep sea and inshore, people to shout. The minister
for such catch as snapper, who does this is his own worst
salmon, tarpon and yellow erternY;
fin tuna. Hunters who don't'
mind roughing it can go for
a range from alligator to deer
and mongoose.
Hotels generally are inex-
pensive by American stand-
ards and comfortable. Food is
good in Trinidad, and it's herd
to get past the breakfast ap-
petizers that generally include
watermelon, mangoes, fresh
pineapple and other tropical
THIS NEW DORMITORY quarter on &mt. 11. The features in modern 
college
for girls at A&T college will building. completed this ho
using. It will accommo-
be occupied for the first time summer at • cost of one-half da
te 200 girls.
with the oponing of the fall million dollars, contains top
NA PU1 ALL '''VG,VNEAL
NEW YORK — (UPI) —
Leisure time has become the
No. 1 enemy of churchgoing.
But the churches, instead of
fighting leisure, are joining it.
Religion is moving to the
people wherever they may be
on Sunday morning, instead of
waiting for people to come to
it.
Some clergymen say this,
really is what Christianity is
all about. Jesus did not sit in
a church waiting to receive
worshippers. He moved out
among the people, modern
clergymen reason, so why
shouldn't his 20th Century dis-
ciples do likewise?
At least one Protestant
clergyman has a full-time Job
encouraging the mixing of re-
ligion and leisure. His parish
is as big as all outdoors. He
is the Rev. Warren Ost, direc-
tor of the National Parks
Ministry of the National
Council of Churches.
Oat worked his way through
seminary as a bellhop in a na-
tional park. He worried over
the fact that the vacationists
who flocked to the park had no
place to worship on Sunday.
Out of his concern for the va-
cationist has grown a program
under which there are minis-
tries in nearly 40 national
parks.
The first year, 1952, there
were 32 seminary students as-
signed to parks. This year
there are more than 150. They
work during the week in re-'
sort hotels and restaurants as
bellhops, dishwashers or wait-; Most of the major parks
era. On Sundays, they conduct have summer programs only.
;religious services, usually out- The ski chaplaincy is one of
of-doors. In their spare time the more recent developments.
during the week the organize! A layman has served as 'ski
discussion groups or devotion-! chaplain at Snow Ridge, in
als. Lyons Falls N. Y., for the last
"This is America's worker- six years. Worshippers stand
priest movement," Oat said in on skijor and sing to the ac-
companiment of an outdoor
"We hope it will become a organ.
an interview.
;spearhead for church program- This program has been so
ming for leisure America. successful that two other ski
Churches must go to the peo-
ple. This is a springboard. Wel 
chaplaincies are planned for
California parks next winter.
hope to go into resort and rec- Ost and other National
Council officials have a u b-
parks and to areas surround-
end communities. that 
gested to state councils that
ing major cities — the week-
"You don't need a church 
they recruit chaplains for oth-
er recreational areas draw
" 
large numbers of people on
building or a church organize- Sundays.
tion for worship. You don't 
men for recreational worship. the part of the 
churches" he
There is real concern oneven need ordained clergy-
conduct such services."
Laymen, young or old, can said, "that the 
Protestant
The "Christian Ministry 
inlchurch is losing the battle
against leisure
the National Parks" program "The image of the Protest-
ant church is cast in the light
of the old - fashioned rural
economy. It is based on the
fact that Sunday service used
to be at 11 cm. That resulted
from the fact that services
were held at the hour when
the horses pulled the farmer's
buckboard up in front of the
church. It all depended on
how long it took farmers to
get into town from the farm."
That situation no longer ex-
ists. Today city dwellers rush
to the countryside on Sundays
leaving the church behind.
reatIonal areas, in addition to
maintains resident y e a r-
around pastors in Grand Can-
yon, Sequoia, Yellowstone and
Yosemite National Parks and a
Winter Ski chaplaincy in Se-
quoia Park. Year-round stu-
dent interns serve in Mount
Hood National Forest in Ore-
gon: the Virgin Islands Na-
tional Park and Zion Nation-
al Park, Utah. Mount Hood
has a winter ski chaplaincy.
Death Valley National Mon-
ument in California and the
Everglades National Park in
Florida have winter interns.
DE FEN DER
Here's A Page Of Weekend Comics For The Whole Family
DONALD DUCK By Walt Disney I
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I THE CISCO KID -:- By Jose Salinas & Rod Reed
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Try and Stop Me
By BENNETT CER
A YOUNG MINISTER was vacationing in the White
it Mount...ins when he learned that a lady guest of the
hotel, recently arrived from Boston, was gravely ill. Anxious
to cheer her up he paid a
courtesy call, murmured
a wish for her speedy
convalescence, and con-
cluded, "I should like to
say a brief prayer for
your recovery before I
leave."
The sick lady rallied at
once, and snapped, "That
will be quite unneces-
sary, young man. I am
being prayed for in Bos-
ton."
• • •
Simon and Schuster pub-
lished a history of burlesque, but genuflected to the delicate penal-
btlities of the critics when they distributed review copies. They
furnished extra paper Jackets thut erutbled the critics to diguise
the books when they were reading same in public.
The extra jackets featured one of these two titles: "How to
Cheat the Government on Your Incom• Tax" and "IAncoin-tins
Man and the Car."









Distrihetwei by king t
"Sure I'm a canary, but I'm also a crook!"
GLAMOR GIRLS
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EVANSTON GROUP SCORES AT RESPLENDENT 'CIVIC AWARDS' BALL ON CHI'S SOUTHSIDE
• ALTHOUGH JUST entering its third year, organiza-
tion-wise, The Chessmen, Inc., a group of dapper and
personable young men of Evanston, Ill., has already
chalked up an enviable record in civic and community
activities and philanthropic endeavors. The Chessmen
bowed resplendently recently at the group's first an-
nual Civics Awards Ball in the Packinghouse Workers
Union Hall on Chicago's Southside. Founders of the
popular male aggregation pose in front of club insignia
to chat over progress made since club's founding. They
are (from left) William Logan, jr., president; Andrew
Rodez and Zeltee Edwards. The Chessmen organized on
Feb. 4, 1959.
• SHARING THE awards 
spotlight with the Norshore
Twelve, Inc., for most noteworthy achievement during
the past year, Mrs. Bernice Holmes, winner of the
Chessmen's "Outstanding Citizen" award is presented
the elaborate plaque by Chessman Zeltee Edwards
during an inspiring presentation ceremony. Among in-
dividuals also cited were Melvin Price, Allan Price, Dr.
Warren Spencer, Mrs. Helen C. Cooper and Theodore
Boyd. Dr. Spencer was unable to personally accept his




• DAPPER AND personable in blue-black jackets and
navy trousers the Chessmen pause to camera-record
host roles during affair which honored civic and com-
munity leaders and organizations which have served
notably and significantly during the past year. The
Chessmen identified also by gold rose boutonniers are
(front row from left) Andrew Rodez, Zeltee Edwards,
Peter McCullough, William Logan, president; Julian
Mackey, Emmett King and David Norris. 2nd row: Del-
mar Little, Sherman Hill, Robert White, George King,
Marshall Barksdale, Adolph Maragne and Courtland
• THE SOCIALITE throng of some 500 guests who
shared the brilliant occasion with the Chessmen and
their "first ladies" included guests from Glencoe, De-
troit, Mich., from as far-away as Tucson, Ariz. and
Kansas City, Mo., as well as Windy City guests of the
host group. Engaged in gay repartee are Mr. and Mrs.
Napoleon Gregory, Mr. and Mrs. Peter McCullogh, Sr.
and Mr. and Mrs. William Rankin, from Glencoe, Ill.
The Chessmen's influence is widespread. Already, sev-
eral groups from cities like Waukegan, Ill.; Gary, Ind.;
Kansas City, Mo., Detroit and Tucson have requested
• MERRYMAKERS LIKE these agreed that their
hosts had left nothing to be desired in the way of en-
tertainment. Hosts were the Byron Wilsons and the
Ulysses (Euley) Robinsons. Other prominent guests
noted in the fashionable throng were Mr. and Mrs.
Fred Casselbery of Lake Forest, Ill.; Glencoe's Mr. and
4;-
• CHATTING ANIMATEDLY (photo left) are Mr. and
Mrs. Roy Robinson, jr. and Mr. and Mrs. Leon Robinson,
jr. Center photo: The Chessmen's past president-
founder Andrew Rodez and President and Mrs. W.
Kenner. 3rd row: Edwin Wilson. Prime Borden, Edward
Connally, Charles Thomas, Wesley Doyle, Woodrow
Cannon, Richard Jones, Clarence Harris and Warren
Howlett. Among organizations honored during the
Civic Awards Ball were The Norshore Twelve, Inc..
which won an award for most outstanding achieve-
ments; The Community Hospital Auxiliary, The Free
dom Fighters, the Veterans of Foreign Wars, Alpha
Kappa Alpha sorority, the NAACP and the YMCA.




permission to establish similar organizations in their
communities. The ideal and purpose of the Evanston
group embodies fellowship and the promotion of civic
and political influence which will be beneficial to their
own community. The name, Chessmen, was adopted
because the membership was in accord that the symbol
of the Knight best exemplifies its own significance in
the game—a potent pawn in the middle of the field of
play. In the field of community endeavor, the Chessmen
are strong and forceful adversaries in the fight to allevi-
ate juvenile delinquency, one of the group's primary
objectives.
U,
Mrs. Napoleon Gregory. Mr. and Mrs. Peter McCoul-
lough, sr.; Mr. and Mrs. William Rankin; Mr. and Mrs.
Leon Robinson, jr., the Herbert Laffons, sr., of Evans-
ton; Dr. and Mrs. Jules Stanley. Detroit, Atty. Frank
Monteith, Chicago; Mr. and Mrs. Cressworth L a n-
der of Tuscon, Ariz. and Mr. and Mrs. James Lander,
E r
Logan admire club's symbol carved from ice. Photo
right: Chessmen Henry White, jr. and Arthur Butler
pose with their wives Anita and Marianne. (Photos by
Tony Rhoden).
• FOUNDER ANDREW Rodez poses with Mrs. Rodez
(left) and Mrs. William Logan, wife of the president of
the Chessmen, Inc., who also was in on the "ground
floor" of club's organizational plans. Resplendent affair
which found the feminine contingent wearing its most
exquisite and enchanting gowns, was enhanced by the
scintillating rhythms of Morris Ellis and his orchestra.
Guests enjoyed a lavishly decorative buffet and re-
freshments of their choice through the courtesy of the
host aggregation.
• THE NORSHORE TWELVE's contributions to com-
munity betterment and progress received deserved
recognition during the Chessmen's Civic Awards Ball.
The organization also was in the spotlight during an-
other brilliant affair when it presented its 2nd Annual
Debutante Cotillion Ball in Parkway ballroom on Chi-
cago's Southside. Chessmen President William Logan
presents its "outstanding achievements" to Byron Wil-
son, representing the award-winning aggregation. Ad-
visors of the Chessmen include some of the most capa-
ble and dedicated leaders of the community, including
an attorney who has been engaged in full-time capacity
to give legal counsel as required by the group.
DEFENDER SATURDAY, AUGUST 5, 1961.
SUMMER WANDERLUST
. . . Following the call of
'home', pert Jean Latting
,tarnc. to Memphis last week-
end to visit her parents, A. A.
and Marietta Latting, and to
do her shopping for her col-
lege wardrobe in preparation
to attending Douglas College,
sister school to Rutgers U. at
New Brunswick, N. J.
She has been attending sum-
mer school at the U. of South-
ern Illinois and living with
her sister and brother-in-law,
Carol and Al Callaway, who
are likewise students there,
and who have a smart campus
apartment.
Marrietta will return with
her for a short visit before
going to Chicago, and from
there to her summer home at
Fox Lake, Ind. However, that
will not end her traveling
about, for ere long she'll fly
down to Houston, Texas to be
on hand for her son-in-law's
graduation from law school at
Texas Southern U., speaking
of Clarence Coleman, who is
Marietta's other daughter's
viously. They are also theFlorence, husband,
guests of my brothers and their
While at Fox Lake, Mrs. families, Rose and Leo flea
Latting's house guests will be . . . and Charles and Evelyn
her uncle and his wife. Dr. and lies.
Mrs. G. W. Stanley Ish, sr., of TO THE MEDICAL CON-Little Rock, Ark. VENTION IN NYC . . . Dr.
SPEAKING OF LITTLE and Mrs. W. 0. Speight, jr. are
ROCK . Rose Nell Iles and leaving for New York City on
daughter Roslyn have been August 4 to attend the Na-
visiting their mother and tional Medical Convention,
grandmother, Mrs. Frances and to visit their many friends
Wilson, and other members of in Gotham, where they previ-
the Wilson family, including ously lived.
sister Jean, a Milwaukee teach- THE SPORTSMEN CLUB
er, another sister and her hus-
band and new baby—Mae
Emma, Virgil and their little
son, and other members of the
Wilson Clan.
CHICAGO CLAIMED Jua-
nita and Edward Lewis and
their son on a vacation trip,
and returning home to visit
the family hearth was Jackie
Lewis Bush who lives in the
Windy City.
MISSING ABOUT TOWN
TOO . . have been vivacious
Mary Roberts, who with Ce- Miss Clara Ann Twigg married
leste and Clarence limier in the gothic splendor of his-
left on a motor trip to Cleve-
land and other Mid-Western
cities. Mary also planned a
visit with her mother and fa-
ther who live in South Haven.
Michigan . . . and was par-
ticularly anxious to get to
Chicago to see Dorsey and
James Davis (her brother) and
their lovely family who form-
erly lived here, especially
since James has been ill.
A SAD NOTE . . . Sincere
torte St. Mary's Episcopal Ca-
thedral in the 600 block onl




The Ways and Means Com-
mittee of Elision Heights Civic
club gave a plate luncheon last
condolences are extended Saturday, at the home of Mr.
and Mrs. Lonzie Bolden, 2006George and Callie Stevens and
Corry st. Barbecued chickenother members of the Stevens
family, on the passing r0- and ribs were served. Mrs. Mat-
George's mother, Mrs. Stevens, tie Turner was chairman.
who died recently. She was a Frank Kilpatrick, a member
retired teacher and was long
in the forefront of civic, re-
ligious and social activities in
the community. She touched
the lives of hundreds of
youngsters, and her interest in
all phases of Memphis' growth are: John Bolden, Mr. and Mrs.
and activities will long be re- Joseph Simmons. Miss LeJay
membered. Let them remem- Reynolds. Mrs. Katie Brown,
her . . that "Earth has no Mrs Narcissa Jones. Mrs. John-
sorrow that Heaven cannot nip Smith, Mrs. Oscar Gates
heal." and Mrs Edyce Campbell.
SUMMER CAMP — at Iron. Campbell solicited workers
Michigan, was just right for while speaking at Cane Creek
lovely little Etta Sue Ish Baptist church last Sunday. He
said, "we need volunteers from
the Bunker Hill subdivision."
Mrs. &lyre Campbell, report-
wonderful month at the re-!„.. Garfield Campbell. preei-
sort camp . an adept swim-' dent
mer that she is, she took to 
water skiing like the prover-
bial duck to water En route WINDSOR, England—(UPI)
home, she stopped with her —Prince Philip's return to the
grandparents, Mr. and MITI polo grounds for the f irst
Claude Barnett in Chicago. time since he broke his left
The 'she!. along with Dr I ankle in a match wasn't much
and Mrs. Leland Atkins an. help. His team lost.
daughter of Dr. and Mrs. G. W.
Stanley Ish. jr. She returned
home last Saturday after a
tour several countries and are week. Before returning to
particularly anxious to see The Memphis, the group will visit
Passion Play at Obergammau- with the Barnetts (Mrs. Ish's
gau, Germany. Mrs. Clark will parents) during the week of
spend ber birthday in the the Alpha Kappa Alpha So-
Queen of Cities—Paris, France rority's 39th convention which
... and she plans to celebrate convenes at the Sheraton
It in Parisienne style. Towers Hotel in Chicago, Aug-
ust 13-20, which will attract
many Memphis members, in-
cluding this columnist.
VISITING FROM DETROIT,
was Mrs. Elizabeth Ann Nich-
olson, who was the guest of her
father, Dr. Frederick Rivers
and Mrs. Rivers, and Mrs.,
Anna Nicholson and her sister'
Mrs. 0. McKissack. Returning
to Detroit for a visit were
Elizabeth Ann's charming
Phillip and Arthur, who have
been living here with their
grandmother.
MORE VISITORS IN OUR
MIDST . . . lovely Lucy Por-
ter Weidman of Toronto, Cana-
da. . . and Beulah and James
Hill of Los Angeles . . . who
were entertained by Joyce
and Howard Pinkston at their
beautiful home off Perry
Road.
VISITING this columnist.
are her aunt, Mrs. Louise
Niles of Brooklyn, New York
and her granddaughters, De-
nise and Leslie, who are en-
joying their first trip to the
South . . . but Mrs. Niles has
been here several times pre-
of the Non-Partisan Registra-
tion committee, brought regis-
tration facts to the last meet-
ing. He chose Garfield Camp-
bell la precinct captain of ward
60-3. Volunteer block workers
. . . had a beautiful day for,
their picnic at Gammon Farms
in Marion, Ark., last Sunday'
... which I had to forego since
my guests arrived, rather
weary that same afternoon. grove
We'll bring you up to date on night.
the details of their swank hos- ported.
pitality next week.
WEDDING BELLS . .
Memphis socialites are eager-I
ly anticipating the fast ap-
proaching Twigg-Mimms nup-







• BY MARJORIE I. ULEN
J▪ ana la mi••••••111 II • Ill el la P.m.
MEMPHIANS ABROAD ... soon departing for Cleveland,
Though countless folk believe a resort in Wisconsin for the
in "seeing America first" . . .Isummer home of Dr. Ish's bro-
thousands annually flock to ther, Dr. Jeff Is! and Mrs. Ish
the citadels of culture and Dr. Ish, who lives in Rock -
splendor in Western Europe. ford, Ill was in Memphis with
Following that lure, Mrs. Pearl his family for the wedding of
Clark, a teacher at LaRose their niece, Mrs. Harold Shaw,
school .. . Miss Annie C. Car- the former Lily Patricia Wal-
gill, who teaches at Kansas ker.
school . . . and Mrs. Willett Last week, their eldest
Humphrey, a former teacher daughter, Beverly Ish, a beau-
now a social worker .. . went tiful young teen-ager, came
from here to New York City to Memphis to visit with Lyn-
where they boarded a plane da Johnson and Dr. and Mrs.
for their trip. While in Got- H. H. Johnson, who entertain-
ham, Mrs. Clark visited with ed with a party in her honor
her daughter, Miss Gloria last weekend, which we will
Clark, who is enrolled at Co- mention in our next edition.
iSS C lumbia University working to-1 Beverly will accompany her ▪ Cynthia Rawlswards her Masters of Arts de- aunt and Uncle, Dr. and Mrs. Mgree. The well-known trio will Ish back when they leave next
MISS C. CYNTHIA BAWLS
--
e as maiiimore lion
Mr. and Mn,. Charles A.
Rawls of Brownsville, Tenn.
announce the engagement and
approaching marriage of their
daughter, Charles Cynthia. to
Maltirrore Bond, who is the
son of Mr. and Mrs. Garnett
Bond of Brownsville.
The wEdding has been set for
Sunday, Aug. 27 at 4 p.m. at
the hoa e of the bride-elect's
pars nts.
Miss Rawls, a graduate of
Fisk university and New York
university, is presently em-
ployed at the Golden Circle
Life Insurance company which
is owned by her father.
Bond, a graduate of Tennes-
see State University School of
Engineering is presently em-
ployed at the Michigan State
Highway Department in Lans-
ing.
The marriage will bring a
union between two Browns-
ville pioneer families.
The spacious Rawls home,
1101 Cynthia Drive, will be-
come a part of the exquisite
setting for the wedding cer-
monies.
Rev. W. S. Vance, pastor-
emeritus of First Baptist
church at Brownsville will per-
form the rites before an im-
provised a It a r, resplendent
with summer flowers, on the
lawn of the ranch-styled home.
Maid-of-honor will be Miss
Adah Edwards, of Indianapolis,
Ind., a former classmate of
the bride-elect at Fisk Univer-
sity. Bridesmaids will include
Misses Ruth Jones, Hattie
Bond, sister of the bride-
groom; both of Brownsville
Miss Mildred Bond, life mem-
bership secretary of the NA-
ACP, New York City; and
Mrs. JoAnn Crawford, of Nash-
ville, a former Fisk classmate.
Andrew Bond, faculty mem-
ber at Tennessee State univer-
sity, Nashville, will be best
man He is a brother of the
bridegroom-elect.
Other groomsmen will be
William D. Rawls, brother of
the bride-elect; Cullen DuBose,
of Lansing, Mich.; Wesley M.
Rawls, of Bolivar, Tenn.; and
011ie Joe Bond, of Flint, Mich.
'orother of the bridegroom.
Mrs. G. W. Rawls, aunt of
the bride-elect, will preside at
the organ.
Miss Rawls did her second-
ary school work at Saint Fran-
cis Academy. Baltimore, Mary-
land, and went on to Fisk Uni
versity where she majored 1r
Psychology and became iden
tified with Delta Sigma Thet,
sorority. After receiving her
master's degree in guidance
and personnel administration
at New York university, the
prospective bride remained ir
New York for another year t ,
become a rehabilitation coun
selor at Riverside hospital.
Rawls, a trustee of Meharr.
Medical college, is founder
president of the Golden Circi,
Life Insurance Co. which has
district offices in Brownsville,




The Blue Heaven Gospeltheir kindness shown me dur-
singers appeared at the Beach_l ins the death of my loved one.
Baptist church, SundaylMaybe we can do the same
A nice crowd was re- unto you someday. Once again.
, thank you deep down. Mr. J.
I E. Simpson, a n d BlackwellThe new pastor at Beach-, family.
grove is the Rev. Wynne of
Humboldt, Tenn. We are We don't have any reportsex-
on the sick this week. If youtending our welcome to him
and wishing him very much know of any one sick, please
uccess in the years to come.
FUNERAL
We would like to express our
deepest sympathy to the be-
reaved family of Rutherford,
Mr. James Edward Simpson,
who lost his wife. Friday night.
Whenever in this community
plan to attend Beachgrove
Baptist church on the first and
third Sunday, and on the sec-
ond and fourth Sunday, plan
to attend the Mt. Zion Metho-
dist church.
CARD OF THANKS
I would like to thank all of
my friends and neighbors for
MERRY HIGH STUDENTS
RETURN FROM INSTITUTE
Five Merry High School stu-
dents have returned from Mem-
phis, after completing a six-
weeks summer training pro-
gram for academically talented
high school students in science
and mathematics. The students
were 011ye Castle Curry, daugh-
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Rex Curry;
Barbara Thompson, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Russel Thomp-
son; Rhonda Jean Beasley,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Sam-
uel W. Beasley; Dwan Gilmore,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. V. J.
Gilmore; and Ralph Johnson,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Albert
Johnson. 011ye Castle and Bar-
bara are juniors while Rhonda
Jean, Dwan and Ralph are
seniors.
The summer institute, spon-
sored by the National Science
Foundation, was held on the
campus of LeMoyn• college
under the direction of Dr. W.
W. Gibson.
The students were chosen
upon the recommendation of
the principaL teachers of
science and mathematics and
exceptional high scoring on
tests administered for me.ital
ability and achievement.
BON VOYAGE PARTY
Many close acquaintances of
Mrs. Hazel Wright gathered in
the lovely home of Mrs. Carrie
Bigger on Tuesday evening
when she entertained in her
honor. Bridge, which is one of
send in the name to the re-
porter.
ACTIVITIES
The Arnold boys enjoyed
Badminton Saturday evening.
After the game refreshments
were served. Mr. Jerald Jen-
nings spend Thursday nigh
with Mr. Willie Floyd Brown
of Bradford, Tenn.
A Bar-B-Q was held at the
Beach Grove Baptist church,
Friday night, July 27. News
is short this week, we hope to
improve over the weeks to
come. If you have any news to
report, please send it in or give
it to the carrier. Thanks.
Full-Bodied
Tangy
MRS. MARY E. MOORE
Flying Home
Mrs. Mary E. Moore a n d
daughter Vikki Geri above, of
Robbins, Illinois, are boarding
a jet after vacationing f o r
three weeks with her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Aaron Means, sr.,
604 Lester. They were exten-
sively entertained during their
stay.
Mrs. Moore, the former Miss!
Mary E. Means, is an alumna
of LeMoyne college, where
she was a member of Sigma
Gamma Rho sorority. After
graduation she taught t w o
years in the Memphis City
Schools.
The charming young matron
the wife of John Moore, of Il-
linois is now teaching "Spe-
cial Education" at the Lincoln
school in Robbins,
Mrs. Wright's favorite past-
times, was played as 11 addi-
tional ladies made up the three
tables. Those participating were
Mesdames Saint Ivory Jeans of
Memphis; Essie Perry, Victoria
Moloy, Gladys Bronaugh, Vi-
vian Bell, Marietta Hughes,
Catherine Taylor, Lavers S.
Avant, Gertrude Ford, Clara
Hewitt, and your scribe. Cli-
maxing bridge, guests were
served a delicious salad plate,
after which the honoree opened
the many beautiful and useful
gifts..she was remembered with
before her departure. Mrs.
Wright, who has served for
several years in the foreign
language department at Lane
College, is leaving to take em-
ployment elsewhere.
Gifts of jewelry were also
presented by the hostess to the
three high scorers. The lucky
ones in their order were Mes-
dames Bell, Perry and Jeans.
It's always sad to depart but
we wish for Mrs. Wright happi-
ness in her new chosen position
VACATIONING
Spending her vacation at
home in Jackson with her
mother, was Mrs. Ltuline Sav-
age Riley, who for many years
was instructor at Merry High
school. Her many Jackson
friends were most happy to see
her.
Guest of this columnist is
her niece, Miss Barbara Ann
Jones of St. Louis, Mo. This
young miss, who is the daugh-
ter of Mr. and Mrs, Harry
Jones, will enter her senior
year at Rosati-Kain high
school in St. Louis.
S. H. Bronaugh and J. A.
Cooke (Lane College) have
just returned from attending
the 16th Institute of Higher
Education held at Scarrit Col-
lege in Nashville, Term. The
theme of the three day con-
ference was "Contributions of
Christian Higher Education to
a Free Society."
The workshop was held for
college and university admin.
istrativ• officials. Addresses
were heard by such noted
persons as G. Herbert Smith,
Willa B. Player. Charles Ma-
lic, Robert S. Shriver. jr..
Willis M. Tate. Robert P.
Parker, and Hunter B. Blake-
ly.
Both Mr. Cooke and Mrs.
Bronaugh are members of the
Administrative Council of
Lan• College.
Spending several days in
Jackson while on vacation were
Mr. and Mrs. Ransom Southern
and their adorable son, Greg-
ory. The Southerns, who reside
in Los Angeles, Calif., were
guests in the home of Mr.
Southern's mother, Mrs. Docia
Southern, who resides on Con-
ger st. Ransom stated it was
good to be home again after




LONDON — (UPI) — Two
Roman Catholic members of
the House of Commons said
it is still difficult for a Cath-
olic to be elected to parlia-
ment in some parts of t h e
country.
R. G. Grant Ferris, a Con-
servative, and Hugh Delargyl
a Laborite, appeared on a tele-1
vision program discussing
why there are only 23 Cath-




1. Must have a car
2. Must be a go-getter
3. Must be able to work around
the clock-7 days a week
• —
We need capable and aggressive display adver-
tising salesmen and saleswomen to work in ad-
vertising field with experience and ability to
sell. You must be a (Go-Getter). Good starting
rates, wage progression and merit increases.
Bonuses. Give full details and experience In
writing. Send all replies to advertising.
• __.
POST OFFICE BOX 311
Memphis, Tennessee
MRS. RUFUS C. SANDERS
Miss Doris J. Thompson
Rufus C. Sanders Wed
Miss Doris Jean Thompson,
the daughter of Mrs. Evelyn
Thompson of 656 N. Fifth St.,
and the late Mr. Moses Thomp-
son, became the bride of
Rufus C. Sanders recently in
a ceremony performed at the
home of Bishop and Mrs. J. 0.
Patterson.
Mr. Sanders is the son of
'Mr. and Mrs. Flenoy Sanders
lof 4200 Beacon Hill Road.
The bride, a member of the
sophomore class at LeMoyne
College, is majoring in socio-
logy. She is a leading soloist
with the college choir, and a
graduate of Booker T.
Washington High School,
Mr. Sanders completed his
high school work at Wood-
stock Training School and
was graduated with distinc-





ies early last Sunday morning
signalled the start of a new
$66,000 structure to house the
four-year-old Lindsey's Nurs-
ing Home, presently located at
522 Harahan rd. The 15-room
facilities is being constructed
by the Jell Association, Inc.,
sa:d Mrs. Elizabeth Barrett,
resident. She added "the struc-
ture wid be leased to the Lind-
sey Nursing Home."
The new building will be lo-
cated at 1748 Eldridge st., on
a plot le0 feet by 150. There
will be accommodations for 30
patients who will be cared for
by a staff of 10, said Mrs.
Lindsey, director and secre-
tary-treasurer of the home.
Officers of the Jell Associa-
tion include Mrs. Barrett, her
two sisters, Mrs. Leora Smith,
secretary; and Mrs. Lchre Jor-
dan and Mrs. Smith's husband,
Jack, who is treasurer.
The Lindsey Home is believ-
ed to be the only nursing home
for Negroes in Memphis.
with a bachelor of science de-
gree in mathematics.
While at LeMoyne, he was a
member of Beta Kappa C40
the Alpha Kappa Mu Nati
at Honor Society, Alpha
Alpha, and was named to
Who's Who Among Students
in American Colleges and
Universities.
Mr. Sanders has accepted a
two-year teaching assignment
in Africa and is presently
taking special training at Co-
lumbia University in connec-
ion with the task.
Mrs. Sanders will join her









at HOME in one easy application!
You can have natural-looking strafei
hair the safe. easy SILKY STRA1
way. Your hair stays straight f
rnont km won't go back even
wet. Easy-to-follow directions
profeseional-like results.
FOR WOMEN: Gentle Strength
$12.5
FOR MEN: Regular Strength





All Rides 5c For Kids Under 12 Yrs.

















































































































































































the recent meeting of the Ten-
nessee Regular Baptist Sunday
'School and Baptist Training





Easy main easy? Fish arid
shellfish are easy to prepal:
easy on the plate and easy oo
the budget. And what's more,
an average serving of this meat
ahtrrate easi.y provides near-
ly all the canna te protein you
need eh day -„o help buil,
ane repair body tissue.
In addition to protein, fish'
are value sources of iodine, ca'
cium, iron, copper, and phos-
phorusand also supplies es-
sential vitam'ns. Since fish is
easily digested, it is particular-
ly good for cailartn and elci-
eily permit.
Easy to prepare- broil it, fry
it, plank it or bake it—the on;
adri.cic is to baste fish often withabutter when cooking with dry
heat. Fish require little cook-
ing—because they are natural-
ly tender. Swimming is easy
work for fish—doesn't develop
tough muscles.
Easy on the budget. Produc-
tion of fishery products are
heavy now—so there is quite a
variety of "fish selections."
Shrimp is listed on the list
of special abundance by the
U.S.D.A. making it a wise buy
and meaning lots of adventur-
ous eating for those who have
• cook with imagination.
To begin your adventure in
good seafood eating we are
sharing with you our favorite
recipe "Shrimp Puffs." Serve
it with a tartar sauce, French
fried potatoes, tomato and cot-
tage cheese salad and top it
Of with your favorite sherbet.
SHRIMP PUFFS
Sift 2 cups flour, add 3 teas-
poons of baking powder and
1-3 teaspoon salt, dash of grat-
ed nutmeg and one of thyme
and sift again into a mixing
bowl. Beat 1 large egg, com-
bine with 1 cup of milk, stir
into tee dry ingredients and
bee, until smooth. Now add 1-2
pound of freshly cooked, shell-
ed (vein removed), shrimp.
When ready to serve, drop
mixture from a tablespoon into
hot, clear, deep fat (360 de-
grees.3'75 degree F) and fry
until delicately browned and
well puffed. Serve at once with
tartar sauce.
"A Guide To Good Eating"
is a service provided for the
readers of the Tri-State De-
;ender through the cooperation
of the Memphis Dairy Council.
an. Williams is a teacher of




ENROUTE TO MEXICO is
the above group of members
from the Vance Avenue
Branch YMCA. They plan to
tour Mexico City, Acapulco
and other points during the
18-day trip. Mrs. Addie G.
Owen, executive director;
Mrs. Marie L. Adams. Mrs.
Elizabeth Harris, Mrs. Ruth
Porter, Mrs. Flora K no x.
Mrs. Martha Price, Mrs. Bes-
sie Wesson. Mrs. Barbara
Dickerson, Mrs. Ruth Weed,
Mrs. Beatrice Johnson, Mrs.
Juanita P. Brinkley, Miss
Utoka Quarles. Mrs. Mary
W. Collier, Mrs. Edmonia
nEFENDER
Taylor. Mrs. Alma Morris.
Mrs. Sara Wells Moyse of
Cincinnati, Ohio, Mrs. Hen-
rietta Craigen. Miss Melinda
Robinson of Vicksburg, Miss.,
Mrs. Willie Tennyson, Mrs.
Artirnese Garrett of Vicks-
burg. Miss., Mrs. Ora Young.
Miss Patricia Hooks. Miss
Paulette Brinkley, Mrs.
Georgia Boykins of Vicks-
burg, Miss., and Miss Annie
Belle Phillips. Not pictured.
joining the group in Monter-
rey. Mexico was Miss Viva




Son, Curtis, to Mr. and Mrs.'
Curtis Lee of 251 Silveraged
son, John, to Mr. and Mrs.!
John Samuel of 363 N. Till-[
man; son, Danny, to Mr. and
Mrs. Alberty Henry, of 1164
I Pearce; son, Robert, to Mr.
and Mrs. Robert B. Howell,
.1650 Sunset; daughter, Phyl-
lis, to Mr. and Mrs. Nathaniel
Stewart, 1362 Adelaide; son,
Raymond, to Mr. and Mrs.
Raymond Gales, 337 B De-
catur.
July 15, 1961
Daughter, Benetta Gail, to
Mr. and Mrs. Freddie Richard-
son, 402 McFarland; son, Bil-
lie Lee, to Mr. and Mrs.
George Rivers, 2839 Douglas;
son, Charlie Lee, to Mr. and
Mrs. Charlie Lee Smith, 1547
Sunset; daughter, Jacquelyn
Rena, to Mr. and Mrs. A. C.
Malone, 1430 Raymond; daugh•
ter, Joyce Marie, to Mr. and
Mrs. John A Idridge, 2385
Hunter; daughter, Ka thr yn
Delois, to Mr. and Mrs. Al-
fred Marshall, of 680 B Geor-
gia.
July 16. 1961
Son, Reginald, to Mr. and
Mrs. Oscar Swift, of 1970 Kan-
sas, No. 30; daughter, Louisa
Machille, to Mr .and Mrs. Rob-
ert Lee Burton, of 1457 Lyce-
um; daughter, Brenda Sue, to
Mr. and Mrs. Nathaniel Bell,
of 2282 Marble; son, Gary, to
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence John-
son, of 1399 Elliston; daugh-
ter, Cheryl Ann, to Mr. and
Mrs. Cleave Foster, of 1024
S. Wellington; daughter, Deb-
ra Denis, to Mr. and Mrs. John
Hill, 652 Sexton; daughter,
Alisa Marcel, to Mr. and Mrs.
Alvin Stams, 504 E. Olive.
July 17, 1961
Daughter, Melba Lesia, to
Mr. and Mrs. Gus Hinton, of
1194 Grant; daughter, Shirley
Ann, to Mr. and Mrs. James
Earl Miller, of 788 C Alston
Mall; daughter, Gale Denise,
to Mr. and Mrs. Houston Lee
Hayes, of 1425 Tunica; daugh-
ter, Chareal Herod, to Mr. and
Mrs. Arthur D. Herod, of 1476
Lake Grove at.; daughter, Jac-
queline Kay, to Mr. and Mrs.
Columbus Jones, of 239 Grace-
wood; daughter, Meishal Ver-
nice, to Mr. and Mrs. Roose-
New Numbering
For Telephone
C. R. Wood, division com-
mercial manager, says starting
Aug. 1, telephone numbers
consisting of seven numerals
will be assigned to all new in-
stallments or those having
their telephones moved from
one address to another. In
1963, shortly before a new di-
rectory will be delivered in
June, all BRoadway, JAckson,
ELmwood, EVergreen, EX-
p r es s, FAirfax, GLendale,
MUtual, WHitehall, UNiver-
sity, ULysses and TUx edo
numbers still containing let-
ters of the alphabet will be
changed to seven numerals.
For e x a mpl e, the BR in
BRoadway will become 27 and
the present numerals will re-
main the same.
This new sy stem doesn't
actually change telephone
numbers, as you can see by
glancing at your dial. It mere-
ly expresses them in a differ-
ent way. Mr. Wood states that
a change of Memphis ar ea
telephone numbers is in keep-
ing with the nation-wide num-
bering plan devised by the,
Bell System.
The reason for the change'
— GROWTH. To be exact
there are only 540 possible
combinations available when
letters are used to designate
central office names. There
are 800 possible combinations
The "Teen-Agers of the available when using num-
Year," were selected during erals entirely to designate ex-
changes.
"The new numbering sys-
tem has proven far superior
:Union State Congress at Mt. for d ir ec t distance dialing
'Moriah Baptist church andi
- . since many centr al office
Washington Douglass Elemen-Inames in distant cities are un-
.tary. familiar and easily misspelled.
The climax of the four dayl
affair was the choosing of the
"Tenn-agers of the Year." Miss
Fannie Farmer and Reevance
mates of the Pilgrim Rest Bap-
Wst church, Kennedy Street took
first honors in a contest spon-
sored by the Youth Congress
on the closing night. Both re-
ceived a $25 wardrobe.
Miss Farmer is a 1961 grad-
uate of Carver High school, di-
rector of the Youth Choir, sec-
retary of the Sunday School, and
recreational leader of the BTU
at Pilgrim Rest. Her hobby is
singing. She is the daughter
of Mrs. Lucille Farmer of 1329
So. Main at.
Gates, a freshman at Hamil-
ton, is a member of Pilgrim
Rest also. He is the son of Mr.
and Mrs. Oscar Gates of 1507
Sparks Cove. His hobby is
swimming.
Second prize, a $15 wardrobe
went to Miss Mary J. Harris
• secretary of the State Youth
Congress and member of the
senior class at Hamilton. Her
hobby is cooking. She is the
kaughter of Mr. and Mrs. Cap NAHANT, Mass. (UPD—arris, who reside at 1365 Askeleton that appears to be
Doris ave. 
The new numbers will also
reduce errors in dialing which
result in wrong number calls
that have irritated customers
and plagued our company," he
said.
There will be no more con-
fusion between the letter "0'
and the numeral "0". Tests
have proven all numeral tele-
phone numbers to result in
faster, easier and more accu-
rate dialing. Telephone sub-
scribers now using this sys-
tem say that it increases the
speed and accuracy of dial-
ing. Many towns in Tennessee
already have the "all number
calling" plan and, in a few
years, all telephone numbers
will consist of seven nume-
rals. The system will eventual-
ly permit world-wide dialing
Also taking second place was
Willie Winfield, a senior at
Booker T. Washington. He is




Members of the Pioneer Club
of Orange Mound honored two
of its members at a birthday
anniversary celebration which
WAS held July 27 at the home
of Mr. and Mrs. Hickman. Hon-
orees were Mrs. Juanita Hick-
man and Mrs Hattie Ford.
ip The July meeting of the club
Was held at the home of Mr.
and Mrs. Leonard Smith of
Boston at. Devotion was lead




1,000 years old has b e en
found in an Indian burial
ground uncovered in a yard
Dr. Gustav A. Konitzky, a
Boston University archaeolo-
gist, found the burial ground
Sunday and described it as
the "most important" discov-
ery in Massachusetts in sev-
eral years.
Fragments of Indian pot-
tery found within two inches
of the skeleton were repre-
sentative of the "early wood-
land" civilization of more than
1,000 years ago. Konitzky said.
Parts of five other Indian
skeletons have been located in
NAMED "TEENAGERS OF met. Reevance Gates, Mary Jane Har




WASHINGTON — (UPI) —
The NAACP filed discrimina-
tion complaints against a U.S
naval shipyard and five com-
panies in South Carolina
Florida, Ohio and Illinois.
NAACP Labor Secretary
Herbert Hill filed the c o 171-
plaints with the President's
Committee on Equal Employ-
ment Opportunity here. The
NAACP charged that a "bla-
tant discriminatory pattern"
existed at the U.S. Naval ship-
yard in Charleston, S.C. It said
Negro workers were denied
equal promotion and seniori-
ty rights, were victimized by
improper job classifications
and could get jobs initially
only as laborers.
Also named in the c o m-
plaints w e r e: the General
Electric Co., Dover, Ohio,
plant; Shell Oil Co., Wood
River, Ill., refinery; Joseph
Schlitz Brewing Co., Tampa,1
Fla., brewery; Walterboro
Dress Manufacturing Co., Wal-1
terboro, S.C., and Youngsweard
Inc., Smoak, S.C.
THE BELLS OF OWER
The Bells of Owen College
ring out anew—
Mr. and Mrs. Charles M.
Bell, faculty members of Owen
College are the parents of a
newly born son, Bruce Tray-
the excavation. T h e search lor. who arrived at Crump
was started in an excavation Memorial hospital July 25.
which began several days ago The couple joined Owen
as a sewer digging project. College's faculty in 1959. He,
Ochre, used in burial dur- as acting dean of students and
ing the early woodland period, psyschology instructor and sh,
had reddened the skeleton's as a sociology instructor.
bones gig! the earth around The Bells are the parents.
them. of another son, Cherles Eric
VICE PRESIDENT C h • n
Chong, of Nationalist China.
is greeted by two daughters
at Patrick Henry airport in
Williamsburg, Va. C hen g,
heir apparent to the leader-
ship of Nationalist China, and
his wife stopped in Williams-
burg for a brief visit with
the girls. Linda and Angela,
and a son. Laurence.
NEW SET-UP!
5  __Leant Row,
Is Now Open Both For Ice Cream And
A MEAT MARKET
located ... 1814 JACKSON
WEST MEMPHIS, ARK.
SPECIALS:
4 barbecues $1.00 -1 hamburgers $1.00
MEATS OF ALL KINDS
Receives Degree
At Chicago Univ.
Mrs. Eugenia Hassell Hord-
e way received a bachelor's
degree in education from Chi-
cago Teachers college in Chi-
cago, recently. Before moving
to Chicago, she was a resi-
dent of Spring Hill communi-
ty in Raleigh, Tenn. A gradu-
ate of Shelby County Train-
ing Schoo 1, Mrs. Hardaway
attended LeMoyne college
nearly two years.
Attending h e r commence-
ment exercises were her hus-
band, Fred M., of Chicago; her
mother, Mrs. E. M. Brunson,
and two aunts, Mrs. Bertha
Walker and Mrs. Dorothy
af Memphis.
411Meeesse
velt Bingham, of 2427 Brook-
lyn; son, Terry, to Mr. and
Mrs. Louis Mitchell, of 682
Hernando; daughter, Estella
Mae, to Mr. and Mrs. Louis
Mack, of 1622 May; son, Kel-
vin Russell, to Mr. and Mrs.
Cloyd Scales, of 610 G. Mis-
sissippi; son, Anthony, to Mr.
and Mrs. R. J. Arnold, 484
Tillman; son, Sammie, to Mr.
and Mrs. Willie Frazier, of 507
Tillman; son, Lee Aster, to Mr.
and Mrs. Lee Aster, 1325 Driv-
er.
July 18. 1961
Son, Michael Jerome, to Mr.
and Mrs. Moses Small, of 1316
Gaither; daughter, Aaronell
Aleatrice, to Mr. and Mrs.
Aaron Coleman, of 1017 Rich-
ert; daughter, Shelia Annette,
to Mr. and Mrs. Sylvester Wil-
liams, of 1005 N. Seventh,
apt. 14; son, Larry Darnell, to
Mr. and' Mrs. Dink Clark, of
284 D. Dixie Mall; son, Walter
Frank, to Mr. and Mrs. James
Stewart, of 2356 Lapaloma;
daughter, Angelia Braise, to
Mr. and Mrs. James Taylor, of
763 Concord; son, Darrell, to
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Smith,
855 Mason, apt. 178; son, Tom-
my Lee, to Mr. and Mrs. James
Martin; son, Fred, to Mr. and
Mrs. Fred Person, of 2981 Mi-
mosa; son, Maurice Gerald, to
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Moore, of
1628 Sydney; son, Christopher
Hall, to Mr. and Mrs. Verman
Posey, of 753 Marble; son,
Stanley Andrew, to Mr. and
Mrs. James Andrew Stephens,
of 851 Baltimore.
July 19. 1961
' Son, Lloyd Story, to Mr.
and Mrs. James Wilburn, of
983 C. Peach; Pamela Denise,
daughter, to Mr. and Mrs. Jo-
seph Harris, of 311 Baltic;
daughter, Angeline Ave, to
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence John-
son, of 356 Hernando; son,
Darrell Anthony, to Mr. and
Mrs. Paul Clemmon, of 764 E.
Trigg; son. Joshua, to Mr. and
Mrs. Josh Baker, of 1615
Fields; daughter, Patrice, to
Mr. and Mrs. John Houston
Montgomery, of 215 Caldwell;
daughter, Marcel Barnette, to
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Mea-
cham, of 1823 Keltner Circle,
No. 3; daughter, Janice, to Mr.
and Mrs. Robert Lee Jeffer-
son, of 1550 Marjorie; daugh-
ter, Dianne, to Mr. and Mrs.
Elmore Alexander, of 441
Monroe, No. 5; son, Kenneth,
to Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Mills,
of 1383 Britton.
July 20, 1961
Twin sons, La-Trell and La-
Veil, to Mr. and Mrs. William
Mitchell, of 834 H Walker;
son, Clarence Earl, to Mr. and
Mrs. John Earl Ferguson, of
233 S. Fourth at; son, Joe
Derrell, to Mr. and Mrs. Joe
Louis Wordlaw, of 535 Walk-
er. No. 2; daughter, Marcia
Lynn, to Mr. and Mrs. Elton
Leon Dennie, of 223 Tillman,
apt. A; son, Reginald De-
wayne, to Mr. and Mrs. James
Baker, of 354 H Wellington;
son, Larry Wayne, to Mr. and
Mrs. Cleo Lee Johnson, of 829
Speed; daughter, Arette, to
Mr. and Mrs. David Strick-
land, of 775 Tate; daughter.
BROTHER B013
4 to 6, 10 to 11, 1:30 to
GOLDEN GIRL





Sunday — Sign On
To Sign Off
Audrey Denise, to Mr. and
Mrs. Willie Frank Williamson,
of 1625 Kansas, No. I; daugh-
ter, Vivian Vernita, to Mr. and
Mrs. Elijah Jackson, of 1660
Michigan; daughter, Janice, to
Mr. and Mrs. Grover Hurst,
of 288 Leath, apt. 2; daughter,
Tyree Verlaine, to Mr. and
Mrs. Horace Hall, of 883 Loo-
ney.
July 21. 1961
Daughter, to Mr. and Mrs.
Willie Wilkerson, of 934 C Le-
now Mall; son, Roinmie Ber-
nard, to Mr. and Mrs. Aaron
Kizer, of 293 E. Olive; son,
Emmanuel, to Mr. and Mrs.
Richard Bell, of 2168 Sparks;
son, Jerry Jerome, to M. and
Mrs. J. W. Pope, of 296 Kan-
sas; daughter, Bertha Elise, to
Mr. and Mrs. Bennie GIRSCO,
2352 Vandale; twins, daughter,
Marva Laverne, son, Percy
Antonio, to Mr. and Mrs. Per-
cy Baker, of 590 Boyd; son.
Robert, to Mr. and Mrs. Rob-
ert Richardson, 407 D Foote
Park; son, Victor Michall, to
Mr. and Mrs. Menfee Bowles,
of 3030 McAdoo; daughter,
Charlene, to Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Jefferson, of 1059
Fields; son, Ronnie Louis, tb
Mr. and Mrs. John Bell, of
716 Pendleton; twins, daugh-
ter, Helen, son, Hillard, III, to
Mr. and Mrs. Hilliard, of 852
Shamrock; son, Curtis, to Mr.
and Mrs. Willie Wilson, 940
E. McDowell; daughter, to Mr.
and Mrs. Lloyd Prescott, of
521 Lucy.
July 22, 1961
Son, John Darington, to
Mr. and Mrs. John Boyd, of
944 Coward; Betty Carol, to
Mr. and Mrs. Curtis Wilson,
1970 Kansas; daughter, Bren-
da Lee, to Mr. and Mrs. Clin-
ton Claiborne, of 1199 Vollen-
tine; son, Gregory Jerome, to
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Johnson,
of 1948 Frisco; daughter, Glo-
ria Jean, to Mr. and Mrs. Sam-
uel Sanders, of 442 Foote Park
No. C; son, Michael Glenn, to
Mr. and Mrs. James Ivory, of
1692 Riverside; son, James
Monroe, to Mr. and Mrs. Ver-















Buy 'em by the Sackfu0
Night HOUr.:
Sat. thru Thurs. 1,00 a.m




6 to 8:30, 11 to 1:30
I. ANL.: COLE
3 to Sign Off
1
8
Since July 8, the Drexel Na-
tional Bank has been opening
from 9 to 1 on Saturdays. The
bank does not open on Wed-
nesdays but does handle
checking accounts from 8:30
a.m. to 3:30 p.m. at its Drive-
In and Walk-Ups windows.
The bank is at 3401 S. Park-
way.
M. E. Perce, vice president
of the Chicago branch Great,
A & P Food stores, announces,
that the company has already
than 38,000,000 Americans own
their own homes and just
ride in the first car and will about every one took out in-
be followed by cars realm- surance the moment he as-
senting West 43rd, East 43rd, sumed ownership.
47th, 51st. 63rd and Chatham- Too many of them, however,
Avalon-Park Manor. don't know whether the in-
Two native-born Chicago surance they carry is adequate
Norman Green is jewelry young men have formed a,to replace a home completely
manager and Paul Bolazeha partnership to distribute B- destroyed by fire or wind-
clothing manager. .Beautiful products, a complete storm. And many don't know
Mrs. Kaplan is a native; Me of cosmetics, manufactur- whether they are protected
Chicagoan and as a child ed in Niles. They are Joseph A. against such hazards as smoke
lived at 60th and St. Law- Falbo and Jack Cowen, who damage from faulty oil burners,
rence. Her mother sang pro- until very recently. was gener- or falling aircraft.
fesionally and worked with al manager of Leader Cleaners. The truth is, most people!
John Green as a volunteer at He is a vice president of the have never read their insur-i
Lincoln Center. Cosmopolitan Chamber and ance policies.
From her mother Mrs. Kap- chairman of its ways and If you've always intended
Ian inherited a love and a tai- means committee. to look over your policy but
ent for music. She is a lyric
Falbo attended St. Phillipsrsomehow haven't gottensoprano and has sung in the
High School and De Paul Unisl around to it, there is no timechoir of Temple Beth Torah.
versity. He is a bachelor and like the present.She has also been program 
 
di-
enjoys dancing and bowling INFLATIONrector for the Temple's Sister-
H e has had wide experience j You may be surprised tohood.
salesmanship. B-Beautiful know that a home worth $15,-,Mrs. Kaplan attended Sex-
products will be sold in drug 000 in 1950 would cost overton elementary and Engle-
wood and Hyde Park High s
tores and beauty parlors. $20,000 to replace today; a
PATH Associates is han. home built in 1941 for $15.0001schools. She graduated from
cluing promotion and advertis- would now cost over $40,000.the Northern Illinois College This inflationary rise in prop-
of Optometry and practiced 
inc.
erty values has made many
refraction at the store for 3 W°RKING
years before retiring to devote
her time to her children, Jor-
don now 10. Lisa 7 1-2, Joel 5
and Maria 4.
She plans to again be ac-
tive in business and has
pledged to give much of her
time as a volunteer with the
Chamber.
ACCEPTS INVITE
When I accepted an invita-
tion from Marchand Alphran . home should be reviewed atrestville with band music,to attend another review party, least every three years towith' athletic games, a fashion show,of "Kicks and Company" make sure it meets your
BUSINESS
By A. L. FOSTER
EX ECUT1V E DIRECTOR
COSMOPOLITAN CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
(Formerly Chicago Negro Chamber of Commerce)
The first radio broadcast by
the ANECANS under the au-
spices of Cosmopolitan Cham-
ber of Commerce over WOES,
Sunday, July 16 proved popu-
lar if telephone calls are sig-
nificant. The ANECANS, as
you know, are agroup of
young married couples which
Is engaged in studying Negro
history.
The group is associated
with the American Negro Cen-
tennial Authority which will
present an amazing exhibit at opened 17 supermarkets in the,
McCormick Plaza in 1963. 'Chicago area so far and that
Future Anecans' programs
will be on alternate Sundays,
July 30, August 13, and 27,
September 10 and 24. On al-
ternate Sundays the chamber
will present the original se-
ries started sometime ago,
sharing its time with various
trade and professional orga-
nizations.
NEW MEMBER
A new active member of
the 47th Street Area Unit of
the Cosmopolitan Chamber is
Harriett B. Kaplan of the Re-
gal Crown Credit store, 354
East 47th Street. This store
was founded by J. J. Litton,
Mrs. Kaplan's father twenty-
eight years ago at this same
address.
Litton's original watchmak-
er, Edward Johnson, 4800 S.
Parkway, has been with the
company 26 years. The office
manager, Florence Levy has
been with the firm 19 years
and the credit manager, Jack
Feingold, 12 years.
- their children.
Browne told me of his ex-
periences since 1952 when he
made his first trip abroad vis-
iting Europe, Africa and the
Middle East. In the interven-
ing years he has traveled and
lived in 40 foreign lands. Sev-
en years ago he served in the
International Cooperative Ad-
ministration as trade advisor
in Cambonia.
After two years he became
assistant program officer in
Saigon Vietnan. His wife is a
mixture of Vietnamese a n d




sation was informative and de-
lightful, I was most thrilled
when he gave me an auto-
graphed copy of his book
"Race Relations in Interna-
tional Affairs" with an intro-
duction by Roger N. Baldwin.
I have had the chance
merely to skip through the
book thus far but I forsee a
most enjoyable Sunday after-
noon as I read his observa-
tions and actual experiences.
Chicago's beloved scholar
Dr. Lorenzo Turner, professor
of English at Roosevelt Uni-
versity and an authority on
African languages and culture
will now be able to complete
his dictionary and grammar of
Krio (Creole) the language
spoken by many tribes in Sier-
ra Leone, West Africa.
He has received a grant of
$54,000 from the U. S. De-
partment of Health, Education
and Welfare
12 more will be opened be-
fore the year ends. Soon a
new store will open at 75th
and State.
The new quarters of the CHARLES THOMAS (sec-
Chicago Metropolitan Assur- ond from left) a native Chi-
ance Company on S. Parkway cagoan who marked his first
just north of 47th will be dedi- Year with Atlanta Life In.
cated within a short time. surance co. June 20, is
At a recent meeting of the shown as he received his
47th Street Area Unit of the
CCosmopolitanChamber, or-
nelius Lot of the South Side
pointed a committee to ar- Homeowners Urged To HaveBank, program chairman, ap-
trophy at the recent banquet
given by the Chicago Insur-
--------- .------
ance Association in recogni-
tion of those agents of the
member companies of the
CIA for outstanding sales
results during the second
week in May of each year.
Thomas during this week
(National Insurance Week)
 at the chamber of Full-Up-To-Date InsuranceCHAMBER MEETING
fices, chairmen of the various
Street Area Unita decided to By DOROTHEA M. BROOKS1forms to give the owner cer-
enter 8 decorated open cars
in the Bud Billiken parade.
Officials of the chamber will
PHILANTHROPIST policies inadequate.
While it is true a mortgageDespite warnings by his
lender requires a home buyerfriends that he should slow
to carry insurance, this man-down, Webb Evans, the "work- 
amount need be suffi-ing philanthropist" who op-
erates a grocery at 515 E. 48th Merit only to protect the lend-'
a, er s interest and may be lessiwhen not doing "good works
than adequate to fully protect'cooperated with the Forrest-
the owner of the property—Leagueville Civic Improvement
either as to amount or type ofby sponsoring an "At- 
ternoon With Youth", July 16
Insurance coverage on anyin the 45th-46th block on For-
an popularity contest.Oscar C. Brown its authorneeds, according to the 
 NEW YORK — (UPD—Morel tamflexibility in choosing
one best suited to his needs.
For instance, consider a
seven-room, one-family wood
frame house in Colorado
Springs, Colo., requiring $17,-
500 of fire insurance to be
insured to value, and covered
by a No. 3-No. 4 Homeowners
Policy (No. 3 provides cover- I
age for the dwelling building,'
No. 4 insures household fur-
nishings and the two are sold'
in combination for complete'
coverage):
If the house were totally de-
stroyed by fire or flattened by
a tornado, the owner receives
$17,500 for his building loss.;
If it is damaged by any one of'
a number of other perils, in-
cluding falling aircraft, the
damage is covered.
ADDITIONAL MONEY
If the building is damaged'
by any covered peril, the in-
surance would cover the full
cost of repairing or replacing
without considering deprecia-
tion.
If the house were destroyed,
not only would the insurance
provide $17,500 to cover the
loss, it would pay up to $3,500
for additional living expense,
such as rent or hotel bills,
which might be paid for tem-
porary living quarters while
the home is being rebuilt.
The same policy would pro-
vide $7,000 insurance on per-
sonal property on the prem-
ises, including house furnish-
ings, rugs, refrigerator, wash-
ing machine, apparel and most
other personal property.
It also would provide $7,000
of burglary or theft insurance Ihonored guest at McCormick LeRoy Fowler, field repre- ance information institute 'on personal property on the;
made a total of $35.49 worth
of industrial sales. A. P. Rob-
inson, in charge of the West
Side Division, makes a pre-
sentation of a beautiful bou-
quet to Mrs. Thomas while





'ment in two defense-related
industries in California in-
creased by nearly 20,000 in
the past 12 months, and this
combined gain outweighed a
decline of about 14,000 in air-
craft, John F. Henning, Cali-,
fornia Director of Industrial'
Relations, reported.
Employment in missiles
plants of 69,700 wage and sal-
ary workers this June was an
all-time high and above last
June's count by 9,900. The
number employed in electrical
equipment (including elec-
tronics) was at a near-record
total of 175,300 which exceed-
ed the year-earlier count by
9,400.
On the other hand, the air-
craft workforce was down by
13,900 from a year ago. The
June count of 191,700 workers
in this industry was a 10-year
low.
Henning said that despite
the favorable balance in "de-
fense" employment, total
manufacturing employment in
the State at 1,293,500 wage
and salary workers in June
was under last year's total by
18,200. With the exception of
missiles and electrical equip-
ment, almost all other indus-
tries reported lower employ-
ment than in June 1960.
Between May and June this
year factory employment rose
by 14,800. In addition to the
usual expansion in such sea-
sonal industries as food proc-
essing and lumber.
"•
$72,000,000 150,549 U. S. Vehicles
Investment Set 1Produced Last Week
ALPENA, Mich. — National
Gypsum Co. plans to invest
$72,000,000 in the next 14
years to double the capacity
of its huge Huron Portland
Cement mill here, Chairman
Melvin H. Baker has dis-
ct osed .
The Alpena mill, with a
present annual capacity of 12 UAW Chrysler
million barrels, is believed to
be the world's largest cement Study Issuesplant.
President H. Ripley Schemm
of National's Huron division
announced that the company
will build a new distribut-
nig plant at Waukegan, Ill.
Construction is expected to
begin soon on the plant which
will have a storage capacity
of 150,000 barrels.
DETROIT — Motor vehicle,
production in the U. S. lasti
week totaled 150,149 units, the
Automobile Manufacturers As-
sociation reported.
The week's output included
127,265 passenger cars and
23,284 trucks and motor coach-
Men weary as much of not.
doing the things they want to
do as of doing the things they
do not want to do.
—Eric Hoffer
Plaza, I had no idea I a as to sentative, Alvin J. Robinson, , This is advisable even for premises, and $1,000 off the ehesw7Yhave the pleasure of chatting membership director and the cent purchasers since the re- Premises.
with our family's good young undersigned, Executive Di- placement cost of a house builtjfriend, Robert "Bobbie" S. rector, Cosmopolitan Chamber, as recenu
ay
as 1957 has risenBrowne. of Commerce are holding con-Isubstantially.
He was among the young- ferences with business leaders Too, homeowners often for-
sters who came out to Glen- in the vicinity of 67th and!i get to increase insurance coy-
cop every fourth of July as Stony Island with the thoughtlrage after adding a roomsguests of our son. They play of organizing a Unit there. 
e
ed garage or otherwise improv-1as children, courted as young Persons interested in taking.ing their property. And many,courses in advanced electronicsmen and ladies and as I have
said before later came with' technology, television and' 
overlooksuch
d' 
hazards as windstorm, h a
'explosion, smoke and othera n d television servicing, causes of damage.should apply for scholarships
An owner may have an ads-established by the Radio Cor- quate amount of fire insur-poration of America in honor,
ance, but not be protectedof the late Eugene Kincklei against such hazards unlessJones, internationally-known
social worker and long-times the 
policy carries an extended
coverage endorsement.executive secretary of the Na-. NEW POLICYtional Urban League. Applica-: Since 1950, the institutetions are being accepted at the
points out, a new "homeown-League's headquarters 14 E.'len policy" has come into ex-48th, New York City.
istence which many peoplePay a visit to Mr. Ernest
have found gives broader!Complete Beauty Salon in the
oop. Operated by Ernest 
M.icoverage and better suits theirs
needs. If you do not have aCaruther at 179 W. Washing-
thomeowners policy, the i nsti-ton boulevard. It is one of the
tute recommends that you askCosmopolitan Chamber's most
your broker, agent or insur-recent members.
once company about it now.Other new members are
Newberry Tax Service, 854
E. 63rd, Rose's Smart Apparel
Shop, 610 1-2 E. 79th, M. C.
The homeowners policy pro-
vides several types of insur-
ance in a single "package,"
giving protection against fire.Beauty Salon, 512 E. 65th, Rob-
windstorm, personal liability,ert's Motel, 6622 S. Parkway,,
Sherwin-Williams Paint Co., 
burglary and theft—and gin-
303 E. 79th and Balaban 8t
.
ing it at cost from 20 to 30'
Katz, (Tivoli and ,per cent less than if the Maryland coy-
theatres), Theodore R. Hawes, erages were bought sepraately.
There are several standarddirector of the 1961 member-j
ship campaign is holding his
campaign workers together cia/ discount and choice loca-
throughout the summer in or- tion.
der to meet his goal with the The Chamber is considering
end of the year. a plan for sponsoring a per-
CITY OF PROGRESS .forrnance of Kicks and Corn-
Dorethea McFadden of P A,pany with the proceeds going
T H Associates, advertisingi to charity or social welfare
firm, reports that members agencies.
of the Cosmopolitan Chamber We extend deep condolences
are responding to their sales-Ito Leslie Bland and Diniel J.
men who are soliciting adver-I Faulkner in the death of their
tisernents for the second edi- mothers. Faulkner went to
tion of "Chicago — City of Birmingham for his mother's,
Progress and Opportunity". funeral. Bland's mother %vs&
Chamber members get a spe-1 buried in Chicago.
Words of the Who
Alt, but a man's reach
should eacoeed hie grasp. Or










NEW 1234LOCATION: S. Wabash Ave.
' PERMANENT ROOMS AVAILABLE
• REASONABLE RATES
• AMPLE FREE PARKING
YOUR INSPECTION CORDIALLY INVITED
CALL HA 7-7013 FORtil RVATION4
ros,AFRI r DAI TON MOM
DETROIT — The UAW and
the Chrysler Corporation havel
set up the first of an expected
series of subcommittees to iron
out particular problems in
current negotiations, UAW
Vice President Norman Mat-
thews disclosed.
The subcommittee—first of
any to be set up in this year's
bargaining between UAW and
the Bik Three—is tackling
contract problems of Chrys-
ler's office, clerical and engi-
neering workers, Matthews
said.
es. During the previous week
85,962 cars and 15,530 trucks
and buses were produced, th
AMA said.
Cumulative production for
1961 through July 15 totaled
3,570,046 passenger cars, 614,-
634 trucks and 2,042 motor
coaches,
In the same period last year,
9,794,139 vehicles were pro-
duced -- 4,028,460 cars, 763,-







ill Li.. afficmio DAILY
DEFENDER
Cool English summers have been
based on Gordon's since 1769!
The English are not easily fazed, even by slimmer heat. This national talent was
given a cheerful accompaniment in 1769, when Alexander Gordon introduced his
remarkable gin. The Gordon's you drink today harks back to his original formula.
Why tamper with such distinctive dryness and flavour! Try it soon in a tangy
Gin & Tonic or Tom Collins. See why Gordon's is the world's biggest sell




































































































































































By C. A. AGNEW
Mr. JOe Tipler of 135 Carson
Street, celebrated his 91st
birthday quitely at home with
his wife on July 17, 1961. Mrs!
Tipler is very active physi-
cally for a man of his age. He
still has a twinkle in his eyes,,
walks all over town as he
pleases and seems to be goodj
for another 90 years. Mr. Tip-
ler was born and reared in Mi-
chigan City, Mississippi. He
moved to Jackson, Tenn. seve-
ral years ago. He is a retire!
Railroad employee after having
worked in that capacity for,
more than 60 years. We con-
gratulate Bro. Tipler for hav,
ing traveled 91 miles of the!
way.
• • • •
Youth Day was observed at,
" Home Baptist Church on last(
Sunday. The morning services'
were conducted by the pastor,
the Rev. T. Grimes. Miss Mil-
licent Brown of St. Paul C. M.
E. Church was guest speaker
at 3 p.m. The occasion was
thoroughly enjoyable and pro-
fitable to all who attended.
• • •
Mr. Curtis Williams is back
in Cleveland, Ohio after hav-
ing spent two weeks with his
wife and family at 167 Davis
• • •Street, Jackson, Tenn. Mr. Wil-
liams 
,turned to their home in St. The revival at the Sand Spr-. Mr. and Mrs. Roosevelt • • • ;tie years of age, died at the St. short vacation in Chicago withis working in Cleveland, Mrs. Hattie Ballard is con 
Louis Monday. ing A. M. E. church Sunday Coleman, daughters Lillie and EMPIRE 'Mary's hospital. His funeral her children and grandchil-but hopes to COM plete his tinua/ly improving at this writ-, will he held at the Zion's Tray- dren.work there in the next 6 or 8 ing. She desire the prayers of' 
Mrs. Beatrice Hall of St., night, July 23, and at the Kind e Mthaeriry 
aunt
tmain aprehilavdieslithinieg 131, DONALD E. PENDLETON
eters Baptist church at Mound Mr. and Mrs. David Cope-her church neighbors and 
Louis, Mo is guest in the Providence M. B. church,
The A. M. E. church rendered City, Ill. ,ning have returned from Day-friends. home of her. sister and brother- Rev. Purnell, pastor was sue- and aunts in Asbury Park,1
in-law the Rev. and Mrs.' cessful. The Rev. W. M. Turn- N. J. and New York City. a program Sunday at 11 o'clock( Mr. and Mrs. William Thom. ton, Ohio where they visited
months.
• • •
Mr. Jim Glenn was rushed,
to Jackson-Madison County
Hospital for emergency treat-
ment. Mr. Glenn was taken i
suddenly ill at the First Baptist
Church, Sun. He was resting
comfortably at this writing. t
. • •
Miss Sadie Brown of 111.
Day Street, Jackson, has ac-
cepted the position as a memb-
er of the faculty, to teach at
Summerville High School, Sum-
limerville, Tenn.
• • •
Master David Foster of 592
E. Baltimore St. is visiting re- ,
latives and friends in Jackson,
Michigan.
Mr. and Mrs. Ben Crowley!
of South Cumberland St. were
improving gradually at their
home at this writing, after'
spending several day in the,
hospital.
• • •
The Seventh Annual Woman's
Day activities were observed'e
at New Oak Ave. Baptist
Church on Sunday, July 23,
1961. Sunday School at 10 a.m.
The Lesson Review was given s
by Mrs. Mattie Holiday.
The 11 o'clock services were,
conducted by the pastor, Rev.
0. T. Betts. At 3 p.m the reg-
ular Women's Day Program
was rendered. The Program!




er Smith, Welcome-Mrs. Sarah
Brown, Response--Mrs. Daisy
Ruth Shaw, Solo--Mrs. Ola
Mae Johnson. Introduction of
Speaker--Mrs. Nettie Shelton.,
The guest speaker was Mrs I
Lula Thomas of Berean Bap-
tist Church who spoke from the
Faith• and
Mrs. Gretchen Craig Eui1-- BATESVILLE. Arkansas — ,SREWT°N iMiu 
Barnes home viliUngl AD AMSVILLE CAIRO I Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Webbdaughter, Mrs. Jewel Parham.; By
Mrs. J e n n i n g's sister and! Mr. and Mrs. S. H. Nobles Mrs. Mary Pademore of 
REV. MATTIE WATKINS! By ALEX AUTRY from New York. By CLIFF SUMMERSVILLEI By DAN 
CLARK are spending their vacation
V'. 1 with Mr. and Mrs. Jack Webb
I Old Cairoites visiting in the of Kansas City, Mo.
nieces, both of Decaturvi11,1 Harold Sleet, Connersvillesof Kirk/and are making things Brooks at. reports that her Funeral services were held
port, Ill.: Emerald Leech of'
were week end guest. Mrs. Ind., announces the engage.Ipleasant for their daughter and son and children left Saturday for Mrs Lizzie Colston Wed- Mrs. Pauline McKay hasGretchen is a retiredschool ment of his daughter, Ellen grandchildren who are home re they for Coflin whe will nesday, . 
city are: Carrie Blair of Free-
July 19, at the First 
 
Ijust returned home from the
. 1, son of Mr. and Mrs. William( Mr. and Mrs. Sam Barnes of Mr and Mrs. Willie Cole- Payne officiating. 
Shreveport, La., Carita Cald-
Meeting held in East St.
teacher and Mrs. Parham is Arlene, to Tommy Thompson,lvisiting them, make their home. Baptist church with the Rev. IllinoisD.'strict Area Mission-the wife of Mr Nathaniel
of Chicago, Mrs Blaine
The Sam and Kate Martins arY
Ram_ Louis, Rev. E. P. Williams,
owner and operator of the Thompson, 24190 Fillmore rd. ,St. Joseph at. has her daughter man of Brooks St. reports that Revival services were heldParham Funeral Home 610 Ca- South Bend. A late summer ''SATEsvILLE ,their daughter is visiting their! at the First Baptist church the Pastor.
• • • the couple.
I 
, By CLEY W. JOINER
friends there before returning 11 souls being added to e' 
wiihseY. sr is visiting her son,
tp Pastor Blaine Ramsey. jr., of Mrs. Helen Hatchett and
rolina Avenue, Parson, Term. wedding is being planned by :aunt in New York and other' week of the 16th of July,
Mr. and Mrs. Ivory Kirk-1 Mr. and Mrs. E. L. 
Taylor' The regular service at the
home for the Summer. Joining church. Rev. Bradley of Bir_, 
Ward Chapel and his family. four children spent a vacationNew Enon M. B. church was Out of the city on vacations in Madisonville. Ky. where shewood of Shelby County were'visited in Little Rock at the her was Mrs. Simpson of East mingham conducted the re-inspiring with the Rev. are. Mrs. Amy Byrd, Mrs. Rose visited her mother.week end guest in the home of bedside of their son, Frank 
very 
st. viva]. Rev. Payne Pastor.
Miller. the George Stanfills! their son-in-law, Mr. and Mrs.,who is confined to Veteran'a'M' C. C"' Thomas Harvey and wife, Mr. Arthur Lee Chism hasKind Providence church held' and the Douglas VanVactors PICKENSJames Jones and children atlhospital. They were accompan•I are visiting out of town for returned to his home in Chi.1410 Tanyard St. its regular service along with the The Around the Clock Club By: Mrs. Grace Byrd Stigleelied by Jeff Pettey and Mr. Summer and will return on cago, Ill., after visiting his Pa-and Mrs. Gilbert. its Men's Day program. Bro. August 15. observed its Annual SpringGloria Jones daughter of Mr. J. E. Woodard was master oft
attended Fair View M.B.
Regular church services wererents Mr. and Mrs. Lake Chismand Mrs. James is • recent Frank Miller, James Thomas ceremonies the Rev. J. Hi The Brewton Pool at Wash-land family. 
Festival at the home of Mrs.!
graduate of South Jackson' and Hershell Finley Clarissa Williams on 21 st. ,Chch Sunday July 23. Rev.ur
are ill f ,•- Hawkins ' ington Junior high school will Jacqueline and Rosa May'w gave the welcome ad-Elementary School and is a in their homes. dress Bro. Penny Haywood re- be open to the public soon. Jayrires of Praco, Ala., 
were, Mrs. Lottie Leech has just Safold the Pastor, deliveredfreshman at Merry High School, Mrs. Tyree Kennard and' stxmded.
' .
John F. Fisher is proprietor, therecent guests of their returned from a visit in the message.
a member of the First Baptist Mrs. Essie Watkins visited in Reading were by Bro. Spen-I Mr. Howell of Sowell rd., isIgrandnarents Mr. and Mrs. 
Shreveport, La.
Mr. James Davis of Chicago,  Church and is affiliated with Melbourne Tuesday in the!eel- Water Valley, Miss. and (on the sick list. 'Cliff Simmerville. 
On the sick list are: Mrs. Ill spent a week with his moth-the on ,Youth department of the home of Mrs. Lue Brown, wholBso. chancey To Mrs. p. Florence Roberts of 27th llover Fred Mr. and Mrs. Charles Thom- Mrs. Lillie MincY, r. Josephine Wilburn. who ischurch.
theme:
what it Does". Mrs. Thomas'
was very eloquent in her deli-
very of the address. Solo-Mrs
Alice Harris, Solo—Mrs. Clara
Parker, General Chairman--
Mrs. Annie Mae Betts. Co-
Chairman—Miss ine Sav-
age, Mistress of Ceremonies—
Mrs. J. H. Exum, Finance
Committee. Dean Mary Lou
Utley, Sadie McDonald, Fran-I
•
cis Pittman Tuba McKinney,'
Nannie Cole, Annie Mai Tur-
ner, Florida L o v e, Florence
Junior r g , .,ton Gap, Va., a sister Mrs. The Bible band met Thur.- visited his mother, Mrs. Sadie NEWBERNFlora Brown, of this city, and • • •
occurred in West Lawn Came-
other relatives. Interment 
day evening.
The Missionary society of Mrs. Lizza Judon of 
Chicagol By. ARCHIE WOODS
St. John No. 1 Baptist Mis-,BESSEMER
Wright.
tery, with J. D. Ledford, fun- 
Bethlem Baptist church met,' was a recent visitor in the sionary Society met Mond ' By CS. W. IVEY
eral director, in charge. 
Friday evening with Mrs. Wil- home of Mrs. Geanna Deal. night at the church. The almeet-
Mrs. Cora Mitchell, 71, died Mrs. Ruby Louis and bunny ing was interesting and was at-i 
Funeral services for the latelie Flemmy, president.
July 2, after being in declin- -
' Mr. and Mrs. Carroll Ruck-
S d I 'in the home of her sister, Mrs.
__ y a large number of:tended b 
people. Mrs. Birdie Harris is Sunday,
Batrotzhieorn Will KBinagptiwaterehuhreelhd
home because of the illness of
was a member of a Baptist
ng health for some time. She
with Mrs. Rucker's father and' Sadie Wright.
er visited in LaCrosse un ay 
of Detroit Mich., are visiting
president, Mrs. Carrie Woods, Eulogy by Rev. C. W. Mose- ton.





Mr. J. D. Ledford, funeral(
director, in charge. She islin the home of Mr. and Mrs. 12 in the home of her daughter,: Sunday of Russel King in Hope- 
p.m. He leaves to mourn his mother and aunt. He was ac-by one brother, and 
Welsely Crawford for Miss Mrs. Rosetta Golden. lweyellwwigerge;h8M mr. randendMmrres.. Was- passing a devoted wife, one companied home with hisone sister. , mer bride to be.
Sense Ramsey, the late sum- Mr. and Mrs. Servina Floyd
of Little Rock, Ark., visited re- Hassel, Mr. and Mrs. Jessie 
of 
two brothers and a host( grandson Eugene Gregory.Word has been received Rev. and Mrs. Albert St. latives and friends here.
enport and Harris funeral dl- Sandon Hopkins have returned
here that Mrs. Thelma Sylvers
Clair attended services in La-, Mrs. Warrine Ware of Beloit,; Mrs. Essie Bailey and Mrs. 
relatives and friends. Day-! Mrs. Carye Jones and MissWillard Jones Mr. Jim Knight,
Crampton, daughter of Mrs.
Wis., is visiting her relatives Maggie Flake. rectors; interment Pine Hill home after attending theHattie Sylvers,Sylvers, of this city, 
Crosse Sunday.
!died in New York, N. Y., Rev. and Mrs. R. Scribner and friends here. Mr. and Mrs. Oliver Nixonl "meter"! trict Conference and Leader-
July 16. Mrs. Thelma Sylvers } attended services in Walnut, Arthur Heford and nieces
and fri- 
and daughter, Miss Lou Ellen Miss Gussie Lee Jones wholshfis Training School in Chem-Crampton is a former resi-,RIdge Sunday at Baptista re visiting relatives
, ends.
, recently spent a two weeks vad paten. Illinois.
cation with her parents, Mr. Madame M. L. Gutherie was
Nixon of Fremont Ohio, left
dent of this city. Mr. and'church.
Mrs. Porter Sylvers, Mr. Prayer Meeting every Wed. School began its Bummer( home after spending their va-:
;Saturday morning for their'
and Mrs. Henry Jones was appointed overseer of the(Matthew Sylvers have gone nesday night at Bethel A.M.E. split session on July 17. 'cation with their parents and royally entertained with a Kingdom of Freedom Church!to New York, to attend the church. I Mrs. Elizabeth Stuart of St. friends Mr. and Mrs. John Wat- farewell party by her friends,';on Commercial ave.funeral of Mrs. Thelma Syl- Mrs. Mine Oleander is ill!Louis is home on a vacation. kins. Mrs. Ruthie Mae Clark and. Mr. George Sharpe and Rev.
Forster Sylvers and Mr.' Mr. and Mrs. Otis Wilson South East Starkville 
I Miss Carol Scott of Califor-iMrs. Mary Shackelford. Re- Percy Patton are on the sick
vers Crampton, sister of Mr. at her home.
nia, is visiting with her grand-ifreshments were served by list I
b Willa DuPree !  ;
Hines in Whellright, Ky., on Rev. Douglas Washington 
503 Spring st.
The A. B. C. program sPon- was accompanied by Mr. Paul I p.m. Eulogy by the Rev. L.Icago, where he spent a vaes-'
the funeral of Mrs. Amelia day. .Saturday morning. William Bessemer, Monday, July 17 at ed from Dayton, Ohio and Chi-,
July 16. preached Sunday morning at a°red by Lomax Mayes and Paul Mayes, Jr. C. Walker. Mrs. Hill departed tion with his children.Mrs. Grace Womack has Bethlem Baptist church. 
Mrs. Mary
Mrs. Clara Scott of St. Louis this life Monday. July 10 at Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Barri-returned from Martinsville, Mr. and Mrs. McKinnley 
issh.ags held Sunday at the Morn-





ton, Ohio, where they and
relatives. We are very proud to She leaves to mourn her
' tha Mays and Willa DuPree
assisting. Solo s by Miss e ty The West Tennessee Sunday, ters, 15 grandchildren, 1 great! tion ith M d M E
days with her son, Prof. with m have her home.r. and Mrs. Festus • passing two sons, three daugh-!jr- h'Iren dThomas Womack and family. Johnson Sunday
Rev. and Mrs
Moon, and family
to Bluefield, W. V
Rev. J. L. Moon
Superintendent of
odist church.
Mr. and Mrs. Jo
James L., Mr. and Mrs. Kennard Ran-have gone,aery and son visited witha. 'Mr. and Mrs. Carroll Rucker.is director 
the Meth-
Allen Lol-
Lewis, Izona Douglass, Rachel
lar, from Rochester, N. Y.,Newson, Ora Reid, Elnor al
are in the city visiting Mr.Douglass, Cara B. Mays, Ophe-
eY  P
ha Spencer Rosie Jones, Lon_ 
Lollar's mother, Mrs. Etolia
school convent- . w e eav- SIX grandchildren.Mr. and Mrs. Howard given by Mrs. Louise Rodgers( Mr. d Mrs. Nathaniel   Hall 1 i
May
na Sgt. --c  ackson is. Mr. and Mrs. David Capin-red Sister Maggie Mosley, t.he to Rev. A. D. Whittimore, home on leave visiting hisIning are vacationing in Day-'sBetheltars  
and the 
Harmonisers,sterk 
y'rrilleavJeulibnig-i was the clerk and Mrs. Maryland other relatives in the city. Mr. and Mrs. Hardie Love and,
Past-or-Host. Mr. Earl Woods mother. Mrs. Mattie Jacksonl ton, Ohio with their relatives
 Car en and Ola Smith. 
Miller and ami y.
ion rendered a program Sun- g
The Sundaylee's Quartes. 
Prayer was Lynne eTnhomaon,pianist.  IShegrgtehaentstJaatcekason
non 
ill b
the Mrs. Tracy Gregory spent
Rev. 0. T. Betts, pastor.
• • • 1Birchette, from Detroit, Mich.,
day July 16 at Salter's Chapel of East St. Louis, Ill and Mr. 45th Engineering battalion i° the weekend with her brother.
, where Rev. I. Ewings, Jr. is 
ugThunc.ker an-
and daughter, Herbert Leon
A. M. E. Methodist Church, 
anBdroMthre.rJeHssoewaVrda
Miss Anna Marie Foster of'
• • •
were recent visitors in the
Y.and Mrs. Ricks, Elmer Galltway, German
home recently from Cleveland,
592 E. Baltimore St. returned 
city.
Ohio where she visited her 
Ito Waterloo, Iowa, on account
Mrs. L. B. Coxe was called
the Pastor.
The Rev. Ray Saunders and 
Galliway of St. Louis,
were the dinner guests of Mr.
Mrs   i
Ma TRUSSVILLE
th  of he mother,
Mr. Armster Henry, two The Missionary society met day School last week end. Mrs. Louis was called to the bedsidebrothers, Mr. Hoboart Car-,Friday evening at Bethel 
Mrs. Everlyn Bell and child-last week.
of Mrs. Honey Caully of 17thren of Chicago visited her Mrs. Ludie Woodson is on Pendleton had guests fromson, of this city and Rev. 
Cleveland, Ohio last week end, street who is seriously ill in! 1--atarttual sayi•or
IA. M. E. church. Rev. W. J. mother, Mrs. Sadie Wrightsthe sick list.
Will Jackson visited
Cape Girarders, Mo.
the St. Francis Hospital in
'Sunday school last week.
 the
•I.Z. 1111N05 a NE rogstats WITS 0015
Al. you facing problems, Tr, tale deviate
Mr. and Mrs. Walter G. Her. 
„,,,,waffy to happiness end mews. Write Al
ea Dammam P 0 Sox 4,11. Ramey. Larin of South Bend, Indiana are! 
SPIRIVTAL HELPvisiting her mother, Mrs- Wil- ills p Bator. aplrltual pa.yohaloalat, thelie M. Thomas. man%he Snows 'Mad by God with • divine
Mrs. Learline F. Walker of 7:,`. '  LI" 07:,.7:, "7„ T: 
55161167 Phone *Imp or ...hot:,Cleveland, Ohio, was called P"n.mail 171T K 65th at Ant IS Clevsiend
Ohio
Matthew Sylvei s. and children and Sammie Joe . mother, Mrs. Mary Scott. Mrs.Pauline Rutledge. • • •
and . 1 J. Rh Sales of Little Rock were was given in honor Little William Billiard who Funeral rites for the latecoLp 22 —Suss Opt,
roanionra zeowtenoz ANCIHN'tSoorets revealed to sato gooney and
Dela Si 00 W A Johneon. 414 Ma-
Rao Street. Wilmington, M. C.
wWliawmmaL
Wealth-Health-Happiness
CAN as YOURS THROUGH
KNOWL•DGE
Wittele according to our lessees. IS
Ohs Teas Bolsoe• et aU Salts. These
principals and laws. Gap bole any
tint. to solre,  problem that,
I. universal, in olieracts• sad en-
piteatIon. Thews haws are  
tly. In the life of yea
ere•lar• When eb•yed, they brinebsalth, wealth arid hapsineee
When they •re diepbeyed. ib
brine fader. and desPeir. 5•4
health. or se ',ailed bad luelt
Write today: for vuot• inleentall.on
and how you ran learn to oy•seome
your problems, end hale ethers toe.
Send n•rne, •ddre.a. birthdatc and
a short letter. Tenant'', your
•roblem• Cl.... ancient. St 00 de.
nation
THI SCHOOL OF INFINITI
WISDOM, INC.
4sict Drexel Sled , Dept ID
°Mom IL Illinois
Fannie Kate Robinson at the M  H 1Mr. and Mrs. Paul E. Coone,I guests in the home of Mr. and has been visiting in St. Louis rs.Still. il were held at B ANNA BILLINGSLYand Mr. Jacob Hill attended Mrs. Genipher Watkins Sun- home of Mrs. Estella 
Robinson, 
Mo. with relatives, came home the First Baptist church, South Mrg. Percy Kirby has return.:
10. G. Watkins. I 
speaker. 
er from Elkhart, Ind., was the Miss Rosie Haley's funeral and was enjoyed by all, l as have returned from Chicago.
JOHNSON CITY. Tenn. i The MissionarySociety met was held Friday, July 21 at Mrs. Corine Dales has re- Ill. where they visited Mr.
fine.
Mrs. Hattie Henry, 54, died Friday evening at A. M. B.' The Rev. W. L. Brown from 2 p.m. at Cheatham Bros. Fu-1turned home from the hospital and Mrs. Norman Thomas,n Memorial Hospital July 10. church, the Rev. W. J. Daniel, Aneta Thomas and other rela-I, Memphis, the pastor of the neral Chapel with the Rev. Dr.' and is doingThe deceased had been in, pastor. 1 Harrisonville M. B. church be- R. Bell officiating: Cheatham Rosie Collins has returned, lives. } 1
ime. The final rites were held!Scribner atten services at
I
declining health for some! The Rev. and Mrs. R. C. gan a revival there on July 23. Bros. in charge. from the hospital and is doing! Miss Rita Brown has gone to
ded She leaves to mourn her fair- Chicago to visit her father Mrfrom St. Paul A. M. E. Zion New Ark Sunday. PO' NTOTOE passing a brother, two sisters- Mr. Ray visited his sister in Fehr Brown.church on July 14, with Rev. The Rev. and Mrs. Albert B MRS JAMES INGRAM in-la,w a host of ni si Bessemer last week end. , Rev. R. S. Everett celebrated(W. R. Williams officiating. St. Clair attended services at Mrs. Louise Deal and child- nephews and friends.
Y • eces an
Mr. and Mrs. Coley have re-!his 88th birthday and receivedMrs. Henry was a member of LsCross Sunday. ren of Chicago visited in their Mrs. Mandy McGlaskey of turned from Depolis this week 130 cards, letters and tale- II dithe afore-mentioned church. McKinley Carthine of La- home of her mother, Mrs. Sadie!Atmore visited her sister, Mrs.' end- grams.She is survived by a husband Cross visited here Sunday. Wright of this city.
their daughter, Mrs. Hardie
Love, their son-In.-law, Hardie
Love and four grandchildren,
Arlett, Freddie. Brenda Kay
and Charles who returned
with them for a short vacation.
Mrs. Elnora Beal and three
children of Chicago are visit-
ing her aunt, Nora Kirby.
Albert Miller for several days' Mrs. Perry visited the Sun- Mrs. Grazella Gist of St.} Classified Ads
Toseph C. Carson, of Penning- Daniel is pastor.  W ht of Beloit Wise
• • • 
, is ill. (White and?. H. B. Rosson, as of Brook at. are visiting her ; Stewart, Mrs. Josie Russell.' ill. He also enjoyed seeing
fatherMrs. Willie Murrell and Mr.in Mississippi and other 
25th st., Mr. Tom Green Moss
. .e e apo o
other relatives and friends be-
The Southland Echoes of There was great sermon by
a friends for the week end. Colston are on the sick list. of Pyramid Courts, Mrs. Ma-; fore returning home.Funeral services for Mr. Al- Newport and Southern Won-,the pastor on "Searching for
yin Northern were held last Mrs. Roosevelt Coleman of Eulogistic services for Mrs., mon Holmes of 23rd at. Mrs., Mr Harry Davis of Memphis,
ers of Cottonplant appeared, Man." The Rev. C. W. Joiner 
Brooks 
 t i   h
s ., s visiting her son Lucinda Thomas of Birrning- 
Mamie Houston of Pyramid
Tenn. is in the city visiting his
Sunday at 2 p.m. at Mains at Ethel 0. Miller scho0 and Orange were guest mini- 
cola Fla. She viri'll spend some Jul 16 at the 49th Street Bap-! 
Courts.
Additions to the world pools- who is ill.
and daughter-ill:Jaw in Pensa- ham, Ala., were held Sunday. mother Josephine Wilburn,
Chapel C. M. E. Church the Sunday afternoon. I stars,
Rev. N. Davis and Hermon Dod-' The Bible Band met Thurs. The regular service and I • , v
s lation. a girl to Mr. and Mrs.IMen's Day program was nice-I time with her sister there. , tist church in Birmingham,   _son officiating Burial was in day evening.
Mrs. Mary Smith of Kell Melvin Payne of Park ave. and ,the c h u r c h cemetery with, Mr. and Mrs. James Corthine,ly carried out at the Mt. Gal-
Lane is very ill at her home. Pastor conducting. Mrs. Thorn-
Y with the Rev. T. W. Parker as
a boy to the Alvin Thompsons,B led  s o e Funeral Home in and children were guests in thel lian M. B. church on the 4th
Jr. of Pyramid Courts.Her daughter from Philadel-, as was the sister-in-law of, 
;home of Mr. and Mrs. Festus Sunday in July. The Rev. L. L'
I phia is at her bedside. The Rev. P. C. Patton, about
charge.




w r. an rs. rnestRilreey and little Miss Eloise
Cumberland PresbyterianIbrothers and a host of other Mr. and Mrs. Pete Menden
convention of the Second } grandchild, four sisters, two Harrison, jr., and family. :
funmersa.lizedNeuSieundjaer antgsBrows: July 20th thru the 22nd. I Chambers Funeral directors•' n , Sh' 1 , C od ,
Church met in Newbern from relatives and friends. i and family, their children Lo-!
,
Ridge Church, Crowford,
Miss' and inspirational. The attend- cemetery. 
Harrisons.
The meeting was spiritual interment Lincoln Memorial Elbert were also visited by theThe Rev. R.M. Shaw officiated.
Radio Station W.S.S.0 featu- ance was very good accordiJohnJ
father, Mr. Robert Foster, her(
of edeath
and Mrs. Ed Atkins, Wednes- . GeorgeBaker s visit -Elizabeth Backson. his group from Indianapolis, By L. R. MEYERS !• 75 5 ISO PT MO. AT Too-
and other relatives and friends, i program given in Salter's Those on the sick list are: 
The 9
Mt. Canaan Baptist church
4 th anniversary of the '
ing her daughter Mrs. Paul I'm s; -
Guffey, in Western, Ky. ;aid: 401 5 lath A•,. MaYerrevel. 111.
gal College, Miss. write, li. Dee.sister. Mrs. Dezzie Robinson Indiana, rendered a spiritual day.
Mrs. Rebecca Macklin of 217 WAVERLY. Tenn. Chapel A. M. E. church race- 
Brookville, Miss. Layman Pro-
gram was announced by Rev. Mrs. Annie William, Mrs. Ad-
Theus St., celebrated her 21st ntly. Hilliard. 
die Johnson, 
Mr. Price Woods the Rev. T. C. Williams, pas-
birthday on Sunday July 23. By ALVIN 
GHOLSTON
Mrs. Macklin enjoyed a very The Sunday school con- zers of Gallatin, Tenn., rend-
The Community Harmoni-
to the Church of Christ Hol- 
and Mrs. Louis Anderson.
William Marshall Jennings,
were read by L. R. Meyers and
tor was celebrated Sunday.
History of the church in parts
The young group delegates
mess were,   Misses Carolyn and Mary Elizabeth Jenningsnice time quietly at home with vention was held at Salters ered a spiritua/ program Sun-
Vivian I H t
LAM)]. PAIst
and bookstand for sell, due to illness.
113 000. Lot, 4Tth Indiana. oar 
Ii !(MALI HILP
MA 10i — YORK — CO HI
loss WAITING — SINT
ATLANTIC AOCY . CO 1105 511
WESTBURY, L I. NEW YORK
31 FEMALE HELP WANTED
RUN A SPARE-Trma ORIDETINO
CARD AND ()ITT SHOT AT HOME
Shoos friends saMPIra Of Our new 10.1
"nand A110 1 f ?;"1111 Gg:I;
orders and •arn 100% profit No ex-
perience necessary. Costa nothing to
try . Write today for aamliles r41
apProval.
FeiiGAL GREETINDIS. DEFT. 173
FERNDALE, MICHIGAN.
Or INTEREST TO WOMEN LADLES
SEAMLESS NYLON HOSIERY.
OUaranteed to he 100 per mint fire.
'ClbZirirtsY.BeTlIgragninahntr,E!,7rtity
.
set, bronze Sun and Red Pox Si.,
5R.t.7, $28:th,";117'1 sos
452. Biriningham T. Ala.
CORRESPONDING. PlUSS
LONVI.Ti RE SAPPY JOIN TAU
AmerMan Club. Not 767 NW. Tadlaaa.
Pend lot for Information
nounced the Golden True
Light Anniversary to be held
the 5th Sunday at the Lux
Theatre.
Pliers Methodist Church
her son, D a v i d, and other Chapel A. M. E. church July day July 16 at the A. M. E. an Evans, who have been visiting in n_ Mrs. Rosa Lee Allen.
members of her family. 20 and 21. The Rev, I. Ewing, Methodist Church here. 
,er, Flora Johson, Helen Ruth linois, came home Saturday.! Echoes on the organ of the
Mrs. Frances Bingham of is pastor. 1 The Methodist members oil 
Colliers and Willie George They were accompanied by church were sounded by Dea-
this city was recently in Gary, Miss Lillie Mai WakefieldIHollow Rock. Tenn. rendered, Tucker. Mrs. 
Margaret Tucker, their aunt. Mrs. Dossie B. Jen-Icons George Pose, Dave Hill
Ind. to visit her grandchildren of Chicago, Ill., is visiting' a program here recently at nings. and Mesdames Maude J. Mew-
andRanzie Vaughn, jr. Salter's Chapel Methodist• The Convention was held in,
was the senior delegate.
Mary Esther Benard returned berry and Annie Harris.her brother-in-law, Mr.10 Johny Edgar Anderson. 1 Cleve Brady's home in Church. Sessurus, Miss, of which Rev. from Chicago. Ill. where she Guest speaker for the occalt-• • •
McEwen, Tern., was recently The Mays Trio and Dial Baggans is the FatItc'T• has been visiting relatives. sion was the ex-pastor, the
Revival services came to a destroyed by fire. He and Sisters, accompanied by Henry Miss Annie L. Mender-, Rev. J. E. West who electri-
close at Eberriezer Baptist his family are now residing Edwards presented a Battle son of Memphis, Tenn. and her fled his audience by the de -
Church on last week end after in waverly. of Music at Salters Chapel sister, Mrs. Samantha Jones of; liverance of a powerful mes-
a 
Christians and convert Riggins and several friends received
Mrs. Dora Mays, Mrs. Viola AME church that was well, Chicago, Ill. were 
weekend
The R
sage which was followed by a,
very successful effort to re- 
KEOKUK
___ _ rah Posey.
touching solo sung by Mrs. Sa.guests 
of their aunt Mrs. Lore-
souls. The Rev. L S. Briggs,
pastor of Salem Baptist Church,
Jackaon, was the evengelirt• centiv picking blackberries. Mr. and Mrs. Les Wells end! them.
of Nashville, spent the day Bobby J. Phillips and San-1 ena Green on Vine Street. Miss!
in and around our city re- dra J. Phillips accompanied Moore, a niece, accompanied!15th mt. died at the Graham
hospital after a year of ill-
Mrs. Cora Morgan of 718 S.
. tored to Birmingham
B M. CULPEPPER
• group of his members rno-
Thomas C. Wells back to Rock GOODMAN
appeared on the wahnenrie-Island, Ill. 
By MRS. P. BTLLINGSLEA ness. She was 85. Born in tvheerlya" pro am of the R
and Mrs. Doris Johnson and Mr. and Mrs. Thomas San- 
'1876 in Keokuk. she was a
T. W. Parker held at the 49th
Sunbean Lodge No, 235 Free Mr. Johnson and children of ders and Roy Wells of Indian- Mrs. Juliet Leflora left 
rece-tmember of Pilgrim's RestereBape-
t Baptist church.
and accepted Masons of Prince
Hall affiliation celebrated St. visited their Parents. Mr. and Mrs. John Henry Wells infapencling several weeks with
Clarksville. Tenn., recently spoils, Ind., visited Mr. andtntly for Chicago where she iti l
brother Howard Burrell of Lee
called to Handly, W Va
St
tist church. Surviving
Mrs. Guftherene Posey waxJohn's Day at Greater St. Luke Mrs. Robert Collier of Waverly johnsonville, Tenn.
Baptist church on Wallace rd., and other relatives here.
Sunday July 23, at 3 p.m. Rev. Charles Walker who is in err, T. B. Box and Ruth   Bible Class at the Methodist(
On sick list are Frank Spi- A very interesting two weeks!
! niece,i her Belblee. !Keokuk, two sisters, Mrs. N. 'i
Turner of Marlon, Kan.




" on of the serious illness
Thomas, pastor. S. C. Clark,Ithe V. A. hospital at Nash-,Spicer. . church closed last Friday with The funeral was held Tues- - •
W.M.: L. T. Henson, Secretary. ville, Tenn., has to have an  i a picnic. The school was well day at 2 p.m. in Greaves Mor-
The public was cordially in- operation. Walker is known' The United States hos 761 attended each day. 'Wary by Rev. M. Culpepper
vited to attend. as Bush to his many friends, per cent of the world's crude Mrs. C. A. Garland is visit-land Rev. Vernon Burial in
• I The Mt. Olive Baptist oil and petroleum products ing her son and family, James Oakland cemetery.
• Mrs. M. A. Jennings of 410 church members and the pas-,pipeline mileage. These pipe- Garland Jr.. of St. Louis and Mr. and Mrs. Paul Galbrath
Tanyard is continually improv- tor, the Rev. C. Bryant ()
Tmiles, enough to c i r c 1 e the 
ines span a distance of 19,001 
Mrs. Gennla Redd is attend- from Dayton, Ohio, where they
other relatives, and family have just returned
( ing after a very lingering 11- Waverly, attended services in
/ bless, thanks to the Lord andi Clarksville, Tenn.. Sunday, earth at the equator almost Ina Summer school In Jackson were visiting the parents of
friends 1July 23. ,8 times. State 
1 
,  college.; 
t 
.)`‘s
The Rev. L. W. Bowers is
pastor.
• • •
, Mrs. Ozell Griggs and son,
Mickey of Nashville, Tenn.,
Iowa
Rev. M. Culpepper and wife,
Mrs. D. I,. Smith and Mrs. M.
L. Brown attended the funeral
of Mrs. Hall who passed in
Graham Hospital last week.
She was a long time resident




Mrs E. L. Hill is taking a
Mr. Charles R. Anderson and LONELY, FIND LOVE -- ROMANO].
family and Mr. Richard An-I mnearri.tessieseCidue."rais 471 icietr's





1. Must have a car
2. Must be a go-getter
3. Must be able to work around
the clock-7 days a week
—.---
We need capable and aggressive display adver-
tising salesmen and saleswomen to work in ad-
vertising field with experience and ability to
sell. You must be a (Go-Getter). Good starting
rates, wage progression and merit increases.
Bonuses. Give full details and experience In
writing. Send all replies to advertising.
POST OFFICE BOX 311
Memphis, Tennessee
- LET'S TAKE A TRIP
Travel Talk
by Fred W. Avendorph
TRAVEL EDITOR
Businessmen who think their products or services might
be profitable items for international trade will find answers
to their questions at the USA Trade Information Center of
the 1961 Chicago International Trade Fair, McCormick Place,
July 25-August 10.
The Chicago Fair marks the first time the full range of
world trade services have ever been offered in a specially
designed central location.
Fifteen important professional international service or-
ganizations and the staffs of the World Trade Division of the
Chicago Association of Commerce and Industry and the U.S.
Department of Commerce will volunteer more than 600 years
experience to those interested in international commerce.
These organizations will be located around the Graver
Dome, a 25 foot high geodesic sphere of gold-anodized alumi-
num, designed and supplied by the Union Tank Car Com-
pany, which sets the display theme of the USA Pavilion.
The following are the service companies exhibiting in the
information area:
A. Torres Export Inc.—respected export sales represen-
tative for U.S. manufacturers. Torres is equipped to serve as
a sales agent or to buy from the manufacturer and sell over-
seas on his account. Companies such as this have proven the
easiest means to enter the export market through established
channels of distribution.
World Commerce Co., Inc.—export sales representative
with special capabilities in construction and industrial equip-
ment marketing. A special service offered by World Com-
merce is the establishment and co-ordination of an overseas
sales office for manufacturers.
C. S. Greene & Co., Inc.—(With affiliate Schmidt Prit-
chard & Co., Inc.)—foreign trade forwarder and custom house
broker equipped to handle all traffic problems for foreign
traders. C. S. Greene makes it possible for companies enter-
ing the export field to ship economically and efficiently with-
out maintaining their own traffic departments.
Great Lakes Overseas, Inc.—the pioneer ocean steam ship
agency in the Chicago area, representing a long list of lines.
Great Lakes Overseas is qualified to answer questions on
ocean shipping and in particular can advise businessmen on
all aspects of Seaway shipping.
Thomas H. Miner & Assoc., Inc.—international business
consultants, specializing in helping U.S. companies enter a
foreign market through direct investment, joint ventures, li-
censing and exporting. Thomas H. Miner has a staff with wide
international business experience.
Lester B. Knight & Associates, Inc.—engineering and man-
agement consulting firm offering overseas services in all
phases of technical and management engineering. Knight has
offices in Zurich and Dusseldorf.
Arthur D. Little Inc.—independent industrial research.'
and consulting firm whose activities range from assisting na-
tions to adapting laboratory results to merchandising reali-
ties. In its 75-year history. Arthur D. Little has grown to
be the largest research and development organization in
the world.
Harza Engineering Co —consulting engineers in the de-
velopment of water resources and hydro-electric plants with
offices in South East Asia, the Middle East and Central
America. Harza handles major projects for governments
and private industry.
Public Relations International — public relations coun-
selors with facilities geared to international business. Pub-
lic Relations International, through a complex of overseas
affiliates, can service both U.S. companies abroad and for-
eign companies in this colintry.
Mayer and O'Brien, Inc.—one of the largest Chicago
based public relations firms whose clients have interests all
over the world. Mayer and O'Brien applies American media
techniques to world markets for the introduction of new
business activities.
Social Research, Inc.—motivational research company
which directs the market methods of many American busi-
nesses. The firm has introduced the use of motivational
studies to world marketing and will display a study show-
ing the importance of color to product acceptance.
Visual Research International — marketing researchagency (Division of Faison de Twedt), a leader in the field ofpackaging with recent international exposure at the ViennaFair and International Packaging Exposition in London.Visual Research will demonstrate the use of measuringequipment in market analysis.
The American Institute for Foreign Trade (AIFT) — in-ternational business school in Phoenix. Arizona. offering un-der-graduate and graduate degrees in foreign trade. The In-stitute is an important source of trained personnel for for- .eign trade and also conducts "Key Men" courses for cor-porate executives preparing for overseas service. AIFT hasintroduced a Latin American market research program which 1allows American businesses to use the faculty and students !to assist in a complete study of a selected market.
Kidder, Peabody di Co.—investment securities brokerand corporate financing firm which handles underwritingof stock issues by American and foreign corporations, withoffices in Europe. The firm has had recent dealings withmajor Japanese corporations.
Marsh & McLennan, Inc.—insurance brokers, with aworld wide network of offices. One of the largest insurancefirms in the country, it handles insurance matters connectedwith International Trade.
NEW YORK — Once used
for little else than to keep
balloons aloft, helium gas is
now playing a key role in the
space age.
The vereattle gas helps con-
trol liquid fuel pressures in
missiles and serves as a cool-
ant in atomic reactors, accord-
ing -to Oil Facts.
The nation's first privately,
financed helium plant is now
being constructed by an oil
company in Arizona to supply
the gas to commercial markets.
The need for helium in gov-
ernment programs will require
some WO million worth of the
gas 'each year from private
eompanielt, according to De-
partment of the Interior esti-
butes.
iy organiring a group
tour, which costs , articipants
less money to go anywhere
in the world, you can earn
a free trip or half fare. For
organizing a group tour of
15 persons, your trip is free;
for to persons, half fart.
So if you belong to a club,
church group, fraternal or.
ganisation. business assorts
Lion or any group interest.
ad in going places for less,
organise them into a group
for the best travel prize of
all — FREE or HALE
FARE! Call or writ* Chicago
Defender Travel Editor, 2400
So. Michigan, end we will
supply yes with all details.
ONE OF the most attrac-
tive exhibits at the Inter-
national Trade Fair is the
one sponsored by the Gov-
ernment of Mexico and De-
CHICAGO DEFENDER
Travel Editor Fred Aven-
dorph is shown conversing
with Maze Kornai, staff
member of the Japan Trade
Organization, and Noriko




The Conservation and Beau-
tification Committee of the
Altgeld - Murray Community
Council will hold their third
annual parade and flower fes-
tival along with their firs
annual picnic Saturday, July
29.
partment of Commerce and
Industry. Shown exhibiting
some of her country's wares
is attractive Add, Ocampo
de Gonzales, pavilion direr-
ese kimono, a native of Tok•
yo and assistant to Pavilion
Director Minoru Taira. The
Japan exhibition is one of
the largest at the Interna•
tional Trade Fair and its
presentations include rare
The program will be held
on the plaza of the admini-
stration building at 942 E.
132nd at, The parade will be-
gin at 130th and Ellis at 10
a. m.
Parade marshals are Ern-
est West, S id ne y Williams,
Charles B. Thomas, Melvin
Barbor and Merlie H. Bell.
The picnic will be held on
the athletic field of Carcer
Park at 2 p.m under the direr-
tion of Mrs. Muriel J on e s.
chairwoman of the Youth Au
tivity and Recreation Corn
mittee of A 1 t ge I d-Murray
Community Council.
Need Travel Help!
The combined offices of
the Chicago Defender Pub-
lic Service Bureau a it d
Travel Agency will help you
get more pleasure and sat-
isfaction out of any trips
or vacations.
Our services are FREE for
readers desiring informa-
tion and travel literature,
airline, rail, steamship and
bus tickets and hotel ac-
commodations.
For complete information
on how to plan your vaca-
tion with the least bother
on your budget, visit, write
or phone the Travel Bureau
in the Defender Public Ser.
vice Bureau, 24,00 S. Michi-
gan Ave., Chicago 16, III.,
DAnube 6-1800. For maps
and motor routings. Please
enclose 25 cents to cover
cost of handing.
for. On display are handi-
crafts such as silver jewel-
ry, tile, furniture, leather
goods, laces and woolens.
cultured pearls, silks, wall
paper, shoes, canned goods
and sewing machines.
among many other items
which are imported to Amer-
ica.
ALTHOUGH THIS stately
and beautiful fraulein plays
no part in the International
Trade Fair, she appears
quite capable of stopping
traffic anywher• in t h
I world. She personifies one
The International Court of
Justice, seated in The Hague,
Netherlands, is composed of
15 judges who serve for a 9-
year term and may be re-
elected.
of Berlin's younger set who
eagerly scans her daily
newspaper at the sidewalk
A WEEKLY DEPARTMENT




Mexico is a major partici-
pant in the 1961 Chicago Inter-
national Trade Fair, in air-
conditioned McCormick Place,
with a national pavilion em-
phasizing the increased aware-
ness of Central Americans to
the importance of the Middle
West as an international mar-
ket.
A large delegation of prom-
inent Mexican business and
government leaders will be in
Chicago for the Inter-Ameri-
can Industries Conference, to
be held simultaneously with
the Fair.
One of those in v it ed to
speak at the Inter-American
Industries Conference is Raul
Salinas Lozano, secretary of
Commerce and Industry for
Mexico.
Mexico's chairman of the
Honorary Sponsoring commit-
tee for the Inter-American In-.
dustries Conference is Fran-
cisco Williams, an outstand-
ing industrialist, who is a
member of the board of di-
rectors of the Confederacion
de Camaras Industriales and
past president of the National
Chamber of the Garment In-
dustries of Mexico.
Jorge Aguilar, assistant con-
sul general for Mexico in Chi-
cago, states that 27 companies
and organizations have re-
served space in the Mexican
pavilion for displays. In ad-
dition, Aguilar said the pavi-
lion will be highlighted by ex-
hibits of numerous types of
handicrafts and special dis-
plays promoting tourism in
Mexico.
"We are happy to welcome
Mexico as a national exhibitor
at the Chicago Trade Fair,"
said Ralph Bergsten. "The,
participation of M exi co is,
especially significant because
a major objective of the 1961
Fair is to pr omot e greater
trade between the U.S. and
Central and South American
countries."
Aguilar explained that Mex-
ico considers Chicago and the
midwest to be 'one of the
midwest to be "one of the
• "The Chicago Trade Fair is
considered by us as an excel-
lent opportunity for establish-
ing many new trade contacts,"
he said, "not only in the mid-
west. but also in other parts
of the U.S. and in other coun-
tries as well."
Aguilar explained that Mex-
ico looks to the U.S. as a prime
 'source for tour ist business,
, which has been constantly ex-
panding.
I Mexico's pavilion, with ap-
proximately 2,000 square feet
TRAVEL TIPS—for Women
by MARIE AVENDORPH
free world. And the state de-
p a rtm en t spokesman said
there is scarcely a place in
the free world where Ameri-
can tourists do not go.
The Trade Fair's foreign ex-
hibitors, so far, Bergsten said,
are Austria, Denmark, Fin-
land, France, Great Britain,
Indonesia, Iran, Israel, Free
Government of Lithuania,
Mexico, Japan, Pakistan, Po-
land, Republic of China, Thai-
land, Spain, United Arab Re- Ai
public, and the cities of Co- 11/
logne and West Berlin in West
Germany.
According to the state de-
partment spokesman, more
American tourists visit Europe
than any other continent.
However, tourism is rapidly
becoming a major business
enterprise in the Middle East,
Asia, Africa, South and Cen-
tral America. Can ada and
Mexico, he said, are such good
next-door neighbors that thou-
sands commute daily across
nternational borders.
Foreign visitors seldom re-
turn home without a look at
Chicago. Bergsten points out
that they can now come by
both air and ship directly to
Chicago — a natural develop-
ment arising out of the com-
pletion of O'Hare International
Airport and the St. Lawrence
Seaway.
A survey of Chicago travel
agencies indicates that Ameri-
can tourists from the Midwest
are interested in historic sites
and structures in foreign
lands, such as the cathedrals
and castles of Europe and the
ancient ruins in the Mediter-
ranean and the Middle East
countries.
The great museums and gal-
leries of Europe are star at-
tractions, travel agents say, as
well as the so-called "Bohe-
mian" areas of the continent's
big cities. •
U.S. tourists are beginning
to go in increasing numbers
to the Middle East, At r lc a, •
Asia, and Australia. American
visitors can be seen as fre-
quently in Tokyo and Singa-
pore as in Athens or Oslo. Cai-
ro and Damascus, Tel Aviv
and New Delhi, Bangkok and
Saigon are hosts to more an
more American visitors every
tourist season.
Consensus of the travel
agents is that more and more
U.S. tourists will be going to
Venezuela, Columbia, Brazil,
Argentina, Chile and Ecuador,
and Central American coun-
tries like Guatemala, Panama.
Honduras and the islands of
lands. Some countries offer the West Indies in the Carib-
bonuses in the exchange of bean. Travel restrictions eve-
rywhere are being relaxed toOf floor space, will present a American currency for their
varied display including such own; others offer special pack- make it easier for AmericansI
items as silver jewelry, glassed age tours at reasonable rates, to move about freely.
tiles, furniture, mosa lc tile
murals, records of Mexican
must c, wool sarapes, corn- bureaus to provide help and
pressed wood fibre Christmas information to the unguided
decorations, leather goods, or unaccompanied visitor. All
shirts, dress laces, shoes, beer, of them offer fine hotel, motel
and tequila. and restaurant facilities, as
well as sightseeing transpor-
tation, Bergsten said.
According to spokesmen at
Chicago's 48 foreign consu-
lates, Americans are welcome
visitors everywhere in the
Men'sClubTo
Give Musical
Tourism — coming and go-
ing — has grown into such in-
ternational big business that
it will be stressed as a majorl
feature attraction of Chicago's
huge 1961 In-I
ter n ational I









M. Avendorph ment estimates
more than one and one-half
million Americans will leave
the U.S. during 1961 for a visit
to some foreign country.
Foreign visitors to the U.S.
I will find the InternationalTrade Fair at Chicago's new
$35 million air-conditioned
McCormick P1 a c e a dazzling
American attraction. S p0 n-
sored by the Chicago Associa-
tion of Commerce and Indus- i
try, the Fair opened July 251
for 17 action-packed, excitingl
days. More than 26 foreign'
national pavilions, including'
one from the U.S., will dis-
p 1 a y thousands of industrial
and cultural products to an
anticipated million visitors.
Although a trade fair, the
spectacular exhibit area and
the unending variety of top-
flight entertainment by inter-
nationally-known artists will
give McCormick Place the cos-
mopolitan flavor and appear-
ance of a World Fair.
The International Tr a de
Fair is intended to focus world
attention on Chicago as a spa-
cious and unique midcontment
seaport, one of the few in the
entire world and the only one
in the w este rn hemisphere.1
Bergsten said it would servel
the dual purpose of bringing,
together in one place U.S. and
foreign merchants interested
in creating and developing
new business opportunities in
America's Midwest, and those
interested in establishing new
trade and investment oppor-
tunities and relationships all
over the free world.
Bergsten pointed out that
Chicago in the jet age is not
only a major world air cross-
roads and the railroad center
of the North American conti-
nent, but is a bustling termi-
nal for hundreds of ocean-
going freight and passenger
ships as well.
Al the national pavilions at
the Fair will offer exhibits
and information designed to
I lure tourists to their h
Allison Harrell, president of
the Men's Club of Chri s t,
Unity church, announced this!
sent a musical extravaganzal
week that his group will pre-
entitled, "This Is My Gar-
den," Sunday, July 30, 7:00
p.m. in the Church Auditori-
um at 6156 Cottage G ro v e
Avenue.
Starring in this colorful pro-
duction will be Harry Pryor,
I tenor: William Norman, or-
ganist and Daisy Jenkins, pi-
anist. Louise Jenkins, a mem-
ber of the Center Isle Play-
ers and Secretary to the Pas-
tor, the Rev. Johnnie Cole-
mon, will serve as the narra-
tor for the production, it was
kiosk, oblivious of the ad- stated.
miring lens of the camera.
—(Photo by Berlin Tourist
Office-)
Syria, merged with Egypt
into the United Arab Republ,
has lost its status as an in,),
pendent nation and its 1,





MUSKIE • SASS NORTHERN'S WALLEYE 1500)
HUGE CRAPPIES
SEER PARTRIDGE DUCKS DEER
ENJOY A WEEK OF FISHING IN THE PLACID WATERS OF BEAUTIFUL RAINY
LAKE ON THE INTERNATIONAL BOUNOAITY RELAX' IN THE RESTFUL COMFORT
OF RAINY LANE'S NEWEST AND FINEST LODGE-
RATES ARE VERY REASONABLE
Fee MOM Information end Fre. &vellum Write
SO% 116 • FORT MANUSCanadian Fishing Lodge ONTARIO, CANADA
The moon has no atmos-
phere that scientists can de-
tect and shines only by





Prepare Your Own Meals
In your Own Cottage With
Refrigeration, 0 a s Stove,
Gas Heat—On Quiet Scenic
River R o a d, 1 Mile Front
Town—Away From All Traf-




2 wise Pats wiss
PliONE 3-3125
and many others maintain,
well-staffed national tourist
Afghanistan has no rail-
ways or navigable streams or
rivers. Camels and pack,
horses still are used by the
natives.
ost Americans 00 005
speak a second language trav-
el agents agree, but most for-
eigners in an international




Air-conditioned rooms with bath. Pri,
vote beach, golf course, riding horse,
and fishing nearby. Rates include
meals or housekeeping facilities.
Playground for children. Only three






Or Here In Chicago
ØU 11-29111
R's *osier — foster — mar* convoni•ol —
whoa you loovo Oro elotails iff •xp•N kends 1
Whether you're headed for Indianapolis or India,
your trip preparations go faster when they're handled by an
expert travel service, such as WELCOME. We know all the
right planes. trains, busses. boats to fit your convenience best-' and we confirm your space, deliver your tickets, get your
hotel room at your destination. Thus, you save time—and
you're sure.
Experienced travelers regularly depend on Travel Agency
service. South Side business and professional leaden men
whose names you know have been "leaving the details to
WELCOME" for the past four years.
We've arranged round-the-world personal tours and delivered the
tickets for a two-hour trip to Detroit. We've taken happy hundreds on
WELCOME -arranged group tours, with every detail of comfort and
convenience expertly handled to make travel a pleasure -not a task.
WELCOME service in complete. We are in contact with fine hotels
and resorts all over the world--, know where yen can go for the most
fun, with the least bother, on your budget. Check this list of our
regular service,:
PLANE TICKETS • TRAIN TICKETS • BUS
TICKETS • SHIP TICKETS • HOTEL i RESORT
RESERVATIONS • SCHEDULE INFORMATION •
TRIP & TOUR ADVICE, FOR BUSINESS OR PLEASURE
I ten't light Loop parking and truffle congestion drop in at our
S.itherlAnd lintel lobby Mike, or phone, for all the facts and counsel
you nerd Then pick up your tiekets mul us handily. Let WELCOME




2400 SOUTH MICHIGAN AVENUE
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS



























































































































































































• • DISUNITY WITHIN UNITY men had their mattresses
There can be disunity with-
in unity . Most classical ex-
tipple of disunity within unity
can be found in Parchman
iMSU). In case you have for-
gotten Parchman, it is the Mis-
$issippi State Penitentiary
*here nearly 300 "Freedom
Riders—from throughout the
United States—know, for the
first time in most cases—what
it means to be imprisoned, that
is, physical imprisonment.
MSU doesn't have reference
to Memphis State University
—rather, it stands for Maxi-
mum Security Unit—at Parch-
man, which is a modern struc-
ture, replete with air condi-





































"snatched from them," forc-
ing them to sleep on cold steel
bars which were chilled at
night by air conditioners.
There is disunity among
"Freedom Riders" about "when
and who should refuse their
trays of food. There is dis-
unity among the whites and
Negroes about "when and
when not to protest" to Fred
Jones, the warden. There is
disunity about whether or not
a protest should be leveled at
Deputy Sheriff Tyson of Hinds
County jail, who has carried
on a little feud with Warden
Jones about which one of them
would have direct control of
the "Freedom Riders." Jones
says that he is the Boss at
Parchman. Tyson tells Jones,What is the source of dis- "yes--but Hinds County is‘111Funity within Parchman among leasing space here for the"Freedom Riders?" How much "Freedom Riders" who woulddisunity can be effected among be in Hinds County, if it wereinmates of a prison? not for inadequate facilities.
It appears that disunity Some of the Freedom Riders
among "Freedom Riders" — are more in favor of Warden
like, in many cases in the Jones being "boss." For the
larger social order of America reason that—"if Tyson were
—lack of intelligible communi- in charge of the whole show
cation—disregard for sectionai conditions would be much
and individual differences. worse."
A lot of the "Freedom Rid- There is disunity among
ers" arrived in Jackson, Miss. whites about not protesting
expecting some display of vio- strong enough when prison of-
lence. But the town was quiet ficials "get tougher on Na.
—except for a goodly number groes than white men—when
of uniformed and plainclothes white women receive better
police in the Greyhound Bus treatment than Negro women,
terminal and at the railroad and when all worn e n are
depot. treated better than all men."
"Freedom Riders" a r e Parchman is integrated lock
hustled-off to the city jail al- by block but not cell by cell,
most the instant they step The whites and Negroes have
into the terminals. They are unity among disunity whenIll .hen processed and shipped they cry for equal treatment.
by vanloads to Parchman. They show unity when they
Under normal conditions they protest to prison officials that
would be jailed at Hinds their constitutional and even
County jail—but facilities are Separate-But-Equal State Law
inadequate. Therefore, they of Mississippi rights are being
are shipped to Parchman. violated when they are sep-
Disunity comes about be- arated from the prison blocks
cause of the constant change —that is, all Negroes are
in leadership among the im- placed in a section away from
prisoned "Freedom Riders." whites.
As soon as an inmate gains The disunity among Free-
the respect of the others, he dom Riders Is caused by dis-
is .released. agreement on "procedure."
Also a source of disunity is However, they have shown un-
"however various protests shakeable unity concerning
should be carried out." There the goal set for themselves.
was unity in the idea that a Without some disunity—the
protest should be lodged after unity in an effort could not




NEW LONDON, Conn. — (UPI) — The U.S. Coast Guard
Academy is 85 years old.
The Academy was founded by Congressional law July
31, 1876, to provide cadets to fill vacancies in the Revenue
Marine Service. The Revenue Marine Service became the
Coast Guard in 1915 when it was combined with the Life-
Prom the original class of nine cadets appointed by the Jones Elected
saving Service.
Secretary of the Treasury to train on the school ship J. C..
Dobbin, the academy has grown in numbers, facilities and Jaycee' Prexy
mission until today it has an average enrollment of 600
Six-year-old Debra Yates was
crowned queen, and Nathaniel
Robinson, jr., was crowned
king during the 33rd annua
Bathing Beauty Revue, spon-
sored by the Memphis Recrea-
tion Department at Orange
Mound swimming pool last
Friday.
Debra, who won over 33
other girls from 33 play-
grounds, is the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Sidney Yates of 1020-
D Tunia st. She represented
Gooch Park. Nathaniel, eight,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Nathaniel
Robinson, sr., 2032 Hunter ave.,
also represented Gooch Park.
They wree crowned "Miss &
Master Memphis" by Miss
Harry Mae Simons. principal
of Magnolia school.
Second place winners were
Princess Wardell, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Hosea Wardell of
792 Walker ave.: and Charles
Johnson, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Johnson, sr.. 543 Walk-
er ave., Both represented La-
Rose playground.
NW FEATURES
The third place winners were,
a brother-sister team from
Orange Mound. Ranson, jr.. and
Nobline Wirt. They are the son
and daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Ranson Wirt. sr., 2193 Cable st.
A change from letters to
numbers for the prefix of
Memphis t•1•phon• ex-
changes is illustrated in
these numbers representing
the present and new system.
Mrs Judy Bouldien, (left)
telephone employee, holds
the present (2-letter. 5 num-
oral) telephone number of
the telephone company's of-
ficial PBX that changed
Aug. 1. Miss Jo Anne Gish.
telephone employee. holds
in her hand the new num-
ber which will be all num-
erals.
Hold Handyman Slayer
Walker, Mrs. Vernita Watson or Onio Authorities
, •Judges were Mrs. A. MRCP('
and Thaddeus T. Stokes.
This year's program added
MIAMI — (UP)) — Policeseveral new features which in-
cluded soloists and choral held a tall, thin handyman for
groups. Among soloists appear- Dayton, Ohio authorities after
ing were Miss Lois Byrd, Miss the man confessed to a doubleEmma J. Neal and Daniel Har- slaying following his drama-vest. all employed by the Park tic capture at Miami Interns-
Commission. Instrumental mu- tional airport.
sic was supplied by the Letter A husky ex-marine and threeCarriers Band, which is di- Dade county (Miami) officersreefed by Mathew Thornton. irs collared C. O. Jackson, 41, at
Master of ceremony was the airport yesterday as Jack-
Piehard "Dick Cane" Cole. a son faced them with a Ger-
WU-1K disc jockey, man pistol. Police said Jackson
Also appearing on the pro-
o'-,n were Elder Blair 1'. Hunt.
Miss Mary H. Ezelle and Euless
T. Hunt. sunervisor of the Ne-
gro Recreation denartment:





admitted shooting Mr. and Mrs.
Charles J. Larkin in Dayton
earlier Saturday.
Several Cubans, waiting for
relatives to arrive from Hav-
ana, told officer James Leed
that Jackson told them he "lov-
e- ad Fidel Castro" and sought
advice on how to get to Cuba.
Police at the airport had been
alerted for possible airplane hi-
jackers in the wake of last
week's ccmmandeering of an
Eastern Air Lines Plane. Leed
spotted Jackson in a crowd
of about 150 Cubans and ask-
ed him for identification.
cadets and occupies a 78-acre reservation.
New London became the home of the Academy in 1910
when it moved from Arundel Cove, Md., to Fort Trumbull
at the mouth of the Thames River. The present site was es-
Wilblished in 1929 and the buildings were completed and oc-
ctipied by the Coast Guard in 1932.
Rites Wednesday For Cardinal
VATICAN CITY — (UPI) — Pope John XXIII will con-
duct solemn funeral rites Wednesday in St. Peter's Basilica
for Domenico Cardinal Tardini, the Vatican's secretary of
state, who died of a heart attack.
' The little grey-haired man with steel-rmimed spectacles,
who played a key role in the Vatican's foreign policy for
the past decade, had been plagued by heart trouble for
some time and suffered an attack only three days before
his death, which was due to a "cardiac collapse."
, Pope John was awakened Sunday morning at the near-
summer papal residence of CastOgandolfo and advised of
Tardini's critical condition. He said mass for the Cardinal
and rushed back to the Vatican but arrived too late.
Fulbright Urges Restraint On Cuba
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — Sen. J. William Fulbright,
D-Ark., said it would be "very drastic" for the United States
to recover the hijacked Eastern airliner from Cuba by force.
He said while the incident was very provocative, "I
*don't think it is worth going to war about."
"I would hesitate to say offhand that we should not do
anything there," the Senate Foreign Relations Committee
chairman said. But he added: "I don't think It (the plane) is
worth going to war about."
RUFUS JONES
A young insurance adminis-
trator, Rufus Jones, was elect-
ed the 1961-62 president of the
Negro Junior Chamber of Com-
merce doing an annual election
last Tuesday night. A very ac-
tive member of the organiza-
tion for the last five years, he
won the election over his op-
ponent by one vote.
Jones, 27, is a district man-
ager for the Union Protective
Life Insurance Company. He
and his wife are the parents of
five children. They live at 1492
S. Barksdale at.
Other officers elected in-
clude: William Willet, an agent
for the Union Protective In-
surance company, was named
executive vice president of In-
ternal Affairs; Hosea Bridges,.
manager of the Oats Manor
Housing Project, vice president'
of Internal Affairs; Charles'
W. Westbrook. public relations
representatives for the R. J
Reynolds Tobacco Company.
membership procurement; John
Edward Jordan, a dentist,
treasurer; Onzie 0. Horne, an
executive of Union Protective
Insurance Company, chairman
of the finance committee: Noah
Bond, a teacher in Shelby Coun-
ty school system, vice presi-
dent in charge of public re-
lations; and Mack Winston, em-
ployed by the New Park Cem-
etery, chaplain; Robert Rich-
mond, operator of a service
station; and Ananias Dixon,
agent for Union Protective In-
surace company, members-at-
large; Joe Atkins, principal of
Corry Road elementary school,
vice president of external af-
fairs.
Plans are being made for in-
A stallation set for Aug. 8 atsks Probe Of American Nazi Party Tony's Inn.
WASWINGTON — (UPI) — Sen. Kenneth P. K.-0'
R-N.Y., has asked the Justice department to investigate the
American Nazi party and determine whether it should be
Om the attorney general's list of subversive orghnizations.
Keating said he had made the request in a letter last
week to Atty. Gen. Robert F. Kennedy.
Brazilians Hail Spaceman Gagarin
RIO DE JANEIRO — (DPI) — Soviet spaceman Yuri
Gagarin was cheered by thousands of students and workers
in contrast to his reception on arrival here.
When Gagarin arrived from Brasilia, only about 500
persons greeted him. Rain and the weekend exodus from the
city cut down the crowd.
Sunday, 3,000 persons chanted "G AGARI N, G A-
GARI N" as the cosmonaut visited the National Students'
Union. Gagarin told the crowd there was a great similarity
between Brazil's people and those of the Soviet Union.
NOW YOU KNOW
Greta Garbo made more than
20 films in the United States
over a period of 15 years but
never won an oscar• — (UP)).
Jackson, dressed in a plaid
sport shirt, dark trousers, a
straw hat and sunglasses,
promptly pulled his pistol. Of-
ficers Williams James and W.
J. White saw the weapon and
moved in to help.
"Stand back, stand back,"
said Jackson, waving the pistol.
The officers separated. At
that moment, former marine
Guillermo Zamora, 23. seized
Jackson from behind and grab-
bed the cocked pistol. James
Ileaped toward the pistol and
!jammed his thumb between the
'hammer and firing pin to keep
it from firing.
Police searched him and
found he also had a nine-inch
knife. They quoted him as say-
ing after the capture "I want-
ed you to kill me."
CHRISTCHURCH, England
—(UPI) — Royal fishery of-
ficials banned radios from
the fishing grounds today aft-
er anglers complained that








There is a feeling of opti-
mism in most sectors of the
economy. The mild recession
of the past 12 months is giv-
ing away to greater activity
and growth. Most business in-
dicators are rising.
Unemployment is still a
vexing problem, especially in
some areas. Many industries,
even after returning to full
capacity operations, are not
able to put all employees back
to work. This is a penalty of
efficiency and will remain for
a long time a tough problem
in our economy.
The general outlook now is
for slow improvement through
the summer with a high level
of activity in the 4th quarter
of the year. The same might
be said of gross national pro-
duct which has been forecast
to reach an annual rate of 530
billion d o 11 a r s in the last
quarter of the year.
Wage increases in some in-
dustries, if they should come,
will tend to add to farm costs.
Of special important are pos-
sible wages increases in the
steel industry which are sure





Income prospects are not
as bright for agriculture as
a few months ago unfavorable
weather is a major factor in
this change. Also, the lower
prices of some products has
had its effect. Prices below ex-
pectations for lambs, broilers,
strawberries have cut income
of many Tennessee farmers
below earlier forecasts.
In spite of these adverse
changes 1961 can still be ex-
pected to bring higher gross
and net income total than 1960
both in the United States
and Tennessee. Higher
prices for milk, hogs, cotton,
soybeans, corn and wheat al-
most insure this improvement.
A billion dollars more net in-
come to U.S. agriculture than
last year is the prediction of
USDA economists. Higher
prices supports and feed grain
program payments account for
a large share of the increase.
Feed grain sign-up is over
and so far results have been
pleasing to the sponsors of the
plan. Fifty-eight per cent of
U.S. farmers growing corn and
gram sorghum have signed to
reduce their plantings by
about 25 per cent of 1960 acre-
age. In Tennessee the percent-
age is greater, almost 30 per
cent. Much of the sign-up
came in the corn belt where
high yields are the rule and
where acreage cut-back will
be most effective in reducing
corn production.
FEED GRAIN
The question now is what
will be the effect of the heavy
cut-back in corn and grain
sorghum acreage. Here are a
few effects which seem most
likely:
1. Large reductions in feed
grain production are sure.
Even with the use better than
average land and higher ferti-
lization rates production will
be down sharply, at least 15
per cent or more.
2. We shall enter the 1961-
62 feeding year with a feed
grain supply below the pre-
vious year. It will be the first
time this has happened in 8
years.
3. Prices for all feed grains,
including oata and barley, will
be strengthened.
4. High prices of feed grains
will have important effects on
livestock feeding. Cattle will
most likely be affected most
The size of the 1962 pig crop
may be reduced.
A general agricultural bill
is likely not to be passed this
year. There is a strong likeli-
hood that the feed grain pro-
gram will remain in effect
more than one year. Its 1962




NEWARK, N.J. — Women
all over the world have a
definite response to m i n k.
The first thing that enters
their minds is a stole or coat.
Well there's more than one
way to wear milik, says Her-
bert Winson, president of one
of America's fa-test growing
cosmetic distributors. Lord
Adam/Lady Eve products,
Inc. This company has just in-
troduced a wide line of beau-
ty preparations containing
precious Mink Oil.
Several years ago Dr. John
M. Cross, Professor of Phar-
maceutical chemistry at Rut-
gers College of Pharmacy re-
ceived a complaint from a
mink rancher who stated that
his hands became so soft aft-
er skinning the animals that
this prevented him from do-
ing any heavy work.
His wife forseeing a corns
mercial value in this, con-
fronted her pharmacist with
this discovery who in turn
consulted with Dr. Cross. Aft-
er conducting extensive re-
search on the properties of
the mink suet, Dr. Cross pre-
dicted that someday Mink
Oil would be used as a su-
perior cosmetic base.
Well someday is here, and
Lord Adam/Lady Eve is the
first to introduce this revolu-
tionary discovery to the Ne-
gro market. With over 130
quality items, this comp a-
ny leads the field of distri-
butors in the Negro market,
with products ranging from
the housewife to the beauti-
cian.
BEAUMONT. Texas--(UPI)
—Fire Capt. Rex Cluck h a d
more than a passing interest
in a fire call over the week-
end.
The fire, caused by a faulty
extension cord to a TV Set
was in Cluck's home.
ISAVE so* .:::::.,01.4
milk
each time you buy 2 halt-gallons of
MIDWEST MILK
AT YOUR FOOD STORE
Advertise In The Want-Ad Section Wcekly
3 Lines For 2 Weeks 
Call JAckson 6-8397
MADAM DONNA
SPIRITUALIST READER AND ADVISOR
"I GUARANTEE SUCCESS WHERE OTHERS FAIL"
I five you seldom failing edvice upon matters of life, such as love,
eourtship, marriage, diyerco, law suits, speculation cmd transactions of
ell kinds. I seldom fail to mambo the separated, mrso speedy end happy
marriages. Overcome enemies, rivals, levers' quarrels, evil habits, itumbr
ling blocks and bad luck of all kinds. I Oh you out of sorrow and trou-
ble, end start you an the path to happiness end prosperity. There is on
heart se sod or home se dreary that I cannot bring It sunshine: in fart,
no matter whet may be your hope, fear or ambition, I guarantee ta tell
It ell bolero you utter • word io rn• end after I arn finished, ff you are
net abeelutely satisfied and I do not fulfill every word and claim abate,
Men you pay no, a penny. LOOK FOR A !MOWN S. WHITE TRAILER
WITH TWO LARGE SLACK HANDS-5 miles north el Millington in
Highway St N. it Honks' Grocery. DO NOT III MISLED eY ANY
OTHER READERS. LOOK FOR MADAM DONNA.






YOU KNOW SHE IS NOT
A GYPSY
this is her new office at the missteelew
'isle Line MAI/AM SIMI is back after •
long time at being 'woe and at last she is
bark re stay is her new home
ere tree Ohmatiefied with snarrisetel Hes,
VOI lost tote In veer husband. etre OT sweetheart? Are rev
LD bad beeline Arts fee eleawuraierl? If any et chess are Tee,
ereeiem• ,ewie iet Menem 810.8 advise vett et once the
grill read lite te Mei ea she mime reed an open seek
roll you en. veer lob er rinolneto IA 001 e success If rou has,
tailed .he rest COMP See MADAM REVS at *new
LeCoWe nil Highway SI noutis hist owes Mississippi .4.1eti,
Line on :he nay Le de fler home le s Meek. belew
where oh• ogee to 'fay rIAIN melee the Deems mom Be left
CO Ione Mr the RED SKIWIL ROUSE and eou'li find eel then
at all times ISbe never lad Re ernes to West Memphis.)
catch yellow bus marked WhifeheYee Siete eaiDel end est
eft at ice.. Line and wale 1 blocks and see MADAM BELl'e
HA N 41iste.
COME TODAY FOR TOMORROW MAY BE TOO LATE
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR NO CHARGE
Rem e a se • p.n.
Iteeffiego Daily One, as Iliondays
. don's mu t any home ealla or answer any utters Se 
suitPhone to look e,r the right sign and the right name.
ae 1-0192
LOCATED AT WEST MEMPHIS, ARK.
1403 BROM/WAS ON KROADWilf AT CORNEN OV 14TH ST
God Gifted Power a healer. I give YOU your luck dare
your lucky Dumber advice aboui Health, business Marriage
and wet affairs It ftit have an marriage problems please
menu them to me I am sure I can help you
If you are Iles worried and rue dowo please come to me.
I can help money is no object It you seem to be carrying en
evil condition that's holding you down; It your luck never
seems to jtlf19 fillet you; Li your loved ones seem to be
drifting away from you; If you have any of these problems
I can mos: certainly help you
mei to minute mom down town Memphis. Gs t the West
Memphis dus at the Continental BUS Station at the cornet
grd anti Union gt.
AO the Hue Driver to let you off on Broadway corner of
stteet open every day.
esTart.. GROVE
UPISOLAIIIERINO 04.04PANT
WM weer on. that, Puma to




Age it - 46. High School Educ•tion
Men with ogles experienoe preferred
Most tie neat in appearance. Car Is
Nevessery, Able to furnish Bond.
PROMOTION TO
QUALIFIED MEN
Write to P.O. Des 311 — Giving
Melds $311 to $60 Per Week
New York, New Jersey, Bos-
ton, Mass., Hartford, Conn
Jobs with free room & board
TV, Uniforms
Ticket sent at once
Write Williams Agency
3224 Beale St., Memphis
Tenn.
20 MAIDS NEEDED
Por GhIcego - Nee Rork
To WO Weekly Aso. 56-46
Frog ROOT, Board, T. V.
Picket Sent, Reforennee Needed
Write or can
untied SMployment Arnic?
i672 lamer Manion's, renn.PA 741114 Or 161760
MAIDS
NEW YORK JOBS
KALARIF.11 TO WO IVISKIV
Guaranteed robe, best workingsoneitiees. Tree room. board, uni-
forms, TV. Tickets 11108 A.I
*Wine. 10e A. Mein St., Nemo-
Woad, tees bland. It T.
MAIDS $35 to $60 per Wk.
N.. reek, Now /*my, Etteton, Moss
Hattford. Conn.
Jobs with Vert room it booed









Cold Beer To GO
FREE DELIVERY SERVICE
Divine Guidance Can Soles
Your Problems! Send $3 with
Birth Date And Problem. Per-
sonal Visits Invited.
Divine Guidance AL 2-30e5
'P. 0. Box 275-T Jackson, bliss.
APARTMENT FOR RENT
3 Rooms, Air Condt., Stove, Cabinets, emir
Ilan Blinds. 2552 Supreme FA 3.4024
HOUSEHOLD GOODS
WH 6 2831 WH 8-2669
Pick up payments on
FRENCH PROVINCIAL
FURNITURE
Living Rm. - Dining Rm. -






Will take trade-In and finance
the balance
Baker Electric Co., Inc.
2219 Young Ave.
BR 6-0016
Licensed & Bonded Electricians
Free Estimates
We wire new room additions,
ranges, dryers, air conditioners,
hot water heaters, electric beat.
AGENTS WANTED
429 South Main





KLANG, Malaya — (UPD—
Mohamed Bin Abdullah. 95,
WAS sentenced to a year in jail
for biting off half his brother-
in-law's nose.
Abdullah broke into an ar-
gument between hie sister and
her husband, Kathiavellu
Autu, 30, and bit Mutu's nose.
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I have been following your
articles with great interest and
I am happy to see someone
give golf the shot in the arm
that is much needed in our
consider me their first entry.
It will be a thrilling experi-
ence to compete against another
father and son and I will glad-
ly let a golfer use the other
son as his adopted boy for that
city. tournament This would en-
I am a father who golfs with courage fathers to teach their
sons golf.
The rest of my family in-
clude my wife, Mrs. Genella
Hudson, my daughter, Barbara
Jo, three other sons, William.
Cleophus jr., and Rickey. All
the family likes golf and I hope
they all learn to play. You can
but one day I know this won't bet they will be in the gallery
happen. I intend to take the pulling for us to be the win-
defeat gracefully. The height of fling team.
their ambition is to defeat me. signed
The S am Qualls Golfers Yours in golf
have mentioned a "Father and Cleophus Hudson
Son" tournament. They can 839 Hanley at.
two sons, Charles and Herman
Hudson. I taught them the
game and since both have won
trophies in the junior division
they are now breathing down
my neck. Each time out they
have me struggling so far I
have always manage to win,
Coach Jake Gaither Of
Florida A-M Rattlers
linningest Pro Pacts9
TALLAHASSEE — Coach' and Center Harold Scott is
Jake Gaither of the Florida l with the Montreal Alouettes
A&M University Rattlers pro.: of the Canadian League.
Halfback Al Frazier, run-
bably has more active players fling mate of the famed Willie
on the rosters of professional Galimore, has reported to the PROVIDENCE, R.I. — (UPI)
football teams than any other Denver Broncos. He was with —Sonny Liston, the top hea-
coach today. Chicago Bears last season. vyweight contender, was
Gaither, considered the win-Center Willie Taylor is seek- eiropped from the National
ningest active coach in foot- ing his third chance with thel
ball, has sent four players Hamilton Cats of the Cana-Boxing Association's rating!
from his '60 squad into the dian League. Taylor was pre-1 because of his recent suspen-
pro ranks this summer, mak- viously with the Green Bayision by the Pennsylvania State
ing a total of 11 former Rat- Packers and the Los Angeles' Athletic Commission,
tiers under pro pacts. I Chargers. , Announcing the action, Tony
Halfback Clarence Childs, • Coach Gaither has five l Petronella, chairman of the
two-time Negro All-America players who have already been NBA rules committee, said,
who received honorable men- established in pro football:
tion on the AP Little All Galimore and Tackle Willie the ratings if and when he
s
America, is with the Calagaryl Lee of the Bears, Tackle Riley re-instated in Pennsylvania."
Stampeders of the Canadian Morris of the Oakland Raid-
League, Fullback Lewis John- ers, End William Barber of 
Liston of Philadelphia was
son is with the Houston Oil- the Stampeders, and Tackle ,
ennsylvania Commission ear-
suspeded indefinitely by the
Pers, Tackle Jake Bradley is Willie McClung of the Detroit
with the St. Louis Cardinals, Lions, tier in July because of two
brushes with the law: an ar-
rest for loitering and a later
arrest for stopping a woman's
automobile while allegedly.
impersonating a policeman.
Henry Cooper of England
replaced Liston as the num-
ber one heavyweight contend-
er in the NBA ratings releas-
ed yesterday. Cooper is fol-
lowed by Sweden's Ingemar
Johansson, Canadian George
Chuvalo, Eddie Machen of
Portland, Ore., and Alejan-
dro Lavorante of Argentina in
that order.
JERRY BARBER, 45, who is five-foot, five-inches tall and weighs 135
pounds, became the oldest and smallest player in history to win the
championship of Professional Golfers' Association of America. He de-
feated Don January 67-68 in their 18-hole match at Olympia Field
course. Barber is shown with trophy and check for 511,000.—UPI
Telephito.
Carolyn Williams: Unseeded Girl
Set Record By Mailing Women
For the first time in Ameri-
can Tends Associaren history
a 17 year old junior is slaught-
ering the women players in
America'. Tennis Association
Tourer sets.
The M all officials closed
their eyes to Carolyn Williams
impressive string of eictories
and refused to see her because
she Is a junior champion, al-
though she has been knocking
off tele tanking women players
this summer.
In toe Mall Tournernent she DeJesus 6-0: 6-0.
knocked oot Saieh Allen 6-2; SIMPSON WINS BOYS
6-0, Eleanor Beverly 6-2; 6-2. CHAMPIONSHIPS
Doris Harrison in quarter finals Lenward Simpson continues
6-2; 10-8, Bessie Stockard 7-5; his winning ways dumping Parkinson6-1 semi finals, Doi (thy Korn- Freddy Lawrence in finals
egay in fin: .s 6-2. 6-1. By not LAMAR WILLIAMS, Ports- 
an Increasebeirg seeted Miss Williams mout h. Virginia, defeated "had to play the three seeded George Logan of Durham 6-3. ‘ir
p'ayers wherees if she had 6-4. ROGER CAUTHERN beat
been reseed she would have
had to play only tv o. She beat
Miss Stecicard 6-2: 4-2 retired.
She also beat Miss Harrison in
the USL TA Evs ning Sun
Tournament 6-3: 6-4 to reach
N.B.A. Drops
Sonny Liston
"Liston will be returned to
Harold Johnson of Philadel-
phia, recognized as light hea-
vyweight champion by t h e
NBA, was named "Fighter of
the Month" because of his
victory over heavyweight con-
tender Machen.
semi finals where she beat Au-
drey Maiers (No. one seeded
playeti 6-2: 6-3 to reach fi-
nals.
JUDITH PRINCE REVERSES
Judith P:ince tee lo, e Texas
plae nig the circuit got revenge
on Myrtle Kceer if Baltimore
6-4: 6-0. Myrtle beat Judith last
week in Baltimore.
Miss Prince played smart
tennis to beat Edith Gill, Phil-
adelphia in finals of the Jun-
ior Girls Championship 8-6 re-
tired. Also beat Anna Meets
Ills
little Tommy Freeman 6-1: 6-0 WASHINGTON — (UP!)—
in his first tournament match. Between 25,000 and 43,000
Little Tommy was a real game
retriever and had the tall over
grown. Rodger making many
errors
REAL ESTATE DIGEST
By Jesse L. Williams
"He that bath knowledge George Washington university,
spareth his words: and a man 1Washington. American uni-
versity, Washington; Howardof understanding is of an ex-
cellent spirit." Proverbs 17
chapter, 27 verse.
The following universities
and colleges offer courses in
real estate, including real
estate principles and practice,!University of Illinois, Urbana
property insurance. housing, (city planning only); Indiana
real estate valuation, real es- Indiana university; Michigan,
tate law, real estate financing, University of Michigan, Ann
land economics, real estate Arbor; Wayne university, De-
brokerage, construction and troit; University of Detroit, De-
building, city planning, titles
and conveyancing, statistics
and cycle theory, farm land
problems, taxation, real estate
accounting, land developing and New York itn.veisity, New
subdividing, and property mani Y o r k: Fordham university,
agement. , New York; Tennessee, Uni-
CAL IFORNIA 'versa), of Tennessee.
Pasadena City college, Pass-I The 14th annual convention
dens; Long Beach City college,
Long Beach; University of
California. Los Angeles; Uni-
versity of California, Berkeley;
University of Southern Cali-
fornin, Los Angeles; Golden
Gate college. San Francisco;
San Jose State College. Sat'
Jose.
COLORADO
University of Denver. Den-
ver; Connecticut Hillyer Col-
lege. Hartford: Yale university,
New Haven (city planning
only) tDistrict of Columbia; buses.
university. Washington; Illi-
nois; Y.M.C.A. Real estate In-




troit, New York, University of
Bufeile, BuCai.; Columbia uni-
versity, New Yr•sk, City Col-
lege of New Y irk, New York;
new cases of Parkinson's di-
sease occurring each year in
the United States, the Public
Health Service reported.
In a new pamphlet on the
disease, which seldom kills but
leaves its victims with uncon-
trollable shaking in one or
more parts of the body, the
service said at least 300,000
Americans now suffer from the
little understood sickness.
The service said the num-
ber of Parkinson's disease vic-
tims was going up in t h e
United States because the
sickness strikes people over 50
more frequently and the num-
ber of such people were in-
creasing.
of tie National association of
Real Estate brokers, Inc., will
convene Aug. 18-23 at Shera-
ton Plaza hotel-Boston Mass.
A recent survey indicated
that 86 per rent of the coun-
try's motorists said they pre-
fer their car to other forms
of transportation when they
make long trips. Motorists
said they found the automo-
bile more pleasant and relax-







The 39th convention of the
Alpha Kappa Alpha sororityf
is scheduled to be held in,
Chicago, Aug. 13-19, announces
the supreme basileus, Dr. Mar-
jorie H. Parker. Headquarters
will be Chicago-Sheraton
hotel.
Theme of the convention will
be "Assessing the Strengths
of Alpha Kappa Alpha For
Investment for Greater
Service."
Each day of the Convention
will be devoted to pursuing a
different aspect of Alpha
Kappa Alpha's strengths. In-
cluded in these discussions
will be the assessment of its
educational, political, econo-
mic, organizational, social and
spiritual strengths, culminat-
ing in positive directions for




high moral and ethical stand-
ards, and sponsors projects in
the areas of health, education,
housing and welfare, provides
scholarships for study in
America and in other count-
ries, and fosters programs for




HAVERFORD, Pa. — (UPI)
I —Jon Douglas, fourth-seeded
contender from Santa Monica,
Calif., won the 62nd annual
Pennsylvania Lawn Tennis
Championship by defeating
tournament giant killer Frank
Froehling, Coral Gables, Fla.,
6-2, 6-3, 6-1, in one hour and
10 minutes.
Douglas, former Stanford
quarterback, played a f ine
placement match, scored many
points with running shots and
concentrated successfully on
the backhand of his 19-year-
old opponent, who was un-
ranked.
Froehling, who had ousted
top-seeded Chuck McKinley.,
Wimbledon runnerup and hisi
Trinity College teammate, was
erratic in his forecourt play.
and could not get his cannon-
ball service to work for hime
at the Merion Cricket Club.
DISAPPOINTING
It was a disappointing per-
formance for Froehling in view
of his upset of McKinley and
his surprise victory over Don-
ald Dell, who finished second,
in the U.S. Clay Court Charre
pionships.
Douglas broke through
Froehling's service in the op-
The LeMoyne Garden Ten- ening game of the match aft-,
ant association sponsored fiveler 12 points were played. He
scored another breakthrough•
in the eighth game after Fro-
ehling twice double-faulted !
Douglas won the set in t h e
eighth game with a serve to
Froehling's backhand, the lat
baseline,
Douglas 
the ball over the i
also broke through!
Froehling's service in t h e
opening game of the third set,
in which Froehling three.
times doehle-faulted, the final
boys and six girls at three dif-
ferent camps. Five boys were
sponsored at Boy Scout Camp;
two girls at Girl Scout camp
and four girls at Day camp.
Boys who attended the Boy
Scout Camp at Fuller Park
were: Clarence O'Mays, Rich-
ard Campbell. Tommy Butler,
William LaMarr and Charles
Reeves.
Girls attending Camp Ts-
pawing° at Como. Miss. were: one on game point.
Bertha Jean Mells and Reve- Douglas did not lose h i .1
lyn Curry. ?service at all in this RM. which
Attending Day Camp at Tue. he won from 5-3 when Froth-
ler Park were: Bonnie Carol ling double-faulted the final'
Gardner. Bertha Reeves, Mar- point. It was rroehling's see-
garet Dabne and Annie Camp- ond double-fault of the game
bell, after he made two aces
equal opportunities for all.
The members are in strate-
gic positions throughout the
country in the professions as
doctors, lawyers, educators,
librarians, social workers, and
in various departments of
government and many other
fields. A vast number of its
members are volunteers in
civic, social, educational, and
political activities.
The 1961 Convention is ex-
pected to attract about 1,500
sorors throughout the United
States and it is anticipated
that the Convention will be a
thought provoking and chal-
lenging one. Details regard-
ing speakers and all events






land, The Philippines, and Ma-
laya have issued a declaration
creating Asia's first regional
economic bloc—the Associa-
tion of Southeast Asian State's
(ASAS).
The "Bangkok Declaratio;"
set up the basis for economic
a n d cultural cooperation
among the three nations. The
signers made it clear they were
, not forming a bloc "against
I anything" but joining forces
; to improve their mutual lot.
The declaration was issued at
a ministerial level meeting
opened by Thai Premier Mar-
shal Sarit Thanarat. It was
[signed by the foreign minis-
ters of Thailand and the Phil-
ippines and by Prime Minis-
ter Tengku Abdul Rahman of
. the federation of Malaya.
About 700 persons attend-
ed the high-level conference
called to set up ASAS, a proj-
ect that has been in the plan.: The new group of riders,
ning stage since 1959. all but one from California,
arrived here by train and
tried to integrate the white
waiting room at the Illinois!
Central terminal. They were Junior Champs To
Sarit praised ASAS as a
"noble ideal" originated by
Rahman and Philippines Pres-
ident Carlos P. Garcia. Other
Asian nations w e r e invited
to join ASAS, but so f a r
none have indicated a wish to
do so.
Arrest 15 Riders; Refuse
To Jail Diplomat's Son
JACKSON, Miss. — (UPI) day were from California ex-
-Police arrested 15 more cept Richard C. Stewart, 21,
"freedom riders" here while of New Orleans, aN a gro
the son of an Indonesian di- student at Dillard university,
plomat who met them at the who joined the others in New
train station tried in vain for Orleans.
the second straight day to fol- 
OtherNegroes in the grouplow them to jail.
were identified as: RobertWidjonarko Tjokroadisu- Singleton, 25, of Los Angeles,marto, 24, an exchange stu- his sister, Helen Irene Single-dent at the University of ten,
Washington,plexed22, and Lonnie Thurman, 34,
28, Michael R. Grubbs,over said h e Jacksonwas  per-
All are from the Los Angeleslice department's refusal to area. Thurman is a teacher:arrest him as a "Freedom Rid- Miss Singleton is a student ater." Santa Monica City college andHe said he had no diplo- the rest are students at UCLA,matic immunity from arrest, White UCLA students inbut determined officers insist- the group were identified as:ed he go free. He told them Winston Eugene Fuller, 24,when they arrested eight of Phillip M. Posner, 22, S a Makhis companions at a bus Townsend, 27, Max Pavesic,Wstation here he was perfectly 21, William Leons, 25, Albertwilling to go to jail. Barouh, 21, and Joseph Ed-Officers refused to arrest the ward Gerbac, 21.
youth and a blind white Other riders were Herbertwoman, Norma Wagner, 44. of S Mann, 35, a Los AngelesRochester, N.Y., when they eostal worker, Tanya Wren,arrived here by bus f rom 22, a student at Los AngelesNashville, Tenn. City College, and Alan Kauf-
man, 21, a student at the
University of California in
Berkeley.
immediately arrested on breach
of the peace charges.
Sunday's arrest brought to
294 those jailed here on simi-
lar charges since May 24.
Tjokroadisumarto was on
Ends U.S. Visit hand at the terminal to greet The Junior Boys and Girlsthe latest arrivals. He scur-
ried Championships willfrom the Negro waitingWithN.Y.Stop Iroom to the white waiting be played at Hampton Institute.ga
I room and walked to a paddy Hampton, Va., Aug. 7-12. TheWNEW YORK (UPI)
Play Tennis At
HamptonCollege
— wagon with the arrested "rid-113th event tournament will bePrime Minister Sir Abubakar era.. Still he could not get'Tafawa Belewa of Nigeria is arrested played on Hampton Courts this.
winding up his visit to the
U.S. with a two-day stop in
New York.
The African leader arrived
Sunday from Knoxville, Tenn.,
and leaves for home tonight.
While in New York he will
visit the United Nations and Is-
meet with Gov. Nelson A. karta. land. Number entries will be
159th st., Queens 34, Long state of foreign affairs in Jae
Rockefeller and Mayor Rob- Tjokroadisumarto said a taken at Hampton.ert F. Wagner. consular at the Indonesian William E. Babe Jones will
Some 500 guests are expect- embassy in Washington tele- serve as referee.
ed to attend a reception for phoned him in Nashville and Entry blanks may be ob-
Sir Ahubakar on the lawn of reported the State depart_ tamed by writing Dr. R. Walter
Gracie Mansion, official rest- ment did not want him to Johnson, 1003 5th at., Lynch-
dence of the mayor. Wagner make the trip. But he turned burg, Va. All financial A.T.A.
will present the prime minis- down the request, he s a i d, clubs have been mailed entry
ter the city's medallion and because he felt the law was blanks. More are available;
scroll for distinguished serv- on his side,
ice. All of those arrested Sun- for entries.
remember deadlines.
He told United Press Inter-
national he believed the state
department must have asked
officers not to arrest him. His
father, a former ambassador
to Pakistan, is an officer in
Indonesia's department of
year. Many new champions will
be crowned. Full social program
for 7 days and 7 nights and 3
meals a day, all for $13.50.
All entries must be sent to
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